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methods in doing things. Then, again, how few 
will change their old ways before they are forced 
to. That there are superior means of doing farm 
work and feeding stock is proved by the suc
cess of one man and the failure of his neighbor liv
ing on the next lot. Almost any neighborhood will 
furnish a proof of this. We publish in this issue 
letters from men who rank among the most suc
cessful in sheep raising, beef raising, and general 
farming, upon subjects of vital importance to 
thousands of readers along the very lines taken up.
As will be seen, "the letters are nothing more nor 
less than an epitome of the experience of these men 
in achieving success in their occupation. While 
many believe this, and after reading what is writ
ten will modify their practice somewhat for the 
better, too many will drift along with old methods 
and receive no benefit from the evidence given.

With regard to the sheep letters, there can be 
no question as to whether the general plan given is 
practicable, as in almost every instance the practices 
of the different contributors agree in the main, 
though differing on minor points. The inexperienced 
need have no trouble in deciding what is the proper 
course to pursue. Notwithstanding this, many will 
possibly be found, a month after reading, allowing 
lambs and older sheep to run together. Others will 
keep them continuously housed, or too much ex
posed, or leave them to get their drink by eating 
snow, just as though they were satisfied with the 
poor returns that such treatment will afford.

The group of letters on winter feeding and 
fattening young cattle .is worth a great- deal to 
almost every one who will pay any attention to tiieir 
teaching. Not one of the contributors but; has 
made a success of that line of farming, and yet 
there will be those who will say they cannot afford . 
to feed their yearlings any grain, but will continue 
to winter them on straw and leave them out six 
hours a day—just the very method to hinder them 
ever becoming able to feed better. If the writers 
of those letters had waited until they had made 
money before commencing to do well for the young 
things they would always have found it impossible 
to enter upon a profitable line of stock feeding, so 
far as cattle were concerned.

And then the lessons from the letters on saving 
and applying manure. What a wealth of informa
tion they contain. There is not a man among them 
but knows that he cannot afford to lose the liquid 
manure. The old plank floors- are as unprofitable 
as the mousehole in the granary floor ; but how 
many will act as though they believed it ? Every 
one cannot tear out their old floors and put down 
cement, but there are few who cannot relay ^he 
loose-fitting planks, making them tight, and by 
lining chaff, sawdust, or the manure from the bone 
stable, absorb all the liquid from the cattle before 
it runs away. And then after the manure is saved 
and mixed, our duty to our pockets has not termi
nated in regard to its final deposit in the soil. 1 Mr. 
Tillson and others have, after careful study and 
observation, found that there is no profit in allow
ing the manure to steam up or rot in piles and 
leach away with every rain for months, but now 
follow the plan of spreading it fresh right on the 
ground to be enriched next season. In this way it 
is applied in its very fullness and at a time when 
neither man nor horse labor is at a premium.

In conclusion, we are led to wonder What sort of 
an individual the farmer is who claims that he 
cannot afford to subscribe to a good practical agri
cultural paper. Of all follies, this does appear one 
of the most glaring, because he is simply depriving 
himself of a regular and frequent source of informa
tion about a most difficult business, in which, by 
the contribution and publication of experience, so ' 
much can be done to help each other to succeed.
Our readers appreciate the service of the paper to 
themselves in this respect, and we think we may 
fairly ask them, by words of commendation and a 
little personal effort, to induce others, by becoming 
subscribers, to share in the general benefit.

remember the need of such knowledge on manyEDITORIAL. dairy farms.
While it may appear to have been a misdirected 

effort to have built the school in the first place, we 
believe that it is entirely within the range of possi
bility to conduct it upon a plan that will make it a 
great benefit to the dairy industry. The institution 
is there ; the practical question is, How can the best 
use be made of it ?

The plan that suggests itself is that it be run the 
year around on the basis of a regular cheese 
factory or creamery, or a combination of the two. 
While this would render the institution in a large 

self-supporting, it would also fit its instruct- 
the better to teach how to overcome the diffi

culties met with in summer dairying and which
__ appear in the winter season. For instance,
gassy curds and grassy flavors, which only exist in 

cannot be understood when they are

The waste of manure is one of the greatest leaks 
on thousands of farms. The special letters we are 
publishing on this subject will well repay perusal.

Experience is the great teacher, and if class
room theories do not harmonize with practice, the 
fault is with the theory. Sound theory and sound 
practice must be in accord.

Questions and answers on wintering sheep are 
continued in this issue and present the well-ma
tured knowledge of men who have made a lifework 
of this branch of stock raising.

Mr. Joseph Yuill's vigorous paper, given in 
another column, treats in double-barrelled fashion a 
most important subject. If any reader is not con
cerned in the enrichment of an impoverished farm, 
he certainly will be in preventing a fertile farm 
from becoming impoverished. Mr. Yuill’s sugges
tions are based on-practical experience.
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not met with in practice. As an advantage to 
students, which was the primary object of the in
stitution, the twelve months’ system has much in 
its favor ; it also has its advantages from thé stand
point of economy. This latter is especially worthy 
of consideration when it is pointed out that the 
building and equipment cost some $14,000, and the 
running expenses, including salaries for the nine 
weeks in which it was run last year, was something 
like $800. To allow this expensive building and plant 
to lie idle five-sixths of the year seems absurd, to 
put it very mildly.

There can be no question as to the incidental 
advantages of the year-’round plan, as then a series 
of experiments could be conducted, by which many 
questions could be solved that cannot receive 
attention in the present system of winter schools. 
This would be an everyday educator to farmers in 
the immediate neighborhood, by sight and contact, 
and to the country at large, through the press and 
otherwise. It would thus help to keep the most 
approved methods and latest researches always 
before the public.

Develop the dairy industry and prepare prod
ucts properly for the British market is being con
stantly dinned in the public ear, and we believe 

useful work may yet be done in experimental 
butter shipments by cold storage to different 
markets to determine the best system and ascer
tain exactly what is needed. Were this school tb 
run under skilled directors, as we have endeavoréd 
to point out, it could soon be ascertained by a few 
shipments—surely a justifiable return for public 
money. '

To show that the farmers of the Strathroy dis
trict are prepared to patronize a creamery or 
cheese factory it is only necessary to refer to this 
and last winter’s experience. When the school 
opened it was difficult to procure sufficient milk 
within reasonable distance *t 21 cents per pound of 
butter-fat, while this winter the farmers were pre
pared for the demand, and now enough can be pro
cured comparatively near the school at 19 cents per 
pound of butter-fat to supply four or five such 
institutions. During our visit one of the patrons 
who came for his chtque offered more milk than 
could be accepted, and expressed a wish that he 
could supply the factory the year around.

However, enough has been said to demonstrate 
the need for reform in the general plan of running 
the institution and to indicate one way in which 
reform might be effected.

The Wisdom of Observing the Lessons of 
Experience.

One often hears it said of a man, “ He would be 
a very good servant, but will never succeed in busi
ness for himself.” When we hear that remark we 
understand it to mean that the man in question 
has to be shown or told what is best to do. It is 
surprising how many persons 
sort—good men, perhaps—who work hard and try 
to get along, but have little foresight, and indeed 
have little discernment between right and wrong
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The letter by Mr. John I. Hobson on the man
agement of farmyard manure will deservedly 
command widespread attention. His own success 
and long experience as a farmer and his varied 
opportunities in Canada and elsewhere, particularly 
for years as a judge of Ontario prize farms, in 
observing the practice of others gives his observa
tions especial force and value. The prominence we 
are giving this subject is more than justified by 
the importance he attaches to the subject in the 
introductory sentences of his letter.
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mThe following telegram has been received from 
“The United States Collectors ofWashington :

Customs along the Canadian border have a practice 
of requiring importers of animals brought into this 
country for breeding purposes to make a separate 
affidavit for each animal, that it is intended for the 
purpose named, thus securing it free entry. A fee 
of ten cents is charged in each case. Secretary 
Carlisle has ordered collectors to discontinue the 
practice and directed them to require separate 
oaths only for each class of animals, and in the 

of sheep, one oath for each invoice.”
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The Western Dairy School. iA member of our staff recently visited the 
Western Dairy School which was opened about 
twelve months ago by the Ontario Government at 
the town of Strathroy, in Middlesex County. As 
little advertising was done previous to its opening 
in 1896, a crowded session was not expected. How
ever, some thirty two students attended two weeks 
or more each, ten of whom were awarded certificates 
by passing the prescribed examinations. While this 

be considered a fairly successful opening sea-
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son, it showsclearly that there was notan overpower
ing demand in the western part of the Province for 
a dairy school. This is especially evident when it 
is remembered that it costs a student next to noth
ing above his or her board to take the course, with 
all the splendid advantages offered. During our 
visit we learned that the probability of there being 
a full class this season is very slim, there being less 
than h*1f a dozen in attendance on the day in 
question. It is expected, however, that the courses 
later will be much better attended.

Knowing these facts, the question arises, Is the 
Government justified in carrying on such an insti
tution as at present nine or ten weeks in the year 
with so little return ? It will be remembered that 
the building and equipment lack little or nothing in 
excellence, nor could a more energetic or better 
qualified instruction staff be readily procured ; in 
fact, there seems to be nothing lacking except the 
demand for knowledge in the manufacture of dairy 

This fact is indeed lamentable when we
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m exercise and not long enough to exhaust them., 

consider it profitable, and add to that millet once

IB- second-class teacher, and was answered by one 
hundred and one applicants, including many 
first-class certificates and R A.’s. Had the adver
tisement included third-class certificates I have no 
doubt we could have had double the number.

At least two bad results follow (let) A great 
many thoroughly capable young people, after 
spending both money and time, find themselves out 
of employment, and. (2nd) the agricultural profes
sion is robbed of many who would not only have 
been its brightest, but also its most successful 
representatives. A great many of these will have 
to go back to farm life, where there is 
room for them. I know that just here 
told that they will be all the better farmers on 
account of the high education they have received. 
I will discuss that question later on.

Let us now consider some of thé causes which 
lead to this flooding of the lighter employments. 
Two of these we have already noticed, via: love of 

and love of drees, both quite natural to more 
young people. Another is the idea that these 

employments are more lucrative. This idea has its 
source in the fact that we are apt to notice only 
the successes—these float on the surface—whilst the 
failures, which are “legion,” drop from sight and 
drag out a miserable existence in obscurity. An
other cause for the prevalence of this idea is that 
thousands are compelled to put on good appear
ances though sick at heart. Thousands of our 
town ladies wear fine bonnets and dresses whose 
predecessors perhaps of several generations are not 
paid for, and their poor husbands are driven to 
their wits' end to know how to pay an installment 
of interest or to stave off for an eighth or tenth 
time a long-suffering creditor.

Certainly in the last few years there 
comparatively little money made by farmers, and 
the salaries paid to many in the professions, teach
ers, clerks, etc., and the profits claimed by busi
ness enterprises, etc., have been out of all propor
tion to the farmer’s earnings ; but these things are 
changing. High salaries are disappearing before 
excessive competition, and farmers, having con
tracted the habit of sending large sums of money 
to the departmental stores, are compelling our 
merchants to cut their profits in two. I know that 
many speak of the awful sin of patronising these 
departmental stores on account • ’ the “sweating” 
process indulged in by them. W 11, there are two 
sides to this subject. Why are tnere so many sub
jects of the sweating process? Chiefly because 
there are so many who prefer the needle to the 
cow’s teat. Many of these “ sweated ” girls would 
curl their noses in contempt at the noble farmer’s 
daughter who, with hearty laugh and rosy cheek, 
they see milking a cow or hoeing a flowerbed or a 

vegetables in the garden, 
brings me to another cause of this flooding 
lighter employments, viz., the idea that 
labor is dishonorable. Some seem to have 
that labor was the curse of man. Notât

Our Flocks of Sheep?Shall We I
It is to be regretted that during the past few 

years the sheep industry of the country has been 
greatly neglected, the result being that the number 
of sheep has rapidly decreased. The Bureau of 
Industries reports that the number in the Province 
of Ontario has declined from 2,022,735 in 1806 to 
1.849.848 in 1886.

In a
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4._In grain, we feed two pounds a day on the 
mixture of ensilage and cut feed. Our grain con
sists of oats, one-quarter ; com on the cob, one- 
half (ground) ; and bran, one-quarter, added ana
ml-We always feed grain mixed with cut toed. 
The roots are fed in the evening, before thehsy, 
the advantage being that it is a partial drink if the 
cattle have been watered early in the day.

6.—We aim to sell fatted cattle at the age of two
“*7.—fn^attening cattle, from February toshipping 
we add about four pounds grain to the above men- 
tioned rations. Do not think it economy to feed any

8. —We prefer letting fattening cattle go to the 
water trough about one and one-half hours each 
day, provided the water is just at hand and the 
cattle dehorned.

9. —We have a trough in each yard running 
water, and do not know of any better way.

10. —We clip about three inches wide along the 
back and use thereon oil, applied with a stiff brush, 
to prevent vermin. We curry their backs one- 
third down the side. We think this profitably 
and have practiced it for years. The oil mentioned 
above consists of linseed and coal oil in equal pro-

W. W. Shepherd, 
Prin. Indian Institution.

The Value of Corn in Cattle Feeding.
1. —I think yearlings are better tied. There is 

generally one in a lot that will boss the rest and 
give them too much exercise. Also when fed some 
will get more, others less than their share.

2. —About an hour’s run in barnyard.
3. —Straw and cornstalks with ears on. Yes; 

feed hay in April and May.
4. —I think young store cattle should get some 

grain—corn on the stalk, about the produce of three 
hills.
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Farmers’ Institute address, Mr. 
Andrew Elliott (of Waterloo Go., Ont), an 
excellent authority, pointed out that there are 
large areas in Ontario that, on account of the 
quality of the land and its isolated position, are 
not adapted to profitable dairying, and there are 
many farmers who, for the lack of help in the house 
and other reasons, will not adopt dairying nor 
cattle raising as a specialty. To those, sheep breed
ing and feeding must recommend iteelf as an easy 

of recuperating the soil exhausted by grain 
time giving a sure profit
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growing, and at the 
from year to year.

In the newer 
went on to say,gSSüSHare such excellent Scavengers, too, 

tffoid to be without them. Itu.., go term can afford to
___found that sheep consume over seventy

nsr cent, of all noxious weeds and partially destroy 
Kero per cent. more. The profits of sheep are

high priced foods of dairying or cattle feeding. 
Sheep are easily retained and boused. Adv fermer 
With lumber, hammer and saw can in a few days 
boild a house as good as is necessary for their 
mu i infnl management. The returns from sheep 

>are quick and sure,there being twoin the ye* 
wool and lambs—and these returns will bring 
cost of the ewe at any time. The chief «re ni 
eary is required when other branches of farming 
are slackTand of all farm stock they need the least 
time to attend to them. Sheep or lambs can be 
more cheaply winter-fed and with less labor than 
the same value of any other farm stock. The 
amount of money invested is small, and if properly 

they will easily return their value in the 
vear Sheep and their products have suffered less 
from the past drop in prices than any other tom 
product. They pay as well to-day as they did
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within the past tow years been largely reduced, 
and with the unequaled reputation wO have for 
superior breeding stock and lambs of the right 

to suit the best class of customers; we should 
for years to come find a profitable market for all 
we can raise.

Mr. MHntt has a substantial groundwork for his 
and there need be little hesitation in 

giving a decided affirmative answer to the question 
at the head of this article. But for whatever 

the sheep raiser caters, we would remind 
Mm tw. the great consuming centers are well 
supplied with “second-class” mutton, and if top 
prices are wanted, breeding, feeding, and manage
ment must be such as to produce a still more 
superior article. That is the rule with every farm 
product, mutton and lamb not excepted. Canada 
is the country par excellence for quality. Let us 

the most of it In this connection we believe 
the series of letters on " Wintering Sheep,” begun 
in the January 1st issue of the Advocate, will be 
of practical service.

portions. 
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to 15.1 am not settled on the mixing question. 

Meal, though, should always be fed 
feed or chaff.

(V Three years.
7. —I feed fattening cattle corn (ears and all), the 

produce of eight hills each in two or three feeds ; 
roots, a bushel or less, same number of feeds, and 
oat straw daily until middle or end of March. 
After that roots, a diminishing quantity ; meal 
(ground peas, oats, etc., with a little oil cake added) 
mixed with cut straw or chaff and hay three times 
a day. Amount of meal can not be specified, 
animals differ so. So far as I can judge, about ten 
pounds of meal per day for each beast is what can 
be profitably fed, but some will make use of much 
more, some not so much. No beast should get so 
much meal that it will not eat also a reasonable 
quantity of hay. But it pays, I think, to feed up to 
that point.

8. —Have tried both ways. Think that on the 
whole it is better to tum'them out daily. They 
may not look so fat, but they weigh better for their 
looks, gain about the same, health better.

9. —I water cattle at the trough outside.
10. —When cattle are turned out they don’t need 

to be curried. If you have a long, heavy, knotty 
pole fastened low at one end and’higher at the other 
for them to curry themselves on, they will make the 
hair fly faster than you can, and take great comfort 
in the operation.

I would add to the above that I think the ideal 
way of caring for young stock in winter, if they are 
quiet with one another or are dehorned, is to have 
them running loose in a yard or pen, eating straw 
at will, but tied up while eating grain or roots. Ido 
that with my two-year-olds. Saves cleaning stables; 
manure in perfect condition.

I also want to draw attention to the value and 
cheapness of corn and roots as a food for fattening 
cattle. The produce of half an acre—one-third of it 
roots, two-thirds of it corn, witii the addition of 
what oat straw he will eat — will fatten a steer for

Thos. Baty.
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of the 
manual 
the id
all. The three first laws given to man in his un
fallen state were : 1st. The law of the Sabbath- 
Gen. 2: 3. 2nd. The law of labor, and farm labor 
at that—Gen. 2: 15. 3rd. The law of marriage— 
Gen. 3: 21-24. In other words, the first Sabbath 
observed on earth was by a representative farmer 
and his wife. On the other hand, the curse of 
Canaan (Gen. 9: 25) was that he should be “a ser
vant of servants.” I fancy this comes pretty near 
the case of the store clerk, who, notwithstanding 
his stylish appearance, has to wait upon all grades 
of society, hand down roll after roll of goods, 
simply to be looked at by people who have neither 
the intention nor the ability to purchase. How 
much more honorable is the position of the farmer 
who, witii sun-browned face and plain clothes, 
“ bows but to God alone.”
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Thé Care and Winter Feeding of Cattle.
In these days of close margins of profit in beef 

production, we are anxious to assist our readers in 
learning the most profitable method of carrying 
yearlings and two-year-olds through the winter, and 
in finishing cattle for the block. We therefore ask 
the co-operation of practical *and experienced 
in replying to the following questions :

1. —Do you prefer to tie yearlings during the winter months 
or allow them to run loose in pens with a view to economy of 
labor and well-being of the animals ?

2. —How long each day do you allow yearlings and two-year- 
olds to run In the barnyard 1

3. —What is the character of your coarse fodder, and do you 
consider it economical to feed hay to young store cattle 1

4. —Should such animals 
sort and how much daily!
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The Future of our Boys and Oirls.
BY JAMES ELDER.

Never did this question force itself more promi
nently to the front than at present There has been, 
and still is, a tendency on the i>art of our young 
people to seek the lighter employments, and no one 
will blame them much. We all rather like to be 
spruced up and look clean and tidy—quite a desir
able preference. The young man or woman needs 
not to be very observant to notice the difference, 
commonly in this respect between the farmer’s son 
or daughter at work and the store clerk, school 

or office hand. We cannot put old heads 
young shoulders, and the young head cannot be 

expected to look much beyond the present enjoy
ment neither can we expect them to look much 
below the surface and estimate appearances at their 
true value. But it becomes an absolute necessity 
for them to look the stern facts fairly in the face. 
“Things are not always what they seem.” Very 
oftenthe fancy clothing indicates not plenty of 

y but, on the contrary, a very small bank 
it. The lighter employments are now flooded. 

A business man a short tame ago told me that being 
in need of another clerk he advertised, and was at 
once answered by over two hundred applicants. A 
few weeks ago our school district advertised for a

-
men

five months.
Middlesex Co. (South), Ont.il

4Vé forThe System of a Veteran Breeder nee<
and Feeder.

1 and 2.—Yearlings intended for any purpose are 
better to run loose in boxes or pens. Their feed 
trough can be constructed in such a manner that. 
they cannot possibly get thrown into it, and the 
exercise is very necessary in young growing stock, 
and will on same amount of feed make a greater 
gain than when tied up and let out each day for an 
hour. If they are in loose they need not be turned 
out if water is before them. I am a strong advocate 
of turning cattle out for half an hour each day when 
tied up. Then, the manure made in box stalls I 
consider much better than when cattle are tied, 
inasmuch as it gets thoroughly incorporated 
together, and none of the liquid is lost.

3. —Coarse fodders are cornstalks and straw; very 
little hay. Hay is too expensive.

4. —Yearlings—Roots and a few pounds, say ten, 
of ensilage, with coarse fodder, will keep them in 
good growing condition. Two-year-old steers should 
all be fed for beef in spring or for the July market. 
Coarse cut fodder, 10 lbs. roots, 15 lbs. ensilage, and
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5.—Assuming that you feed fodder, roots or ensilage and 
grain, do you prefer feeding them separately or mixed? If 
mixed, kindly explain how you prepare and feed it?

6. —At what age do you aim to sell your fatted cattle ?
7. —What ration would you advise for fattening cattle from 

the beginning of February until shipping time ?
8. —Do you consider it well to keep fattening cattle continu

ally housed all winter? If not, how often should they be 
turned out?

9. —What plan of watering do you employ ?
10. —How much importance do you attach to currying

fattening cattle ? ______
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sugFattening Cattle. 6mono; I1.—Prefer to tie yearlings, for the economy of 

space and that each may get his proper share of 
food.
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2 lbs. of meal per day will produce in, live weight an 
average gain of 200 lbs. in six months per steer. 
You willhave steers just right to finish on grass for 
July market. If for spring, 30 11)3. ensilage, 15 lbs. 
roots, 4 to 6 lbs. meal per day, and a feed of uncut 
hay per day, say 4 lbs., should average 300lbs. gain.

5. —When practicable, the best method is to mix 
all together except the hay; that I would feed 
uncut, 4 lbs. per day to each steer when fitting for 
spring market. If your feed room is frostproof, 
mix over night for morning feed, and morning for 
noon feed, etc.

6. —At two and a half years old, when I raise 
them on the farm. Every farmer should feed the 
steers grown on the farm, unless he is in the dairy 
industry. Cattle intended for winter feeding should 
be fed in October on the grass a few nubbins of corn 
each day for two weeks, then tie them or 
in boxes cool nights. In Novem
ber feed two 
stable and let

7. —I find that fattening cattle do well on a 
ration of cut straw, or straw and hay mixed, and 
about one gallon of meal (one-third peas and two- 
thirds oats) twice a day, with about a half bushel 
of roots once a day. About a quart of oil cake once 
a day, in addition to the above ration, will, if fed to 
the right class of stock, produce satisfactory re
sults.

8. —No. I think they should he turned out at 
least twice a week. If they are let out for an hour 
every day I think they will be still better ; that is, 
when the weather is not too stormy.

9. —I water at a creek, but would not recommend) 
that as being the best plan. If cattle can be 
watered in the stable I think it is much better, 
especially in cold and stormy weather.

10. —Cattle that are continually housed I think 
are much better for being curried, but if they

let out every day or so I think curry
ing is little more than a waste of time.

I fed my cattle last winter and am 
this winter feeding them corn run 
through the cutting vox without husk
ing, and I find that they do very well 
on that without any other grain. 
They get this night and morning — 
a good bushel basket full between

get away with fourteen quarts of this mixture in 
two feeds, and we have found that they handle 
well and keep in good health on the above ration.

8. —We do, decidedly, and take all precautions 
against one getting loose, even for a few minutes.

9. —Twice a day, by piping from tanks to boxes 
in front of animals.

10. —Not much, especially if the stable is cold. 
For instance, did I own a valuable Clydesdale stal
lion, trusting to my experience I should not, in this 
climate, curry him in winter. J. G. Davidson.

Simcoe Co., Ont.
Grain for Growing Stock.

While I do not consider myself an authority on 
such matters, I have no objections to giving my 

put them experience for what it is worth. I will try to
unds of meal in 
em out each day.

If this is attended to your cattle will 
never shrink ; in fact, you will have 
them weigh 75 to 100 lbs. on the 
average more than if treated in the 
ordinary way. Allowing any class of 
cattle by neglect to shrink, as is gener
ally the base with the majority of 
farmers, is One of the greatest leakages 
known to the cattle industry. There
fore. feed from the start a light 
ration, and you will be surprised the 
gain you will make in six months, 
and the quality of your cattle thus fed 
is or will he far better than those that 
are forced rapidly for a short time.
The former have more flesh, the latter 
more fat or tallow. The former will 
ship better, the latter will shrink 
two pounds to one of the former.

8 and 9.—I would let cattle out for 
ten or fifteen minutes each day, pro
viding they had water before them.
Some are watered inside, some out
side. A few minutes’ exercise is es
sential. They should never be exposed 
to rough weather or allowed in a 
bleak place. If no warm spring water 
to hand, I certainly would advise
taking the chill off cold ice .........
water when practicable. Cattle have done well answer yourrquestions in the order in which you 
with me where they had not all the modern im- have arranged them.
provements and comforts. No man should defer 1.—I prefer to tie yearlings in the winter rather
feeding because he has not all the modern improve- than to allow them to run loose in pens, for the 
ments. You can succeed if good judgment is simple reason that I think there is less labor en- 
displayed far better than many will with all modern tailed in that way than in the other, and if they 
appliances and not judgment. Success depends are let out every day or nearly so, as I think all 
upon mastering all the little details: kindness, cattle should be, I think they will do equally as 
regularity, no excitement, the same feeder. Not well, 
getting your cattle chilled is a great factor in pro
ducing beef. Get your cattle plump each day, and 
yon will succeed.

10.—Not much importance. If cattle are fed a 
balanced ration they will not heat ; it is when they 
are not managed properly that they get so itchy.

I would add this : When steers are fed in loose 
boxes they must be dehorned, and 
should be dehorned in each case 
where a number are fed.

When I state 10, 15 or 30 lbs. 
ensilage, I mean ensilage made 
from mature corn—corn in glazed 

ige ; meal, oats, and peas ; oats 
and corn ground, or peas and 
reduced with bran and shorts.

C. M. Simmons.

th<

'akm p
' * two of them, with all the straw they 

want to eat in the meantime. Last 
winter they got turnips in addition 
to this and they did well, but turnips 
were a failure with us this season, and 
const quentlv they get none. I 
however, that à little bran 
with the corn would be an improve
ment. 8. B. Gorwill.

Middlesex Go. (East).
[Note.—We invite and will gladly 

publish additional correspondence em
bodying the experience of practical 
men on the above questions. One 
reader can benefit another in this way 
and lose nothing himself, but rather 
gain. Does your experience confirm 
what these men state, or does it differ, 
and in what respect ? Do you question 
any of their statements; or wherein 

do you prefer the plan you pursue ? . Let us hear 
from you.—Editor.]
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ÜTHE SWEEPSTAKES AYRSHIRE, SILVA.

'

j mnA Sweepstakes Ayrshire.
The Ayrshire cow, Silva —904—, herewith illus

trated. brought honor to her owners, M 
Reid & Co., Hintonburg, Ontario, and 
able herd at the last Ottawa Central Exhibition by 
winning first prise in the Ayrshire cow class and 

2— I would allow them to run an hour or two, sweepstakes for best female of the breed, 
or probably sometimes when the weather is fine a bred by J. J. Smith, Billings* Bridge, Ont.; sired by 
little longer, although I think a couple of hours’ Cherry Prince 2nd —445—, and out of LUy 4th 
run will do them as much good as a longer time. —900—, by Tri-Mountain —125—, tracing to import- 

3,—My coarse fodder is principally straw and ed Bonny Lass —12—. The herd to which she 
cornstalks. While I do feed some hay to store belongs contains a very fine four-months-old bull 
cattle when it is plentiful, yet I do not consider it calf from her and by the present stock bull, Gold

King 1387; also a grand two-year- 
old son, winner of first prise at 
Ottawa last fall *s a yearling.

This excellent dairy 
situated in a herd of

a
«

1 R.
their valu-

-'HiShe
j

■
■

■« : !
cow is well 
some sixty 

grade and pure-bred Ayrshire*, 
whose business it is to furnish milk1 
for the Ottawa city trade. With 
such a business in view, Messrs. 
Reid & Co. retain nothing in the 
herd that does not produce bounti
fully. It is well known that there 
are Avt shires and Ayrshire*, espe
cially in their native home, which' 
is causing considerable agitation 
between the breeders of the very 
fine type of cattle and the more 
vigorous sort, such as Silva proves 
herself to be. It will be remem
bered that in the grade dairy class 
at. the Ottawa show this hero cap
tured many of the good prizes, 
as well as a number in pure-bred 
Ayrshire».

1 ,

sta
corn

Middlesex Co., Ont.

The Evidence of an Expert 
Cattle Feeder. v

bfm4 IL— No. We give our calves and 
yearlings all the freedom possible.

2. —We consider an hour or two 
quite enough for all purposes.

3. —Our rough fodder consists for 
the most part of rye hay cut when 
heading out, and for a second crop 
when the heads are well filled ; we 
also sow a mixture of peas, oats 
and barley, to cut when three- 
parts ripe and to be fed as hay.

4. —This is an excellent fodder 
for young stock and no grain is 
needed until the fattening period 
begins.

5. —Our sheet anchor in the past 
has beep roots, cut as for sheep, 
and shorts sprinkled on roots 
while being cut in the propor
tion of ten pounds of shorts 
to the bushel of cut roots. . The morning meal 
is cut and mixed the night before, and will be 
slightly warm when fed next day, and the shorts 
will have absorbed all the outside sap and will be 
quite sweet and moist. The quantity fed night 
and morning will average thirty-five pounds each 
feed, and I have had the best results from this 
ration, notwithstanding its “onesidedness.” The 
roots mentioned in ration are Swedish turnips, 
sugar beets, and parsnips.

6 —When turned three years old.
7.—Our ordinary ration for the latter part of the 

fattening period has been equal parts of oats, bran, 
buckwheat, and peas, the peas and buckwheat to 
be steeped five hours before being fed and the oats 
and bran mixed carefully. A full-grown steer wil'

Our Scottish Letter.
EAT STOCK SHOWS AND THE MEAT 

TRADE.
The chief topic of conversation 

in these days is the success of 
Scotch cattle at the great fat stock 
shows in England, and uni 
thing unusual occurs In the near 
future a notable vii 

won, which is not likely to be ecli 
present generation lasts. The Aberdeen-Angua 
black polled breed has done many notable things 
in the past, and during the four years 1893-96 it 
has provided three champion animals at the great 
show of the Smitbfleld Club in London. These 
were Mr. Fletcher’s Pride of the Highlands in 1868; 
Mr. Stephenson’s Benton Bride in 1864, and now the 
Earl of Strathmore’s Minx of Glamis (see illustra
tion) in 1896. The winner in 1895 was Her Majesty 
the Queen’s Shorthorn heifer, Frederica. The curi
ous phenomenon of the champion fat animal of 
Great Britain for four years in succession being a 
heifer is naturally cause of remark, and we have 
not yet seen anyexplanation which altogether meets 
the case. Some have the feeling that it is too bad

i ABERDEEN-ANGUS HEIFER, “ MINX OF GLAMIS,” CHAMPION OF THE SMITHFIELI) 
AND BIRMINGHAM FAT STOCK SHOWS OF 1896; BRED AND OWNED BY THE

EARL OF BTRATHMUME. aome-
1 has been 

while theeconomical to do so, at least until the latter end of 
the winter, for I think they will do equally as well 
without it.

4. —Yes; a little grain to keep them growing, for if 
a young animal stops growing it takes a long time to 
gain what it has lost, and I think it is very doubt
ful if it ever makes as good an animal as it would 
otherwise have done. I think oats or a mixture of 
oats and peas the best kind of grain to feed growing 
stock—about a quart twice a day.

5. —I usually feed roots alone, but mix the meal
with' cut cornstalks or straw, first putting the cut 
feed in the mangers and mixing the meal with it 
there. „

6. —I sell my fat cattle at two years old. Have 
not had a three-year-old steer for several years.

J
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Hints for Lambing Time.

1 -We think that lambs should be kept sepa-

WSggis&rithemselves until after lambing, when they will 
require good care and extra feed.

2—No, it is well to confine them in pensât 
night, but allow them all the exercise they will

PM^atraw, clover hay and corn fodder, cut. 
/- i ü„„,i .«.O afp.iv twice dailv to breeding ewes

season has

ing purposes. Of the Shorthorn and Aberdeen* 
Angus one need not speak ; everyone knows that 
they are the crossing bulls of the country. Gallo
ways are also much in demand for crossing onto 
Ayrshires and also Shorthorns ; in the latter case 
for the production of what are probably the most 
useful feeding cattle in this country—Blue-grays.

In the carcass competition emphasis was laid on 
the differentstandardnowinvogueforfatcattle. The 
rage is all for lean meat, and the best butcher’s car
cass in the show was that of a Welsh runt, which, 
as a butcher described it, did not carry as much fat 
•• ao would grease a skewer.” Butchers affirm that 
what they now want are carcasses § lean and J fat ; 
whereas what they most commonly get are carcasses 
i lean and $ fat. As a matter of fact show cattle 
are being fed past profit, and a similar remark may 
be made about sheep. A show was held at Ayr at 
which the butchers had the chief say in the 
judging, and they very plainly indicated what 
they wanted — light-weights and lean meat. The 
best mutton carcass at London was that of a 
Cheviot wedder from Clynelish in Sutherlandshire. 
This was beautiful mutton and no kind of foreign 
mutton can ever oust it from the market.

There is, however, a growing feeling in this 
country that less is to be gained from the marking 
of foreign meat than was at one time supposed. 
The quality of some of the beef from the United 
States is excellent, and unless the home producer 
p.n go more than one better he is pretty certain to 
get left. Nothing can touch the home bred and 
Fed black polled bullock, but, unfortunately, the 

■ consumer will not give as much more per pound for 
his beef as the butcher has to give for the bullock 
per cwt. alive when compared with the foreign 
bullock. This creates a difficulty which tells in 
favor of the foreigner. Still, if the home producer 
will send out the very best and nothing else, he will 
still be able to cry,— “ Scotland Yet.”
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TBM LEADING AGRICULTURAL JOXJRRAL IN 
THE DOMINION. Ofcare

the WTT.TJAM weld COMPANY (Hums* 
London, Out., and Wminrsa. Ma*.

John Weld, Manager.
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(a ) Feed pea straw twice daily to breeding « 
and once to young sheep, (b) Hay not fed for 
breeding ewes until after the lambing season 

• fn vmiTlff stock 01306 dally WD6X1commenced; to voung stock once daily when it is 
to be had. (c) We have the best satisfaction from 
cutting both, as the waste is not nearly so great ; in 

;ks, with good troughs.
4.—We find that young sheep can be grown

roots. We feed all
4, publisher must be

a ThoAdvoeato is sent to subscribers until an explicit orderis reoelved for its discontinuance. All payments ofarrearagee
as required bylaw.

6. The Law is, that all subscribers to newopapets are held 
responsible until all arrearages are ptid. and their paper

tUE. When made otherwise we cannot^be responsible.
of the Post r 

cannot be

rac
very cheaply, principally on 
they can eat, but only a very few to breeding ewes. 
Have fed no ensilage to sheep.

5. —About one pint of oats for young stock and 
one-half pint for breeding ewes along with a little 
bran when not fitting for show.

6. —."We attach a great deal of importance to 
keeping the pens cleaned so as not to cause damp
ness or any foul smell, which is detrimental to the 
health of the sheep. Would also recommend plenty 
of pure air, although drafts should be avoided.

7. —Breeding ewes should have a plentiful supply
of fresh water ; also young sheep where turnips or 
other roots are not fail, but wherd they Can tfe fad 
freely they will drink very little. To those who 
have early lambs it will be necessary to have good, 
warm pens so as not to chill the young lambs. Do 
not feed too heavy for one week after lambing, as 
it may cause garget, the lambs not being able to 
take all the milk furnished. When they are two 
weeks old, a part of the pen should be divided so as 
to allow the lambs to eat by themselves. A little 
dampened bran and oats will be very acceptable to 
the young things. Care should be taken to keep 
them growing until able to turn out on grass, as a 
stunted lamb never amounts to much. The ewes 
should be well fed and a fresh supply of water 
provided daily, also salt should be regularly sup
plied. A. Telfer & Sons.

Brant Co., Ont.
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8.t on our53£tiStoL~-#. Thy Date on your Label shows to what time your eubeerip-

11. Ho anonymous communications or enquiries will motive
41. letter» irt—QoQ for publication should be written on one
IS. aSTeommimleatttme in reference to any matter connected 

with this paper should be addressed as below, and not to 
any individual connected with the paper. , ,,

as we consider valuable we wUlpay ton oente per inch 
minted matter. Criticisms of Articles, Suggestions How 
to Improve the Advocate, Descriptions of "New Grains,

—w mm! an welcome. Contributions sent ns must not 
be furnished other papers until after they have appeared in oar columns. Rejeoteamatter will be returned on receipt of

15. SemSes to circulars and letters oft enquiryaflfcewin not be peid for as provided above.
Address—THE FARMER'S ADVOCATE, or

THE WILLIAM WELD CO..
London. Ontario. Canada.
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Wintering Sheep.
(Continued, from page 6.)

QUESTIONS.
X.—Do you believe in keeping lambs, shearlings, and older 

sheep separate ? If so, what are the advantages ?
2. —Do you consider it well to confine sheep to pens all the 

time, or at nights, or do you allow them access to the yards 
and pens all the time ?

3. —What is the character of your coarse fodder for sheep ? 
(a) To what extent do you use pea straw î (b) To what extent 
do you feed hay? (c) How do you feed each or both, out or 
uncut, in racks, troughs, or on tho floor ?

4. _What is your experience with feeding roots or ensilage 
to young sheep and to breeding ewes?

5. —To what extent do yon recommend feeding grain to 
young or breeding sheep, not fitting for show?

6. —How much importance do you attach to keeping the 
pens cleaned out down to the floor?

7. —What do you recommend with regard to watering ?

.

How to rianage Sheep for Profit.
1. —Yes, especially the lambs. They require 

better feeding to keep them growing till matured. 
This cultivates a tendency to early maturity in the 
flock. It evens up the lots, giving each sheep a 
better chance of sharing equally in the feed.

2. —I don’t think sheep should be confined to 
pens. They should be allowed to go out and in 
yard at will. Doors should be _ wide for the breed
ing ewes, to prevent possibility of injury from 
crowding. This often is the cause of abortion.

3. —Good pea straw cut a little on the green side 
for early winter feed (say up to 1st March) is excel
lent. I have found fodder corn with some fairly 
matured ears run through a cutting box, cut into 
half-inch lengths, a first-class feed. After about 
the first of March, depending some on when the 
ewes are due to drop their lambs, I know of nothing 
to surpass early cut, well-cured clover hay. Prefer 
blue grass to timothy hay ; prefer rack and trough 
combined.

4. —Have never fed ensilage.

sent from this

to waste females which might have proved useful
as breeders by slaughtering them so soon. On Q. .. Lambs a Good Start.

L-Ye8’ 1 believe and prtic? keepT iühe
not quite like breeding animals, and there are lambs in separate pens from shearlings and older 
usually reasons known to breeders which induce sheep, for this reason : Shearlings and older sheep 
them to regard it as more profitable to feed these crowd away the lambs from the feeding troughs 
heifers than to breed from them. It was not only in and racks and the lambs do not get a fair share of 
the live stock classes, but also in the carcass compe- the feed, and the first winter being a very impor
tation, that Aberdeen-Angus cattle scored. First tant period in the life of the sheep, it is important 
nrize there was won by a steer named Ameer, the that they should not be stunted or set back, 
nronerty of Mr. Fletcher, of Rosehaugh. This was Another reason is that I think it pays well to feed 
a fine and the practical lessons to be learned the lambs some grain the first winter, and if not
from it could not be ignored. Naturally breeders kept separate the older sheep would get nearly the 
of Aberdeen-Angus cattle are overjoyed at the re- whole of it.
suit, and as a beef breed the polled blacks are easily 2.—Allow them access to the pens and yards at
first. The reserve champion of Smithfleld was also all times, except during severe storms ; at such 
bred in Scotland. This was the black steer, Faultless, times close them in the pens, 
bred by Mr. John Ross, Meikle Tarrel, Ross-shire ; 3.—(a) If I have it, feed pea straw twice in
nronerty of Mi*. Learner, Norwich ; got by the fine day. (b) Feed hay once a day until the lambing 
Cruickshank Shorthorn bull, Ringleader, out of a season, then feed twice usually, (c) Feed pea 
cow whose sire was an A.-A. bull, Carol, and his straw sometimes cut, at other times uncut. Always 
grand&m an unpedigreed Shorthorn. Faultless is feed hay uncut. Always feed the hay or pea straw 
a magnificent ox, his worst defect being too great in troughs or racks, 
length of leg. As has not infrequently happened 4.—Have not yet fed ensilage to sheep, but feed
iu the past the Hereford breed almost furnished the roots liberally to lambs and other sheep, except 
champion, and there is something very captivating breeding ewes. My plan is to feed roots morning 
in the form of these noble white face cattle. Their and night and grain at noon ; rations being about 
manifest falling off in the hind quarters, where the one and one-half quarts of roots (pulped, sliced or 
most valuable beef is found, tells against them when whole) to breeding ewes and two quarts to other 
it comes to final ties. Shorthorns are not as strong sheep ; grain (if oats, which I think are best), pint 
this season as they have sometimes been in past to a quart to each sheep ; in lbs., would be about 
yèars, but this can hardly be wondered at. The two pounds oats and three to four pounds roots 
breed’is so much in demand for crossing purposes each ration, 
that nothing short of a complete cessation in the 5.—Answered in No. 4. 
foreign demand would probably send enough males feed lambs grain all winter, 
into the market as steers. Nearly all the breed should get some from the beginning of 
champions at London were females. The Short- until the lambing season. ^
horn champion was Lord Rosebery’s Proud Madam, 6.—Think.-it injurious to sheep to allow the litter
which won both at Birmingham and at London, or bedding to accumulate until in sufficient quanti- 
She was bred in Aberdeenshire, at Barthol Chapel, ties to heat. So long as the bedding is dry and no 
The A.-A. champion was, of course, Minx of Glamis, fermentation going on, do not think it necessary to 
the champion of the show and the best fat animal keep bedding cleaned away.
of the season. The Galloway champion was Mr. 7.—Sheep should have access to water at all
Wm. Parkin-Moo re’s heifer, Liberia, as good an times, particularly breeding ewes, except when fed 
animal of her kind as any of her sister champions, large quantities of roots, 
but lacking their weight. The champions of both Think the above questions cover the ground 
the Red Polled and the Sussex breeds were also pretty fully as to ordinary careof theflock during the 
heifers, so that a large proportion of the supreme winter season, except salting. The flock should be 
honors'went to the ladies. The sections in which salted regularly at least once a week, or what is 
championships were secured bv the males were those better, keep salt before them in boxes at all times, 
forcross-breds, Highlanders, Devons. Herefords,and Another very important matter : The shepherd 
Welsh. The Highlander was a really magnificent should examine his flock closely when going into 
animal and his success was as well deserved as it winter quarters, and if infested with parasites, such 
was popular. He was bred by Mr. I. R. Campbell, as ticks and lice, see that the usual remedies are 
Shinness Lairg, and was owned by the Earl of applied for their extermination. If this is not done 
Durham.’ It will be observed that the sections or a good deal of feed will be as good as lost and the 
breeds in which the steers are beaten are those of owner may possibly lose some of the flock, 
which the bulls are very much in demand for cross- Bruce Co., Ont. J as. Tolton.

t'

Young sheep may 
be liberally fed on roots at any time with best 
results. A small allowance may be fed to breeding 
ewes through the winter, which should be increased 
after the lambs are dropped to all they will eat up 
clean and no more.

5. — Young sheep should be fed just enough 
grain to keep them growing, and should be such as 
to produce bone and muscle rather than fat, 
as oats, bran, and oil cake (nutted is best). Breed
ing sheep, when the coarse feed is good quality and 
having a few roots, require but little grain until 
after the l«mbs are dropped, when they may be 
liberally fed on a similar mixture to the above.

6. —ït is very important that pens should be 
cleaned out as often as is necessary to prevent the 
ammonia from escaping, which depends on amount 
of bedding, etc., used. In most cases twice during 
the winter is sufficient.

7. —Sheep require, perhaps, the least water of
any kind of stock, but what they do want should 
be regularly supplied of the purest and very best 
quality (not a lick at a snowbank). If fed very 
liberally of roots they need less water. By a close 
observation of the above suggestions there is no 
reason why any man should not make a flock 
sheep one of the most profitable investments on 
the farm. Sheep have touched bottom and are 
sure to rise. John Jackson.

Wentworth Co., Ont.
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Cut Feed, Grain, and Water for Sheep.
1. —I would not think of keeping lambs and 

older sheep together, as the older sheep will crowd , 
the lambs from the feed troughs, keeping them 
from getting their proper share of feed. Lambs 
should be fed with the object of getting size by 
feeding liberally of such food as will produce 
muscle and bone rather than fat. Sheep from one 
to four years old will do well enough together, but 
we prefer to feed in small lots, and shearlings will 
appear to much better advantage if kept separate 
from older sheep.

2. —Sheep require plenty of exercise at all times
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during fine weather, and should only be confined to 
their pens during wet and stormy weather. It is 
of the utmost importance that sheep should be 
kept dry during the winter season.

3. —Corn fodder and pea straw, usually giving a 
liberal allowance of pea straw during the middle 6f 
the day. We use very little hay when using corn 
fodder, but ^prefer good clover hay as spring 
approaches. We consider a saving of fully one- 
third is effected by using cut feed. We, however, 
never cut pea straw. We prefer and always use 
troughs for feeding, the pea straw (uncut) being fed 
on the ground.

4. —We have never fed ensilage to sheep, but 
have always found excellent results from feeeding 
roots liberally to young stock. We always feed 
roots to our breeding ewes, but limit the quantity 
until after lambing, believing too heavy feeding on 
roots has a tendency to produce a crop of weak 
lambs.

5. —For a grain ration for lambs we prefer oats 
and bran, equal parts by measure, one pint per 
head morning and evening, with all the roots they 
will eat up clean. For breeding ewes we like a 
light allowance of grain, but it must be fed with 
caution during the lambing season, as it has a 
tendency to cause inflamed udder.

6. —It is of the greatest importance that sheep 
should at all times be kept dry under foot by a 
liberal use of good bedding or keeping the pens 
well cleaned.

7. —Sheep should have free access to water at all 
times, as when «flowed this privilege they will 
drink often and little at a time. D. G. Hanmkr.

Brant Go., Ont.
[Note. — We invite and will gladly publish 

additional correspondence embodying the experi
ence of practical men on the above questions. One 
reader can benefit another in this way and lose 
nothing himself, but rather gain. Does your ex
perience confirm what these men state, or does it 
differ, and in what respect ? Do you question any 
of their statements ; or wherein do you prefer the 
plan you pursue ? Let us hear from you.—Editor ]

food ; consequently, it is all used as bedding or litter 
for the stock ; and with such a rainy and favorable 
growing season as the past one in 
Island, the wheat straw contains quite an amount 
of clover leaves, especially if the stubble is cut short.

As to keeping sheep confined to their house or 
giving them full liberty tp run out as they please, I 
may say we place a good deal of faith in letting 
them have all the outddor exercise possible during 
the winter. We never shut up their doors except 
on a very ^ storm y night, and on stormy days we 
drive them out and chase them around the yard a 
short timd, so much do we believe in exercise for 
breeding ewes.

We do not clean out the manure from the sheep 
house till the sheep leave it for the fields in the 
spring. We use plenty of litter, and the tramping 
of the ewes keeps the manure almost as hard as a 
board and prevents it from heating or any foul 
odor from arising from it, and if applied then 
directly to the corn or root field there is no other 
farm manure will surpass or even equal it.

When sheep get a fair allowance of roots as part 
of their daily ration there is no need of watering 
them till after lambing, when they will drink large 
quantities of water. I notice that most writers ad
vise keeping salt constantly before the sheep and 
all other farm animals as necessary to their well- 
being ; but, as far as my experience goes, 
found it necessary. Our proximity to the sea is, 
perhaps, the reason that salt is not necessary for our 
farm stock. The saltness of the sea permeates the 
air they breathe, and even the food they eat. There 
are "three other requisites "in bringing a Hock 
through winter successfully which cost nothing to 
apply—regularity in feeding, gentleness in handling, 
and care in everything pertaining to them.

The Sheep Industry in P. E. Island.
BY WALTER SIMPSON.

Sheep raising as a branch of our farm industry 
has not received the attention from the bulk of our 
farmers that its importance demands. Many who 
are engaging in it are not doing so on any well- 
defined plan, but rather in a haphazard way, keep
ing a few sheep because the housewife wants a 
little wool to manufacture some of the family cloth
ing Too little attention has been given to breeding 
a good type of sheep. Farmers, as a general 
rule, begrudge the few extra dollars that it takes to 
get a pure-bred sire for their flocks. Very few own 
a registered sire, and the consequence is that in 
traveling through the country tne flocks you see 
will not be of any particular type, but rather a 
mixture of all the breeds, showing very little of the 
good points of any of them. Many of these flocks 
have been bred for years without any infusion of 
new hood. A description of them should read 
something like this : A head that does not resemble 
anything in particular, narrow back, slab sides, 
sharp and drooping quarters, long tails, long, 
spindly legs, wool short and thin, and highly orna
mented with burs, chaff and hayseed, having 
altogether a very sheepish, appearance. Such rene
gade quadrupeds as these are expert fence-climbers, 
and can frequently be seen poised on the top rail of 
a fence, in the act of dropping into a neighbor’s 
field from the highway, which is generally their 
feeding ground. This kind of sheep-farming won’t 
pay. It would be a pity if it would, as it would put 
a premium on shiftlessness and ignorance of the 
laws of breeding. The sheep-farmer to be success
ful requires to give strict attention to his business. 
His first care should be to select from among the 
different breeds the one which he thinks is best 
suited to his circumstances. If the production of 
long, coarse wool is his object, he will select 
from a Lincoln, Leicester, or Cotswold flock ; but if 
the production of the best quality of mutton is his 
aim, he will secure his sire from some of the gray
faced breeds. But whatever type he chooses, he 
should breed along in that line, always using a pure
bred sire, and he will soon have a good flock, pos
sessed of that uniformity that is always so pleasing 
to the eye and which will recommend them to 
purchasers at any time.

The better bred our flocks are the better the re
turns we will get from them. A scrub sheep that 
will shear between 3 and 4 pounds of wool and d 
40 pounds of mutton will consume about as much 
feed as a high-grade one that will clip 6 or 7 pounds 
of wool ana dress 80 to 100 pounds of mutton—a big 
difference in favor of the better bred animal—a 
difference that in one year in a small flock would 
pay the first cost of more than one pure-bred 
animal.

A flock of 20 ewes, good individual grades of any 
of the breeds, well kept and bred to a pure-bred 
ram, should return to tne farmer at least 25 lambs,
15 of which could go to the butcher at

$2.00 each, making...................................................... $30 00
10 ewe lambs kept or sold for breeding.at $3 each 30 00 
120 lbs. washed wool, at 20 cents .

A total of.......................

them liberally and keep their wool-clean and free 
from ticks if you want them to do their best and 
give you a good return.

“ The sheep has a golden foot,” says the old 
Spanish proverb, but this is only true where the 
sheep’s foot is kept in place. If they are allowed 
(as they are by many people) to run on the new 
clover meadows all the fall there will be no gold 
gathered from their tracks. Better leave tn 
on the old pastures and supplement their feed 
from the barns than have them destroy your next 
year’s crop of grass. Just as wasteful is the 
practice of having them lie in the bush during the 
heat of the day in summer, wasting the manure 
that should go to fertilize the field. Better put up 
temporary shelters in the field for them to lie under, 
and fence out the bush. ,

There are several farms on the Island where the 
breeding of sheep is made a specialty. Wm. Clark, 
of North Wiltshire, makes a specialty of Leicesters, 
and his ram, imported from E. Gaunt & Sons, 
Ontario, is, I think, the best specimen of the breed 
that has ever been brought to the Island. Shrop- 
shires are bred by Hon. D. Ferguson, A. Boswell, 
and others ; Cotswolds by John Tweedy and others ; 
Oxfords and Lincolns by F. G. Bovyer. All the 
above named gentlemen, as well as others, have 
good stock of the particular breeds they have 
chosen and will be the means of distributing good 
breeding animals, especially sires, all over the 
Island. We look for great improvement in the 
sheep industry in the near future if breeders will 
only study their best interests and grade up bv 
using only pure-Lred slres. and the best obtainable 
at that.

It is difficult to get correct figures as to the exact 
number of sheep and lambs exported from the 
Island in a year, but from enquiries we have been 
enabled to make we think the export of lambs 
would total 15.000, at an average price of about $1.80 
each, or in all $27,000. Besides this they are largely 
used for food by all classes. The export of mutton 
sheep is also considerable, and large quantities of 
poor quality of mutton is canned each season. The 
exports of wool and pelts amount to a large sum 
annually. In conclusion, I would say give the sheep 
a chance and they will return you a profit And ft 
you want new blood to improve your flock go to 
the best breeders on the Island, or correspond with 
some of the noted breeders who advertise in the old 
reliable Farmer's Advocate.

Prince Edward
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Bringing Sheep Through the Winter.
BY WILLIAM CLARK, PRINCE EDWARD ISLAND.

“ Well summered, half wintered,” is a trite old 
saying, but nevertheless a true one. It is highly 
important in bringing a flock of sheep cheaply and 
well through the winter season to have them in 
good condition when they come from the fields in 
the fall. During the months of October and No
vember I give my sheep almost the entire run of 
the farm, excepting the young clover ; and with 
what they pick from the hay and grain stubbles 
and, later on, the turnip tops, I have them fit for 
the butcher’s knife when they come to their winter 
quarters. It is then an easy and cheap matter to 
bring them through the winter season to the lamb
ing period in the spring. All that is necessary is to 
give them enough food to keep them in the same 
good condition. There is another advantage, too,

‘ gained by giving sheep a good “run ” during 
the fall months. If ewes are in good thriving 
condition when being bred they are more sure to 
produce an abundant crop of lambs. It is also 

ighly essential that the flock be washed with some 
one of the tick-destroying preparations before going 
into winter quarters, for nothing will pull down a 
flock like ticks or lice.

It is well during the winter to keep the lambs 
separate from the older members of the flock ; if 
not, the older ewes will keep them back from the 
food and they will consequently fail in flesh, which 
should be specially guarded against, for it is impor
tant, if you wish a flock of big, strong sheep, to feed 
them well during the first year of their lives. Give 
them about the same amount of roots per head as 
the older ewes, the best bits of the hay, and, say, 
one pound of grain per head daily, which will keep 
them going along nicely. We feed everything in 
mangers with V troughs, with entrances for the 
sheep’s heads every twenty or twenty-two inches, 
depending on the size of the sheep. Having a 
front like this prevents the sheep from crowding 
each other to get at the food. We consider it a 
wasteful practice to feed sheep underfoot, as so 
many farmers do. The best of the hay, the leaves, 
must be nearly all lost by the tramping of the 
sheep, and the whole quantity must be more or less 
soiled.

Under our system of feeding the cost of food 
per head, counting hay at $0 00 per ton, current 
price now, and roots at five cents per bushel on the 

" farm, is about one cent per head daily for our breed
ing ewes, which is surely a reasonable figure. Their 
ration is about as follows : Six pounds of roots 
each, or one bushel to every ten sheep, in two feeds, 
morning and night, with two pounds each of good 
clover hay, uncut, in two feeds, morning and noon, 
which is about the quantity they will eat up clean. 
For the night feed I throw into their pen the barley 
or wheat straw that I need for bedding and litter 
for the other farm stock the following day, and let 
the sheep pick it over, and I am sure they enjoy 
this feed more than any other of the day. They 
seem to revel in picking out the unthreshed heads 
and the tender young clover leaves through the 
straw, for which their prehensile lips are so well 
adapted. In ordinary farm practice all this good 
feed is lost, as farmers count it of little use to put 
barley or wheat straw before their horned cattle as

&m

FARM.
Rape in the Cornfield -- Sugar Beets 

Tor Cows.
Win. Mountain, Perth Co., Ont., writes us that 

he has found great satisfaction in sowing rape 
along with silage corn for fall pasture. His early 
Butler Dent corn was well matured by the end of 
August, and was then harvested, giving the rape 
a grand opportunity to grow. In a few weeks it 
grew to be twenty inches high, making capital 
sheep feed. It was sown about two and a half 
pounds to the acre, just at the time of the last 
cultivation of the corn. The com was cut with a 
modern harvester, which did the growing rape very 
little harm.

Mr. Mountain has found the red sugar beet an 
excellent cropper, and a good millç-producing food 
for cows. They require good land to yield bounti
fully. They are also good for laying fowls in 
spring. We quite agree with the writer when he 
says that “turnipy” milk should be returned from the 
creamery to the patron, as it not only takes the 
money out of the other patrons’ pockets by lower
ing the price of the product, but it also injures the 
reputation of the factory.
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Drive-Well*.
To the Editor Farmer's Advocate :

Sir,—Replying to an inquiry in your Jan. 1st 
issue, would say it is not very practical to drive the 
lipe for a well when the depth exceeds 28 or 30 feet 

(unless it is through a very soft strata, without dan
ger of running onto large stones). When the 
depth exceeds this, it is better to get a man with a 
well-drilling outfit to sink the pipe. In a well of 25 
feet dig a hole 6 or 8 feet deep and 4 feet in 
diameter ; this is to allow the pump cylinder to be 
below ground. Take a piece of gas pipe (usually 1| 
or 2 inch pipe) to go below cylinder, place the point 
on it (a good brass wire screen, one 2 feet long) ; get 
a good heavy sledge hammer, place a block of wood 
on top of pipe and begin driving ; drive until a little 
below surface; then attach cylinder and piece of 
pipe connecting cylinder to pump head. Now 
drive this in same way as before until you get the 
right depth. A drive-well can be made in gravelly 
soil if not apt to strike large stones, and will be 
surer to give satisfaction if water is struck in gravel 
or coarse sand, for if the point is in fine quick
sand it is liable to fill up with the sand. I have 
seen the point driven into a fine sand and fail to 
work, but when pulled back a little into a coarser 
vein give first-class satisfaction.

The tools required are a heavy sledge hammer 
and two pipe wrenches, which will cost altogether 
live or six dollars.

Kent Go., Ont.

J. D. Dickson, Indian Head, N.-W. T., Dec. 
26th, ’06 : — “ Congratulations on the Christmas 
number of your paper.”
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. 21 00 
-------$81 00

The above are about the prices obtainable here 
for good grade lambs and wool. This I consider 
would be a fairly good return for the cost of keep.

Sheep raising as compared with other branches 
is the least costly to engage in and can be carried 
on with the least expenditure of capital and labor. 
Very little fencing keeps them in place in summer, 
and cheap sheds that will keep them dry is all that 
is required in winter. They always thrive better in 
cool sheds than in warm barns, as close confinement 
is injurious to their health. They also thrive better 
in small flocks. We get our profit from sheep by 
just watching and caring for them properly. Feed

J. C. McGuioan.
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plowing under in the spring for corn ; have had the 
largest crop (22 tons per acre) from this way of
applying the manure. —--------- E. D. Tillson.

Norfolk Oo., Ont.

Barn and Stock ofJas. Anderson, Scotia
Settlement, Man. _; ____

It is frequently said that one prosperous settler 
is a better immigration agent than the most gifted 
lecturer that has yet proclaimed the country’s 
advantages. Therefore, in illustrating the cap
abilities of Manitoba, we cannot do better than

Handling and Applying Farm Manure.
—We believe there is a diversity of opinion among 
practical men as to what is the best method or 
making and applying farmyard 
desirous of publishing the opinions of successful 
farmers, based upon their experience, and in order 
to arrive at what has been found to be the best 
plan, submit the following inquiries :

QUESTIONS.
1. —Do you use out or uncut straw or some other material tor bedding! Which do you prefer, and why 1
2. —Do you consider there Is any or much advantage In hav

ing manure made In box stalls, or sheds, over ordinary stalls 
where stock Is tied I

8.—Do you consider It lmnortant to mix the manure from 
the different Unde of stock. If so, why ?

1.—How do you manage to save the liquid and solid manure without loss 1
5. —Do you consider it important that 

ferment before being applied to the land. If so, do you haul it 
into large piles in the Helds or give the pile in the yard any 
special attention during the winter I

6. —Have you tried spreading the fresh manure on the 
frozen fields as it Is made throughout the winter, and what 
is your opinion of the practice from a labor-saving and ma
nure-economizing standpoint t .,

7. —Assuming that you follow out In a general way a cer
tain rotation of cropping, to which crop or crops do you con
sider farmyard manure most profitably applied !

in
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manure. We are ofm
Fresh flanure Applied Directly to the Land.

1. _We use uncut straw for bedding, as it is
much easier handled. After the cows or horses 
pick out the best of it, they are bedded with it, and 
it certainly would never pay to cut it, as any farmer 
who attempts it will soon find out Last year, when 
feed was scarce, we bedded our horses with saw
dust, and when cow stable was cleaned scattered 
the horse manure along in the cow-stable gutter, 
saving all the liquid manure and also mixing the 
two. .

2. —A lot of good manure can doubtless be made 
in box stalls or pens. The liquid manure is easily 
absorbed in the litter, but beyond that do not 
think there can be any advantage. Bulls, calves, 
and young colts should be kept in pens. Give them 
plenty of straw and clean out often.

a—We do not consider it important to mix any 
but horse manure—that is very necessary. When 
cleaning stables, we always load the horse manure 
in bottom of sleigh, then load on the cow and hog 
manure (cleaning the hog pen every second day); 
by the time it is spread they are pretty well mixed. 
Last winter, when bedding was scarce, we used 
part of horse manure to soak up the liquid in hog
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utilize the above photo-engraving of Mr. Jas. 
Anderson’s fine barns, which he and his family 
have been enabled, by thrift and economy, to erect 
and fill with high-class stock in the short space of 
twelve years, besides procuring a quarter-section of 
land each for the six boys, leaving the homestead 
quarter for the “old folks,” and all this from a very 
humble beginning. Below we give plans of base
ment and upper floors of the barn and dimensions. 
This picture would be incomplete without Mr. 
Anderson’s own description, which we append.
To the Editor Farmer’s Advocate :

Sm,—I gladly send you plans of the ground and 
upper floors of my bam, and I also send you a 
photograph of it, by which you may see that I h 
five boys, one with each of the teams and 
the pony : the two little girls and myself are in the 
buggy. You will also see the two painters standing 
with pot and brush in haind ; they were painting 
the barn at the time. The Polled Angus bull stands 
at the comer and the grade Angus calves at the 
end of the bam. The white-faced mare standing 
next the driving-horse is a silver cup winner ana 
mother of the five horses next her. We came here
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confer a favor on our readers by dealing with a free 
hand with any point omitted.
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the fields as soon as there is a load, spreading

feim rianure Absorbents and Crop Rotation on the 
Annandale Farm.

1.—We have always used iincut or " long straw 
for bedding ; but think cut straw much better, which 
I intend

in 1882 from Blanchard, Ont. Our town was St. 
Mary’s. We have got along well here. The boys 
and I work all together sti far. We këëp àhôüt 40 
cattle, 00 sheep, 14 horses, and from 20 to 40 pigs, 
and go in for mixed farming. 'Fattening steers at 
three years old is an 
important branch.
We have' seven quar
ter-sections of land, 
or 1,120 acres. One 
of the boys gets the 
Advocate.

The barn ia 64 ft.x 
84 ft., the frame tim
bers 8"x8\ with two 
purlines ; 36 ft. raft
ers, 14 ft. posts ; with 
the sides and ends 
double boarded; 
stonework 8 ft. high.
Jit cost $1,000.00, with 
$120.00 more for two 
coats of paint. The 
stonework was done 
by John Robertson 
& Sons, Logoch ; the 
frameputonbyRobt.
McTagart, Lindsay,
Ont., and the paint
ing done by Murdock 
McGlauchlan, Vir- 
den.

co- m
evenly as possible.

5.—No ; on the contrary, I consider it v 
portant that it should not ferment. There Sein

very little free arm 
monia (formed along 
withothergasesfrom 
that most valuable 
element of manure, 
nitrogen, in the pro
cess of decompoei-H 
tion) in cold or un
fermented manure, a 
comparatively small 
amount is lost when 
drawn to the field 
every day, but let it 
once heat and1 ‘away 
it goes—you can teU 
by your nose.” We 
never have any ma
nure piles, unless in 
the spring when the

____ _ land is very soft for
■■■I a week or two. Any 

one who has read the {flit report of Prof. Saund- 
H™ era’ experiments in 

Farmhr’p AdVo- 
CATE of Dec. 1st 

iW should be pretty well 
‘ convinced - that it 

does not pay to pile 
manure. He report
ed that with most 
crops much better 
results icere actually 
obtained from fresh 
manure than rotted 
manure, 
pound. ..

6.—Have practiced 
, . drawing to the Adds

and spreading every day (S undays excepted ) for about 
eight years. Before that we used to cover from six 
to eight acres a year ; now, since adopting the new 
and improved method, we cover from twelve to 
fourteen acres a year with much better results (in 
crops) and with less than half the labor.

7*—To corn, turnips, mangolds, horse carrots, 
and potatoes.

Middlesex Co., Ont.
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Jas. Anderson.
[Note.—It will be 

observed that Mr. 
Anderson is neither 
a bonanza wheat 
farmer nor one of the 
“young men ” so feel
ingly referred to in 
Mr. Angus Mackay’s 
article on the N.-
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VIEW OF JAS. ANDERSON’S STOCK BARN. on

de
heW.T. in our Christmas issue, but a mixed farmer, 

and a married man.]
oat hulls (worth $2.50 to $3.00 at oatmeal mill), both 
of which I use in large quantities and find them 
good substitutes for straw.

2. —If using long straw for bedding, ctiw manure 
woqld be much improved by lying under cover for 
a few weeks to rot before hauling onto the land. 
Horse manure would heat to fire-fang if allowed to 
lie under cover ; but if cut straw, sawdust or oat 
hulls were used this would be of no advantage.

3. —I think it a great improvement to mix the 
horse manure with the cow manure, which we are 
now doing, and think it improves both, especially 
the horse manure.

4. —Save the liquid manure by having water
tight cement floors and trenches and using absorb
ents. Sawdust, oat hulls or cut straw are all good, 
but have found the chaff and dust from thresh
ing clover seed to be the best absorbent I ever used. 
We also put the fresh manure from the horse 
stables into trenches behind the cattle each day to 
absorb the liquid.

6.—Think it would improve the manure to have it 
lie under cover and ferment a few weeks, but the 
improvement would not pay for the extra cost in 
handling. Think it most economical to haul direct 
from the stable and spread on the land, except in 
case of having much long straw, when I would pile 
in large piles in field and let it ferment or rot a few 
weeks before spreading.

6.—We are now, for the first time in winter, 
hauling fresh manure direct from the stable and 
spreading it on the land, which we now consider the 
most economical way of disposing of it, taking into 
account the expense of handling.

Chas. Honey, Alta “ I beg to congratulate 7.—We run a three or four years’ rotation : corn
you on the Advocate. I am more in love with it one year and either fall wheat after ensilage corn 
as the years pass on. Don’t be weary in well doing. | or spring grain the next, and clover or meadow 
At last I have got some of my friends to acknowl- grass two years. We have found best results from 
edge it is the best journal they have read.” spreading manure on meadow or clover sod and

mi
m
soWants the Advocate in French.

P. H. Dcmais, Chicoutimi, P.Q.: “Gentlemen,— 
I am greatly satisfied with the Farmer’s Advo
cate, as it is interesting and instructive, containing 
much important matter generously lavished in 
every number for the profit of the intelligent tillers 
of the soil. It is a pity you do not issue a French 
edition for this part of the Dominion, as it would 
be a success for you and a great benefit to the 
farmers of Quebec.”
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J. D. Thompson.
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Putting flanure in Large Piles 
Disapproved.

^•"“We are using uncut straw for bedding, and 
hke it better for horses, although cut straw may
on the surface*11*18 better and is rather nicer to apply

I consider box stalls the most perfect way of 
saving manure, as the liquids are all absorbed if you 
give the animals sufficient bedding, but it requires 
more straw to keep them clean than when they are 
tied. If the manure is taken from the boxes direct-**5 
wastethe °e d’ and sPread> there is scarcely
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Has No Equal.
David McLellan, Hants Co., N.S.: “Dear Sirs, 

— I have taken the Advocate since May, 1890, and 
am well satisfied with it. As an agricultural 
journal think it has no equal I have not missed 
but one number, the December 1st; if you have 
on hand anjr of that date I would be obliged if you 
would send it, as I keep them on file.”
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.. 3-—When the manure is piled in the yard, I think 
it important to mix the manure from the different 
hinds of stock, as horse manure heats very rapidly, 
anâ the cow manure, being cold, prevents this ; also, 
th®nho°”e manure is a much better absorbent. and 
keeps the liquids from wasting,
. £■—The habit of hauling the manure and piling 
n large piles in the field, I believe to be a very 

°nf In ,th® process of fermentation a 
, percentage of the ammonia escapes, and be- 

sides, there is the extra labor of twice handling, 
inn, u circumstances permit, I thinkspread-
n£ fresh manure on the fields in winter a sav- 

mg of manure and of labor as well. We tried it 
wAfc.h satisfaction, but I would not 

recommend putting it on when the snow is deep,

BY
Brandon Times:—“The Christmas edition of 

the Farmer’s Advocate is an up-to-date issue in 
every respect, and reflects much credit upon the 
management of that paper. It appears in fine 
lithographed covers, and contains a splendid colored 
engraving of three mares, also many fine photo
engravings from all parts of the Dominion, and two 
from Scotland. A dollar invested for a year’s sub
scription to the Advocate will pay big returns to 
the intelligent farmer.”
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Vin that case there might be some waste when it ing our observation beyond the limits of our own under normal conditions is widely different in its 

thawed. country, and have seen the worn-out and un pro- value. Uniformity of quality is a very important
6.—We have been in the habit of putting most ductive farms of the Genesee Valley—once famous consideration with the best class of farmers, and

of the manure on the fall wheat, but since we have as being amongst the best wheat land in America— the only practical way of obtaining it is to have it 
the silo and grow a large amount of corn, I think and who have read of the deserted homesteads in properly mixed.
it better to apply it to the corn and pea land and more than one of the New England States, will 4.—I know of no other way to save the liquid and 
thus save the leakage from the pile through all the fully realize what will certainly follow if great care solid manure without loss than by the free use of 
summer rains. A. B. Scott. and attention is not given to the subject of how to absorbents. Of course, stables can be so constructed

Middlesex Co., Ont. keep up the fertility of the soil. So much for in- that all would be saved, and some other than the
--------------------- traduction before answering the questions which ordinary means used for applying to the land. I

Horse Manure as an Absorbent. you have forwarded to me. have never seen anything of the sort, and it appears
1. —I use uncut straw for bedding. Straw has 1.—Almost invariably use uncut straw for bed- safe to say that men who go in for that sort of

been light and short in our thing generally fail as farm-
section for past three years.
If it were long, should much 
prefer it cut. Have never 
used any other material.

2. —Provided that in either 
case no loss occurred from 
nonabeorbed urine or washing 
by nuns, I do not see why 
there should be any differ-

If the gutters of the 
stable were not tight, then 
should expect best results 
from the box staffs, as straw 
must be used liberally to 
keep a fairly firm footing for 
the animals.

a—It is certainly best to 
do so. The horse manure 
ferments too readily. The 
cow manure is slow in fer
menting. By mixing, there is
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s5. —I have not for many 

years hauled out any to be 
put in large piles in the fields. 
AU the straw on my farm is 
passed through the stables, 
and is in good shape for being 
applied directly to the fields. 
This practice has been invari
ably followed for a number 
of years past. When it is 
piled in the yard in late winter 
and early spring special atten
tion is given to it, but rather 
with the view of preventing 
fermentation, and having the 
pile so made and attended to 
that the chance of loss from 
leakage will be reduced to a 
minimum. It Is very impor
tant that it should be so con
structed and so co 
to abeordso far as 
the rainfall. Hi 
would further add that i 
I believe the above men
tioned practice to be the best 
to follow on my own farmt I 
am well aware that " 
not be on the adjoin 
Conditions vary so no 
an intelligent anew 
only be given by spe»™* « 
what would be good prac
tice under different com” 
tions. Certainly a slight < 
gree of fermentation throng 
out the {die is desirable, a 
a considerable degree if thi 
are many seeds of noxic 
weeds to be destroyed.

6. — This question t 
been partly answerer

dealing with the preceding one. Have t* 
carefully almost every year since following 
practice of winter spreading, and have alwai 
equally good results follow as compared wi 
plowed under the fall before and that ap] 
the land the following spring in May. I 
ing of land manured ior the root crop, 
true that not a few farmers who have 
system of winter manuring condemn the pri 
From personal observation and knowledge i 
way the work is carried outona good mai^

If ten or i
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2 j also an advantage 
when drawing in winter, as 
there is less frost in the 
manure. In practice, I have 
not yet been able to mix as I 

uld wish, with one excep
tion mentioned under num
ber 4.
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Oat Sin4.—The gutters are cement, 
10 in. deep and 18 in. wide.' 
The manure is cleaned out 
usually only once in two days. 
In this way the solid part 

part of the liquid; 
the soiled bedding 

absorbs quite a quantity. 
What remains is absorbed by 
using a portion of the horse 
manure. I know of no better 
absorbent than horse manure. 
If stables were cleaned

‘ '

absorbs a 
some of 13' 13 411J18'11'V
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every day, a good wheelbarrow of horse manure 
scattered in the bottom of the gutter, for every 
eight or ten cows, should absorb nearly all liquids. 
The manure is wheeled from stable into large 

Occasionally some loss occurs

our manure is applied for corn and 
Prefer it unfermented, if

ding, not because it answers the purpose better, 
but because it entails very much less labor. In 
exceptional cases we have done a good deal in using 
cut straw for bedding ; in fact, whenever it was 
considered economical to do so.

2 —I can see no advantage in having manure 
made in box stalls or shed over ordinary stalls 
where stock is tied, if sufficient absorbents are used 
in both cases. If the manure is drawn from sheds, 

stalls, and stables where the cattle are tied up, 
where in all cases sufficient absorbents have 

X /foot Mouse

piles in the yard, 
from washing rains.

5.—Most 5
roots, and' to orchards, 
no long straw. If the weeds were numerous, it 
might pay to ferment.

ft—If not much snow, say not over six inches, 
prefer to apply it in winter 
or fall on frozen ground.
It saves a lot of work. Of 
course, don’t put it on 
rolling land, where wash
ing is apt to occur. I 
would not put manure out 
on ithe field
deep. I would not care 
how much snow on top of 
manure but don’t want 
much u_<der it. Some sea
sons it would pay better 
to leave in the yard, if we. 
could be sure of get
ting it out by the first of 
May.
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* ex-n.___pected.
loads o f com 
rough, strawy, 
manure per acre Is put 
in the winter, and on im
balance of the field the 
same number of loads the 
following spring, when it 
is reduced m bulk to one- 
half or one-third, there can 
only be one result follow. 
Before correct deductions 
can be drawn, intelligence 
and care must be exercised. 
Full allowance must be 
made for the condition 
which it is put upon the 
land; the nature of the 
soil ; and perhaps it would 
be as well not to apply it 
on a hard frozen hillside,so 
steep that for a certainty 
the winter or spring rains 
would wash the most valu
able portion to the part of 
the field where it was least 
required. A little good,sol
id, hard thinking Is an im
portant factor In leading 
upto success in any calling.

7.—Depending as I do, 
and have done for many 
years, largely on turnips 
for winter feed, mangolds 
for spring, com for soil
ing in the fall months, and 

rape for late fall feed, the manure is necessarily ap
plied mainly for producing these crops; from 
fifteen to eighteen tons per acre to the finit men
tioned three crops, and about half that quantity to 
the last. For the last five or six years I nave been 
doing every year more in the way of top-dressing 
grass land, and have formed a very decided opinion 
that I have not been doing enough in that direction 
in the past. If it had not been that I would be 
trespassing too much on your space, I would have 
liked to have dealt with some other phases of this 
manure question. One of the most difficult prob
lems the Ontario farmer has to work out is how to
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7.—With about the fol
lowing rotation : Corn or 
peas on sod, oats or barley 
seeded, clover plowed at 
end of first or second year; 
would use manure on com 
(including roots) and as 
top dressing after the pea 
crop to make sure of a 
catch of seeds.
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Farmyard flanure.
BY JOHN I. HOBSON, WELLING

TON CO-, ONT.
The making and apply

ing of farmyard manure 
has always been to my mind one of the questions of 
farm management requiring greater thought and 
more careful consideration in every matter of 
detail, and more was dependent upon it than in 
carrying out any other operation of the farm. 
How to keep up tne fertility of soil is, perhaps, the 
most difficult of all the problems a farmer bas to 
solve. Whoever has traveled much in this Prov
ince (Ontario) at different times, covering a period 
of years, and whose special business was to note 
what was being done on the farms, will bear evi
dence of the decreasing productiveness of the soil. 
Those of us who have nad opportunities of extend

ed....
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been used and applied directly to the land, there 
would be literally no waste and no difference in 
quality.

3.—Every farmer does know, or ought to know, 
that there is a marked difference in the value of 
manure made from different kinds of stock, and 
also in the value of that made from the same class 
of animals fed for different 
the manure made from a

out an

To illustrate, 
steers being

wintered mainly on straw and turnips is a very dif
ferent article from that made from a stable of ex
port cattle fed on meal, hay, bran, and oil cake ; 
and that of horses, cattle, sheep, and pigs fed

purposes, 
lot of store
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DAIRY.is worth once and a half as much as the solids ; the 
liquid manure of the sheep is worth as much as the 
solids-; hen manure is very valuable, and should be 
mixed with the other manure before being applied. 
Wood ashes are a very valuable manure, and should 
be applied to corn or potatoes or to the orchard.

Do not allow manure to heat, as nearly one half 
the strength of manure is lost in the process of 
heating. A deep-rooted crop should always be 
followed by a shallow-growing crop, and a nitrogen- 
gathering crop ahoulcT be followed by a nitrogen
consuming crop. ,

If the above instructions are carried out, an 
impoverished farm can be made fertile in a very 
short space of time. I purchased a farm a few 
years ago, so impoverished that it would not grow 
a decent thistle, and have treated it in this way, 
and now it is one of the most fertile farms in this 
part of the country.___________

- The Farmer’s Gold Mine.
BY PROP. H. E. VAN DEMAN.

The farm has often been compared to a gold 
mine, and very properly too, but a gold mine is 
worth just so much less for each dollar’s worth of 
ore that is taken out of it. The same is nearly as 
true of the farmer’s gold mine. Every crop, every 
animal, every pound of butter, and every dozen of 
eggs that leave the farm rob it of just so much or 
its fertility as they contain. And what is this 
fertility ? Where does it ‘come from, and how can 
we replace it? These are questions which we should 
all understand fully and be able to answer them 
by actual demonstration. With the exception of 
Hmn, iron, and a few other elements that are 
usually in superabundance in the soil of most 
farms, they are nitrogen, potash, and phosphoric 
acid. All of these are absolutely indispensable to 
the growing of every crop and to the existence of 
every living thing, whether animal or vegetable.

generous and has furnished a large 
them within our reach, but we must

get enough manure. It is a fact that on the best 
managed farms, speaking in a general way, the 
soil is becoming depleted of plant .food, and the 
bounteous harvests of grain with an abundance 
of straw are not now reaped. How to provide this 
plant food in abundance is a difficult question to 
deal with. To use artificial manures (only in ex
ceptional cases) is out of the question. Many of us 
have paid dearly before we got that fact fixed int 
minds. On the farm is the proper place 
manure. There are men in Ontario who have in a 
large measure solved the problem, and D. M Mc
Pherson, M. P. P., of Lancaster, is one of them. 
We may not see eye to eye with him in all matters 
* on farming, but he is doing a splendid work

ucator. There are some good object lessons 
to be seen on that farm.

[Noth.—We invite and will gladly publish addi
tional correspondence embodying the experience of 
practical men on the above questions. One reader 
mlb benefit another in this way and lose nothing 
himself, but rather gain. Does your experience 
confirm what these men state, or does it differ, and 
in what respect? Do you question any of their 
statements ; or wherein do you prefer the plan 
you pursue? 1st us hear from you.—Editor ]

niik-Fat and Cheese Yield.
To the Editor Farmer's Advocate : 0

tions. The New York Station has been Particularly 
fortunate in the selection of men to preside over her 
departments. True, some of her best men have 
not always remained with her, but have sought 
renown in other fields, leaving the way open at 
fair Geneva for others. Some statements in Bulle
tins 68 and 110, however, are rather inconsistent. 
We all are familiar with the proverb, “Consistency,
thou art-------” but possibly this proverb hae not
vet reached the sanctum of the author of the bulle
tins on this question of milk-fat* casein, and cheese 
yield.
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, Lest Canadian readers should not be aware of 
these inconsistencies, will you allow me space to 
call attention to a few of them ?

1. In Bulletin No. 68 (new series), twice on page 
211 and again on page 213 the writer tells us “ there 
were two-thirds of one pound of casein for each 
pound of fat in the milk,” and each time it is placed 
in italics in order that readers shall not miss the 
point. On pages 212 and 213 the statement is 
repeated in different words : “ For all practical pur
poses the results may be regarded as showing 
uniformity in the relation of fat to casein in 
factory milk from different herds.”

Compare these statements with the latter part 
of conclusion two in Bulletin No. 110: “ The amount 
of casein for one pound of milk-fat decreases about 
one-tenth of a pound, from 0.70 to 0.60 pound, when 
the fat in milk increases one pound.” It strikes me 

these two conclusions are somewhat inconsist
ent, and it will be in order for the author to har
monize them or else tell us which one is wrong and 
which correct.

2. On page 215 of Bulletin No. 68 we find: 
«« Thus far we have considered the two objec
tions that have been raised to show that fat 
in milk cannot be an accurate guide in regard to 
the amount of cheese that can be made from milk. 
These objections were (1st) that milk rich in fat 
contains less casein in proportion to its fat than 
does milk poorer in fat, ana, hence, milk rich in 
fat makes less cheese for each pound of fat than 
does milk poorer in fat ; (2nd) that the loss of fat is 
very much greater in cheesemaking in case of milk 
rich in fat than in case of milk poor in fat. In 
reply to these objections, which are not based upon 
the results of careful, long-continued investi-

have shown that the results of our

r ■
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a How to Enrich an Impoverished Farm,

OB TO PRESERVE THE FERTILITY OF A FARM 
NOT IMPOVERISHED.

[From a Farmers’ Institute address by Joseph YuilL 
Carleton Place, Out.]

If a man became possessed of an impoverished 
farm, either by bequest or for a bad debt, it would 
be all right for him to make the beet he could of it, 
but land is so cheap and plentiful nowadays that it 
would never pay to purchase an impoverished farm.

Treat one field at a time in the following man
ner: Sow buckwheat, as early in spring as the 
danger of spring frost is over, at the rate of two or 
two and a half bushels per acre. (If it would not 
grow buckwheat I would not know what to do 
with it.) When the buckwheat is in full bloom 
plow it down and sow again with buckwheat, using 
two or two and a half nushels per acre ; when at 
th« blooming stage plow under. If any manure is 
to be had, spread it on the surface in autumn, 
winter or spring. Sow barley early in spring and 
seed down, using twelve pounds early red clover 
seed per acre. I would emphasize this point : Do 
not allow the young clover to be grazed off, espe
cially by sheep, as they graze so closely. If you 
succeed in growing clover you have won the battle.

Before winter, run the mower over the field, 
which will cut the clover and long stubbles, which 
will drop to the ground and protect the young 
clover. This will make a splendid mulch to protect 
the young clover, and the stubble will not rake up 
in next year’s crop of hay. The chances are you 
will have a splendid crop of clover ; cut when it is in 
full bloom — not a brown head to be seen in the 
field. --- ___ ____
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Nature is 
supply of
know where they are, when we need them, and 
how to get them most cheaply.

Nitrogen is far the most costly, and yet 
most abundant, as four-fifths of the air is composed 
of it, but in its common and gaseous form, which is 
beyond our reach, except through the clovers, peas, 
and other pod-bearing plants that have the peculiar 
ability to gather and store it in their structures.

bodies of animals 
MMimBk chiefly, and all their excrements are more 
or less rich in it. Combined with certain minerals, 
it is found as nitrate of soda, etc.

Potash is found in almost every arable soil in 
fair proportions, but not always in abundance, nor 
in the most available condition. If one of the 
three things named is more important than an
other, it is potash, for it seems to be the backbone 
of all manures, whether homemade or commercial. 
Frequent stirring of the soil helps to liberate that 
which is locked in the mineral particles of the 
earth. That is one of the ways of extracting the 
gold from the ores of the farmer’s gold mine. The 

of trees and all other vegetable matter con
tain potash. But the great mines of Germany con
tain the most condensed and available supplies of it 
so far discovered.
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it is the

contain it in the form ofThe

gâtions, we .
investigations all go to show that the above 
objections or claims are not based upon actual 
facts and are more or less completely false.” 
Bulletin No. 110, referred to, proves that objection 
“ 1st ” is all right, and if the writer of the foregoing 
is not yet convinced of the soundness of objection 
“2nd” we can furnish plenty of evidence to prove 
it at the Guelph Station.

3. Bulletin No. 68. page 216, says : “ There
should, as a rule, be made from each pound of fat 
in milk abouc 2.7 lbs. of green cheese, whether we 
use milk poor or rich in fat.”

Bulletin No. 110 says : “As a rule, when milk- 
fat increases the amount of cheese made for each 
pound of milk-fat decreases. In milk containing 3 
per cent, of fat, 2.85 pounds of cheese are made for 
each pound of milk-fat, while in milk containing 4 
per cent, of fat, 2.60 pounds of cheese are made for 
each pound of fat.”

This latter conclusion is closely in accord with 
the results at the Guelph Station.

4. Bulletin No. 68, page 218, says : “It is impor
tant that the reason be made clear why milk richer 
in fat makes more cheese than milk poorer in fat. 
The richer milk furnishes more fat and more 
casein for the cheese ; the more fat and casein we 
have the more water and ash we can retain. 
Hence, the increased yield of cheese comes, pri
marily, from the increased amount of fat and 
casein, and, secondarily, from the added amount of 
water these can retain.” (In this statement we 
have a mixture of Canadian theory and New York 
practice. )

Bulletin No. 110 answers the same question in a 
slightly different manner. Conclusion 4 reads : 
“Why is the cheese yield greater fora pound of 
fat in poor milk than in richer milk ? What makes 
the cheese yield . . . , etc. ? The increased
yield of 0 25 pounds comes from casein and water.”

In 18SH the increased yield of cheese from richer 
milk was due to the extra fat, casein, and water. 
In 1895 the increased yield of cheese from a pound 
of fat in the poorer milk is due to the extra casein 
and water. We would like these statements har
monized.

These are all the inconsistencies we shall speak 
of at present, but would like to refer to two other 
points.

1. “ The skim-milk difference ” may have terrors 
for the New \ ork dairymen, but it is a poor sort of 
a bugaboo to hold up to frighten Canadian dairy
men, as we do not know what it means and we 
do not wish to know. After all, this talk about

The second crop can be saved for winter feed, or 
it can be grazed off or plowed under, but ih any 
«■«« the field should be plowed that autumn. Sow 
peas next spring. After the peas are harvested, 
and so late that the clover will not germinate, 
plow the ground. (Clover seed requires a tempera
ture of 60° to germinate). This will turn up the 
clover sod which was turned down the year before 
and which is full of clover seed. Sow with oats or 
any other grain desired the next spring, as I do not 
approve of growing wheat in Ontario now. Seed 
again with clover. If the clover sod which has 
been turned up has considerable clover seed in it, 
five pounds of seed per acre will be sufficient 
AfDw the oats are harvested, proceed as on the 
former occasion. Run the mower over the field 
nnrl do not allow it to be grazed off. Take off the 
first crop of clover, plow the second crop under. 
This will make the most beautiful seed bed imagi
nable for any kind of grain and also for com or 
roots. If corn or roots are grown and properly 
cultivated, a great part of the clover seed will 
germinate and be killed, 
roots, as the case may be, are harvested, plow the 
ground. Seed down next spring, using twelve 
pounds clover seed, and go through the same rota
tion as already described ; that is, grow clover one 
year and grain two years. I consider clover is the 
most valuable plant to the farmer that grows in 
Canada.

Clover has the power of gathering free nitrogen 
from the air, and being a deep-rooted plant it has 
the power of penetrating the soil and bringing up 
_ fertility from the subsoil to the surface, where it 

is available for plant food. If two crops of hay 
wanted, seed down with eight pounds early 
clover seed, four pounds timothy seed, and 
pounds alsike. Mow for two years, but in no case 
allow the field to remain more than two years in 
hay. There is no better way of eradicating Canada 
thistles and several other kinds of noxious weeds 
than by growing clover very thickly and two crops 
the same season. Of course, it is expected that all 
the available manure is properly saved and applied 
in the green state to the surface.

I have not one word to say against artificial 
but the farmer should not allow one

osphoric acid is also found in the soil, in the 
bones of animals, in the phosphate quarries, and in 
wood ashes. Cultivation will unlock the combina
tions in which nature has secured it, but not often 
so easily or completely as we would desire. In 
order to get the wealth from the mines upon the 
farm we must in many cases resort to outside help. 
We must grow the clovers, cow peas, etc., to get 
from the air what nitrogen is possible. We must 
make and save all the animal manures that can be 
produced at home. When outside aid is called in 
by the purchase of chemical or commercial manures, 
then the cheapest sources are the muriate and 
sulphate of potash, and kainit, for potash ; and dis
solved bone, bone-black, and dissolved phosphate 
rock, for phosphoric acid. These, and slaughter
house refuse of various, kinds for nitrogen, will 
enable the gold-miner on the farm to get out the 
shining particles, with here and there a solid 
nugget, in the shape of good crops. Then, if these 
crops are fed on the farm, and only dairy products 
and fat stock sold instead of grain, with fruits and 
vegetables (which are mostly water), the fertility 
may be kept up indefinitely. Thus, instead of the 
farm mine becoming exhausted, it may, with good 
management, return profitable yearly dividends, 
and become richer as the years go on.
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As soon as the corn or

No Equal in the Dominion.
The Montreal Witness, one of the oldest, most 

impartial and influential newspapers in Canada, 
says: “The Farmer’s Advocate, published by 
the Wm. Weld Company, London, Ont., and 
Winnipeg, Man., has for more than a score of years 
been the leading agricultural paper published in 
the Dominion. Judging by the recent improve
ments effected in that journal, the Advocate will 

rival the oldest and best agricultural papers 
of the United States. The Christmas number of 
the Farmer’s Advocate is very tasteful gotten 
up, the beautiful tricolored cover being a work of 
art creditable to the publishers.”
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manures,
particle of solids nor one drop of liquid manure to 
be lost, and liquid manure is worth far more than 
most farmers think. The liquid manure of the 
horse is worth three times as much as the solids ; 
the liquid manure of the cow is worth twice as 
much as the solids ; the liquid manure of the hog

Mrs. Acheson, of Cartwright, called to acknowl
edge receipt of Bible sent her as a premium, and to 
say she was much pleased with it. Certainly in 
her opinion any one taking the trouble to solicit the 
names were fully repaid oy securing such a valu
able premium.
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Eastern Ontario Dairymen.
The 20th Minimi meeting of the Eastern Ontario 

Dairymen’s Association was held at Brock ville on 
January 6-7, President Hy. Wade in the chair. 
The main objects of the Association, he pointed 
out, were to improve and increase the manufacture 
of butter and cheese, and to improve dairy cattle 
and dairy methods on the farm. He urged more 
attention to the home market, which should be 
supplied with first-class cheese. He favored a 
grant from the Dominion Government for holding 
dairy shows in Eastern Ontario. He referred to 
the amalgamation of the three Ontario dairy 
ciations into two, whereby it was expected "
$2,000 in expenses and do better work, 
directors from each association would constitute 
a central advisory board.

Hon. W. D. Hoard, of Wisconsin, said the dairy 
industry was to-day in the greatest peril of its 
whole history. Only one man could determine its 
fate—the farmer. He must produce milk at a lees 
cost per 100 pounds, or he must quit. The 
is, How shall a dairy farmer make as mu 
at 60 cents a hundred as he did

to save 
Three

Problem 
ch profit

as he did when he got a 
dollar a hundred? The three great factors are : 
The cow, her fee< 
handled and crop
products. , . . _

Dr. Fletcher, of the Central Experimental Farm,
in his address on •• Grasses,”-------- * 1----- —
against purchasing impure and unreliable 
particularly that containing foul i 
addresses of Prof. Robertson, on “

«id care; the farm, how 
; and the handling of the

warned his hearers
The

Bread and
Butter” and “Cold Storage,” and Hon. John Dry- 
den were highly appreciated, the latter predicting 
that 1867 would be a historic year in Canadian 
dairying. Hon. Sydney Fisher promised that by 
next summer a system of ocean cold storage from 
Canada to Britain would be in operation. He 
asked the dairymen to express themselves on the 
cheese branding question. After a sharp debate it 
was almost unanimously resolved that it would not 
be in the interest of Ontario dairymen to have the 
date branded on the cheese.

Mr. J. A. Ruddick, of the Kingston Dairy 
School, gave an able paper on “ Cheddar Cheese 
Making, several of hie points being supported by 
Mr. D. M. McPherson, M. P. P. Mr. Wm. Eager 
commended the use of the Babcock tester in 
"paying for milk at cheese factories! and Mr. 
Everetts favored Prof. Dean’s plan of adding 2 per 
cent, to the fat readings. The reports of the tour 
inspectors and instructors were read, showing that 
agreatdealof careful work was done by them in 
improving this industry. We regret still to hear 
of a good many canoe of adulteration, not a tew 
patrons being fined Muring the past season. The 
auditors’ report showed receipts, $8,146.49 ; expendi
tures, $4,943.16; leaving a balance of $1,203.88. 
During the convention the officers and speakers 
were entertained at the home of Mrs. E. M. Jones, 
the widely-known Jersey breeder. ■

Officers were elected as follows President, Mr. 
D. Derbyshire; First Vioe-PresidenLMr. E. J. 
Madden ; Second Vice-President. Mr, Wm. Eager ; 
Third Vice-President, Mr. R. J. Graham ; Treas
urer, Mr. P. R. Daley ; Audhors-Messrs. Morden, 
Bird, and F. W. Brenton ; No. 1 division, Mr. J. 
McTaviah; No. 2 division, Mr. E. Kidd; No. 3 
division, Mr. J. R. Darbavel ; No. 4 division, Mr. 
James Whitton ; No. 6 division, Mr. T. B. Oariaw ; 
No. 6 division, Mr. Henry Wade.

Distribution ol drain Samples from the 
Central Experimental Farm.

To the Editor Farmrr'b Advocate:
Sir,—During the past nine years samples at those varieties 

of grain which have snooeeded beet on the Experimental 
Farm* have been distributed on application In 3-lb. bags to 
farmers In ah paris of the Dominion, free, through the malL 
The object has been to add to the productiveness and Improve 
the quality of these Important products throughout the 
country by placing within reach of every farmer pure eeed of 
the most vigorous and productive sorts. This work has met 
with much appreciation and a considerable degree of 
Instructions have been given by the Minister of Agriculture to 
■*■1 Owing to the very
large number of applications now received it le not practic
able to send more than one sample to each applicant, but with 
this limitation It Is hoped that the stock available will he sufll- 
elent to permit of every farmer who so desires sharing In the 
benefits of this branch of the work of the Experimental Farms, 
The distribution now In progress oonsists of some of the 
promising sorte of oats, barley, spring wheat, peas. Held 
and potatoes. Requests for samples may be 
Central Experimental Farm. Ottawa, at any time before 
March 1st, but after that date the lists will be closed so that 
applications then on hand may be Oiled before seeding begins. 
All communications can be sent free of postage. Each appli
cant should name the variety which he desires to test, also 
onS^br two alternative sorts In ease the stock of the sort 
chosen should be exhausted. While no promise can be made 
that the variety asked for will be sent, the wishes of corre
spondents will be attended to as far as practicable. The 
simples of grain will be sent early, but potatoes cannot be 
distributed until the danger of injury In transit by frost Is 
over. Wm. Saunders,

Ottawa, Jan. 5th, 1887. Director.
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make a similar distribution this u

t to the

The Montreal Butter and Oheeee Association 
haa appointed a committee to draft a resolution 
strongly advising the discontinuance of the system 
of granting bonuses by the Quebec Government to 
creameries, and also the advisability of applying 
whatever money has been voted for the purpose to 
increasing and improving refrigerator accommo
dation both by land ana water. It was claimed 
flier, the bonus had not promoted buttermaking as ^
intended.

3> el
VjSs

These results on the quality of the cheese made 
are not “ guesses,” or “ opinions,” or “ think eo’s ” ; 
but are the average results of the scoring of nearly 
400 cheeee, many of which were scored a number 
of times and bv men who are recognized authori
ties on the quality of cheese.

2. The water found in cheese is different from 
the water which a man pumps from his well. The 
cheeeemaker does not add water to the cheese in 
the process of manufacturing, hut he retains a cer
tain proportion of the natural water of milk, 
which defies the chemist’s skill to explain its value 
or properties. It is quite different from the w&ter 
in butter, as this water is nearly all added, or for
eign, is not natural to the butter. We have 
another example of valuable natural water in 
roots and corn silage. These have a value in the 
animal economy that no one can explain. So it is 
with the water of cheese. ,

I have written these notes with the object of 
correcting any false notions which readers of your 
excellent farm journal might obtain from the re
view of the Bulletin, and not with the intention 
of criticising adversely the excellent work done at 
our neighboring Station. We should like our 
dairymen to receive all the light possible ; but 
the fight should be good, and not such as may 
cause darknees in the mind. We have little doubt 
but that our New York friends will obtain the true 
light later on, and we shall expect shortly a bul
letin coinciding entirely with the results obtained 
by the Ontario Station at Guelph. When that bul
letin appears, Mr. Editor, your readers will expect 
as good a synopsis as you have given of the one 
which has caused the writing of this somewhat 
lengthy article. H. H. Dean,

Guelph, Jan. 8,1897. Ont. Agr. College.

By direction of the Dominion Minister of Agri
culture a dairy school for the Maritime Provinces 
wifi again be conducted in January, February and 
March, at Sussex, N. B. Courses of instruction will 
be provided in practical buttermaking, cheesemak
ing, and milk testing. The school will be under the 
charge of Mr. J. E. Hopkins, Superintendent of 
Dairying for Nova Scotia. The Sécrétai y is Mr. 
W. W. Hubbard, Sussex, N. B. The course of in
struction will be free, 
attended the dairy school at Sussex, and it is ex
pected that there will be a large increase in the 
number this coming season.

Last year 54 students

■kim-mllk cheeee when discussing this question is 
The casein which is incorporated innonsense.

cheeee made from normal milk is as different, at 
the end of a month, from the casein made into 
skim-milk cheeee, at the end of a month, as two 
things well can be. In the one case we have proper 
conditions for ripening the casein or curdy matter, 
and 4|i the other we have not. When first 
made both are alike—indigestible —but we put 
them under different conditions, and in the one 
case we have ripened cheese (as I tried to show in a 
former article on this question) and in the other 
we cannot ripen it, consequently it is indigestible 
and unfit for use. This casein or curdy matter 
properly ripened is worth more per pound for 
sustaining the human body than is the fat. The 
ripened casein largely determines the food value of 
cheeee. When a man wants fine fat to oil himself 
or to burn in his body he buys butter, but when he 
wants muscle-forming material that enables him to 
work, and at the same time needs a little fat, he 
buys cheese. This talk about casein being worth 
only two cents a pound and that good cheese can
not be made without having the milk rich in but
ter-fat is absurd. The table shows the score of the 
cheeee made at the Guelph Station for the past 
three years :

The Storage of Ice.
BY PROF. J. W. ROBERTSON, DAIRY AND AGRICULTURAL 

COMMISSIONER. ,
For the preservation of ice during 

the requirements are that the ice shall 
from the ground by some insulating substance, 
such as dry sawdust, dry shavings, or air in hollow 
spaces formed by wood and paper, or by some 
other insulating material. If the sawdust or other 
material becomes saturated with water, it loses its 
insulating qualities. It becomes then practically a 
heat-conducting material, like a body of water. 
The ice should also be protected from the heat of 
the atmosphere when the temperature is higher 
than 30° Fahr.

An efficient form of a cheap floor for an ice
house is made by using 12 inches of cobble or broken 
stones, covered with coarse gravel or sand. The 
top of that should be covered with 6 inches of dry 
sawdust. The sawdust becomes an insulating layer, 
preventing the warmth of the ground from melting 
the ice. Where dry sawdust is not available, a 
layer of dry straw, chaff or hay 12 inches thick be
fore the ice is put on it may be used instead. The 
floor should prevent air from getting in or out, and 
yet should permit drainage of any water from 
melting ice.

To prevent the sides of the mass of ice stored 
from being melted by the influence of the atmos
phere it fa sufficient to use a building of simple 
balloon frame, covered by one thickness of clap
boards outside, to keep any rain from wetting the 
insulating material which surrounds the ice. The 
outside wall of an ice-house is more effective to 
protect the contents of the building from the heat of 
the rays of the sun when it is whitewashed or paint
ed almost white. If the inside of the studs of the 
balloon frame be sheeted with one thickness of inch 
lumber, the hollow space between the clapboards 
and the inside sheeting will be a flue for the circu
lation of air and will prevent the sun’s rays, 
where the building is exposed to them, from 
warming the inside of the walls enough to make 
an appreciable difference in the temperature of 
the insulating material which lies between the 
wall and the ice. Dry hay and straw when 
packed fairly dose between the ice and 
the walls make excellent insulators. They do 
not conduct water by capillary movement as 
readily as sawdust. When a layer of sawdust 
between the ice and the sides of the building in 
which it is kept becomes wet on the side next to 
the ice, the water or dampness is likely to permeate 
the whole of the sawdust, and thus to destroy its 
nonconducting properties. Fine hay and straw are 
preferable, but when they are used care should be 
taken to have them thoroughly dry. A serious risk 
in the use of hay or straw w that they may contain 
small particles of snow or ice. When hay or straw 
is used in such a way, with small particles of ice, 
hail or snow mixed with them, these melt and 

whole of the insulating material damp. 
To that extent they lessen its efficiency.

For the covering of the top of the ice a layer of 
sawdust one foot thick is sufficient, if it be put on 
dry and left undisturbed. When sawdust has to 
be moved frequently for the taking out of ice from 
».lm« to time, the warmer portion of the sawdust 
lying near the surface becomes mixed With the 
other portions and may be put back close to the 
ice. Tnat causes a slight melting of the ice, and 
the dampness thus caused makes the layer of saw
dust wet, and to that extent destroys its insulating 
properties. For that and other reasons, notably 
convenience in removing and replacing, it is de
sirable to use a layer of dean, dry, fine straw or

the summer, 
be separated

make the

removing and replacing, it to de-
_______ layer of dean, dry, fine straw or

hay 18 inches thick as a covering on the top of the 
ice. When the hay or straw Is removed from s 
part of the surface to permit ice to be taken out, it 
may be put back again with little waste of ice and 
almost no loss of toe nonconducting qualities of the 
covering.

Where ice is covered with a layer of sawdust or 
hay or straw to preserve it from melting, provision 
should be made for ventilation over the top. The 
covering layer might become heated otherwise, and 
if the rays of the sun beat on the roof of the ice
house ana there be not suffldent ventilation in the 
gable ends or on the roof to allow the heated air to 
escape, that part becomes practically a mild-tem- 
pered oven for melting the contents of the building.

Fifty pounds of ice, when packed, may be taken 
to occupy one cubic foot of space. Therefore, 
every 40 cubic feet of capacity in a building is equal 
to the holding of one ton of ice. Where the wall 
of the ice-house is not insulated, the ice should be 
packed in the building 12 inches from the inside of 
of the walls, and that space, as well as the space be
tween the studs, should be packed full of thorough
ly dry, fine hay or straw, entirely free from icely dry, fine hay or straw, entirely tree irpm ice 
chips and snow. . ... . . .

For the filling of the ice-house a slide of strong 
planks may be made, and a rope passing through a 
pulley inside the ice-house can be used for pulling 
up the blocks of ice. It is importent that the ice 
should be packed as closely as possible. Any spaces 
between the blocks should be packed full of broken 
ice in order to prevent the presence or circulation 
of air around toe several blocks.

When people advocate breeding the horns off 
their cattle instead of sawing them off, they can 
hardly be said to be making a point of any note, as 
in nine cases out of ten an old mulley cow will keep 
more cattle back from a water trough than one 
with horns; that is. if she is a natural mulley. They 
cannot gore, but they can be mighty disagreeable.
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and un to this day 16 days is oftener mentioned 
than 15.

It is not that any change has been made in the 
habits or practices of bees, but the probability is, 
says an exchange, that formerly observations were 
made by means of nuclei or small colonies, in 
which more time would be taken for the changes 
than in full colonies. —Iowa Homestead.

| Dairy Shorthorns In Australia.
To the Kdltoe F armor’s Advocate :

Sib,—In reply to enquiries respecting butter 
production in these colonies, I send you the results of 
the tests of the milk and butter production of dairy 
cows at some of the exhibits. Last week an exhi
bition was held at Berry, the center of the best 
butter section of this colony, and à test of one milk
ing was made. The day was very hot, the cows 
without shelter, and the number of competitois 
was not large.

Two facts will be noted in connection with the 
result: The most successful animals were Short
horns of a milking strain ; and secondly, the high 
percentage of butter-fat. The following was the 
result of the tests, which were based on the com
mercial value of the products

“The first competition was for one cow,any 
breed, and one milking. This was won by Mr. M. F. 
Morton, of Bomaderry, with a Shorthorn. The 
animal yielded 28$ lbs. of milk, giving 4.5 per cent, 
of butter, representing 1.44 lbs. of commercial but
ter, and 24 tbs. of skim milk. This gave a total 
value for one milking of Is. 2d. The second prize 
for a single cow went to Mr. O. F. Warden, of 
Milton. The cow. a three-quarter Jersey, gave 21$ 
lbs. of milk, and 4.1per cent, of butter-fat. Value 
per milking, 9jd. The five-cow contest was pulled 
off by Mrt O. W. Craig, of Jamberoo, who put in 
Shorthorns for the test. They yielded 120$ lbs. of 
milk, 4.6 per cent, of butter-fat, and 116 lbs. of skim 
milk, of 5s. 0$d. for one milking. The second five 
cows were those of Mr. D. Hyam, of Nowra. Their 
yield was 84$ lbs., 4.3 per cent, of butter-fat. and 80 
lbs. of skim milk, giving total value ôf 3a 4$d. 
Value was based on commercial butter at 9d. per 
lb,, and skim milk at id. per lb.”

The high percentage orbutter-fat, and the quan
tity of mnk given, show the careful selection that 
the Shorthorn herds here have undergone for years. 
This exhibition is held on what is known as the 
Berry Estate. The pastures of a large portion of 
it will carry a cow to the acre, all the year round, 
so it is claimed. The luxuriant appearance of the 
country just now easily supports the statement, but 

- in much drier seasons it may be doubted. Still, it 
is an extraordinarily rich country. J. S. Larke, 

Canadian Commercial Agent.

11

sP POULTRY.Fh

Past, Present, and Future of the Poultry 
Industry in flanitoba.

HOW IT HAS DEVELOPED SINCE THE DATS WHEN 
FROZEN EGOS SOLD AT 50 CENTS PER DOZEN.

(BY M. MAW. WINNIPEG.)

■

?

Twenty years ago, when Manitoba was in its 
infancy, the stock of poultry was very small, mostly 
in the settlements surrounding Winnipeg, or 
“Garry,” as it was very often called in those days. 
As the population increased, the demand for eggs 
and poultry far exceeded the supply. Eggs 40 cents 
per dozen was the ruling summer price, and lucky 
was the buyer who could get any. I well remem
ber my first purchase—two clucking hens. I had 
been trying for some time to get a start, without 
success. One day in the summer of *77 I purchased 
two scrub heifers at a long price, and insisted, on 
the two hens being included, and it was some time 
before the owner decided to let me have them. 
All the supplies were brought in from the States by 
rail to Morehead and “flatboated” down the river 
to Winnipeg, or freighted over the plains by ox 
train or dog train. During the winter, frozen eggs 
sold at 50 cents per dozen, and were hard to get. 
Rev. Walter Beck, steward at St. John’s, was one 
of the first to import improved breeds of poultry. 
He was quite an enthusiast, and exhibited nis Leg
horns, Shanghais, and Black Spanish at the first 
agricultural shows held in Winnipeg. As the 
country commenced to settle, many of the immi
grants brought their stock of poultry with them, 
and about the year 1880 a poultry and pet stock 
association was formed in Winnipeg with the 
object of developing the various breeds of poultry 
and, by holding exhibitions, drawing attention to 
the advantages to be gained by using pure-bred 
stock to simp&rt new vigor to the stock in common 

During the following years several very suc- 
hibitions of poultry were held in Trinity 

and Knox Halls, Winnipeg, and the poultry in
terests made great strides. Mr. Ward, of Chicago, 
at that time the leading poultry judge of America, 
was brought up at the expense of the Association,, 
and his knowledge and advice were very valuable in 
showing us how to improve and avoid deteriora
tion. Many specimens highly valued by their 
owners were condemned at these shows, and 
when their unfitness was clearly shown, we de
termined to do better the next time. From this 
out a marked improvement was noticeable. 
About 1885 the Local Government took up 
the poultry interests in connection with the 
exhibition held at St. Boniface, and such an in
terest was created that poultry associations were 
formed in various central points in the Province ; 
many valuable birds were imported, and the general 
stock improved. At the present time the Local 
Government and the Industrial Exhibition Associa
tion are doing all in their power to develop the 
poultry interests, and the exhibitions held this year 
in Winnipeg, Portage, Brandon, and many other 
points have conclusively proved that their efforts 
have been most successful. Many of our settlers 
are now adding poultry to their general stock, who 
for many years devoted their whole energies to 
growing grain. They find it pays to convert some 
portion of their grain into meat and eggs ; it helps 
pay the store bul, and gives a pleasant variety 
to the pork diet of many a household. The 
future of the poultry industry now largely lies 
in the hands of the farming community. It now 
lies in the power of every farmer to obtain first- 
class stock, either to start a flock or develop 
already formed. In a very short time the markets 
of the world will be available. At the present time 
cold storage warehouses are in working order, and 
consignments of poultry and eggs are advertised 
for. A good article will find a paying market, but 
it is useless to ship low grades in either eggs or 
dressed poultry. The Thanksgiving market in 
Winnipeg this year was largely supplied from 
Ontario, and the dealers complain that the Mani
toba stock was poorly dressed and only half fed. 
Probably the reason is that our shippers have not 
made any effort to raise poultry for market, and 
have only shipped a few surplus birds as a venture.
I am afraid it will be a disappointment to many of 
them. The Ontario stock is shipped by parties who 
consider poultry one of their most valuable prod
ucts, and ship their best, properly fattened, well 
dressed, and packed in good shape. Such stock 
makes a market and causes a larger demand, conse
quently higher prices, while poor stock is hard to 
sell at any price.

To those who intend to improve I would advise a 
thorough weeding out. Commence well, keep a few 
of the best, kill off all old hens, and get a good 
cockerel. Hatch all the early chicks possible, and 
give them as good attention as you do other stock 
on the farm. In selecting the breed use your own 
judgment ; there are points in favor of most of the 
useful varieties. In shipping poultry always send 
the best, well dressed, and properly fattened. All 
the large packing-houses in the States classify their
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New South Wales, Dec. 1st, 1806.
use. 
cessful ex“ modified” ililk.

BY J. WILSON KNIGHT. B. S. A.
Milk when drawn from the udder of a health] 

cow and left standing for a time under normal con 
dltions undergoes a change commonly known a 
“souring.” This
minute organisms which have the po 
an acid, hence the sour taste. This ; 
duced has the property to precipitate the casein 
the milk in much the same manner as does renn 
hence the curdling or coagulation. While th 
organisms of the vegetable kingdom, known 
bacteria, are indispensable in the dairy and che 
factory, their presence is not desirable in the fr< 
milk trade, as they soon render the products ui 
for human use. But there is a method of procedi 
by which skimmed, whole milk, and cream may 
kept fresh, sweet, and of a pleasant flavor for fr 
one to three weeks, according to the precautii 
taken. This may be doneby the use of a p 
izlng machine, but we will not go into the deta 
this process, as thé method which will be expia 
is not that of pasteurization. The use of 
pasteurized product as a food for infants and in v 
is not very highly commended, as the high ten 
ature to which it is necessary to heat the mil 
order to annihilate the germs therein rem 
proteids in the fluid less digestible than in 
material. This treatment also destroys a
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m i; is not found in the mouths of young infants.
Medical men require a product easily dige 

and containing all the qualities of natural n 
Much study has been spent on the subject, and 
it is possible to procure an article which com] 
with the.demand of the age. In the preparatio 
such a product scrupulous cleanliness is the 

. important watchword. I will endeavor to desc 
the surroundings such as I have seen wl 
“ modified ” milk is now produced.

The dairy from which the milk was used is i 
a ted in rather a secluded exposure, far from

S

one

!

i
The stable in which the cows are milked is a light 
airy building, with all modern conveniences. It i 
kept disinfected and free from obnoxious odors b 
the liberal use of land plaster. The cows are we 
combed and brushed, and their udders and teal 
washed clean with warm water and then driet 
When flies are troublesome, each animal is spraye 
with a fly-killing mixture, and milking begin:

pidly as possible by clean, care ft 
from each cow the milk is weighe

L--

This is done as ra 
men. As drawn
and strained immediately into a larger vessel, w 
is so constructed as to exclude all germs as ne 
as is possible. When the milking is finished 
cans are taken to the separating room and 
machine gotten into motion. A DeLaval turl 
which did excellent work, 
is indispensable, as the cream must be separated 
from the skim milk. It is well known that a sepa
rator is an important factor in extracting germs 
from milk during the separation. The slime which 
adheres to the bowl teems with germ life, and is 
itself composed of foreign matter and filth, which 
otherwise must remain in the milk. But let us
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«■Ak» a glance at the inside of this room. The floor 
is painted with a waterproof preparation. The 
wails are plastered, and everything bespeaks clean
liness in the superlative degree ; in fact, it is 
as free from anv undesirable matter as a hos
pital ward. The separator is kept as bright 
and clean as a lady’s sewing machine. As 
fat-free skim milk is desired, the adjustments are 
regulated so as to insure thorough separation. 
The milk is then poured into the receiving can, over 
which is tied a cheesecloth strainer. The flow and 
pressure must be kept regular. As the cream and 
skim milk come from the machine they are again 
strained. The operator, who must be a competent 
person, should never help with the milking or 
frequent the stable, and when the separator is in 
motion must give his undivided attention to the 
machine, taking the speed, keeping the steam gauge 
at the proper point, and skillf ully manipulating the 
various adjustments of the delicate machine. When 
the separation is concluded the two products are 
immediately bottled and capped, using quart bottles 
and patent pasteboard caps. Care is taken to fill 
each bottle as full as it will cap neatly, otherwise 
thé air will not be excluded and the fluid on the 
surface undergoes oxidation, which is favorable to 
the growth of germs. The filled bottles are then 
washed in clean water, labelled, and set in the ice 
box. This covered box is elevated from the floor, 
and is just deep enough to allow the bottles to stand 
upright without being immersed in the water. This 
water is kept at a temperature of from 40° to 44° F. 
all the time. Thus the few germs which have 
passed unarrested through the foregoing operations 
are inhibited in their growth by the low tempera
ture at which the water is kept. Cream and skim 
milk produced under these circumstances can be 
kept palatable and sweet for from two to four weeks, 
ana when precaution is taken to place a few drops 
of melted paraffin wax on each cap they can be kept 
a much longer time. Perhaps some may question 
this, but when such unending pains and stringent 
measures are taken to keep all animals and utensils 
so very dean it lessens the margin of doubting.

The milk cans, pails, strainers, and each part of 
the separator are washed first in warm water, then 
rinsed in cold water, then steamed with live moist 
steam by means of a sterilizer, and left therein until 
used again.

The bottles of cream and skimmed milk are 
packed in ice in boxes made for the purpose and 
expressed to the city laboratory, where the modi
fication begins under more skillful care. Physicians 
require many different modifications of milk to 
meet the requirements of their patients, and the 
trained modifier can produce at will, by working 
with a fat-free skim milk and the cream, a milk of 
any desired percentage of fat. This requires great 
exactness in making the reckonings, testing the 
cream, and handling the fluids.

Modified milk is put up in small graduated vials 
holding a gill. They are corked with plugs of cotton 
batting, which admits the air, but arrests all form 
of life. Milk in this form is rather expensive, but 
physicians find it of great value in many cases 
where milk composes almost the entire diet of their 
patients. It is the trouble and skill with which it 

produced and compounded that the modifier 
makes his charges for, rather than the intrinsic 
value of the milk

There are several establishments of this kind in 
America. In Chicago, New York, Philadelphia, 
Boston, Brooklyn, and Montreal (Canada) are 
laboratories where experts modify milk and cream 
to meet the needs and demands of physicians in 
those cities.

This industry is yet in its infancy, and will cer
tainly come to be an important feature in the fresh 
mük tiade of all cities in Canada and the U. S. in 
the near future.

is

itself.

APIARY.
Development of a Queen Bee.

When an egg is laid in a cell, it hatches out into 
a larva or grub in about three days. At first it is 
so small as to be hardly visible to the naked eye, 
but it is fed for five days so liberally by the workers 
that it literally swims m its food.

The food given to the young queen is called 
royal jelly and has a rather sharp, somewhat aro
matic taste. It is the same as that fed to young work
ers, being afterward brought down to a coarser 
diet, while the queen is continued on the best.

While the worker is fed just enough to complete 
its growth, not an atom being left over, the queen 
is given so much that she cannot possibly use it all, 
and when she emerges from the cell there will be 
found at the bottom of the cell a quantity of par
tially dried royal jelly half as large as a small pea. 
The bees are also extravagant in the use of wax in 
constructing the queen’s cell, enough being used 
for one cell to make a great many worker cells.

During the five days’ feeding the young queen 
lies at first coiled in a half circle at the bottom of 
the cell, then, having grown too large for that, 
stretches out at full length in the cell. After a day 
spent in spinning its cocoon and then two days of 
rest, a day is occupied in changing into the nymph 
state, and after remaining in this state for three 
days the perfect insect emerges from the cell. This 
makes in all 15 days from the laying of the egg to 
the emergence from the cell.

Forty years ago the authorities gave 17 or 18 
days as the time for the development of a queen,

. ; ; ,
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Shipments, the beet commanding several times the 
price of Uie culls. Collect eggs regularly, ship 
often, only those von know are strictly fresh. Try 
to get up a name for always sending out first-class 
stock; by doing so you will command the best 
prices, and always find a demand.

Chicago commanded fancy prices, such as was paid 
for by the “upper ten.” The middle grade of fruit was 
largely bought by jobbers and shipped by them to 
small points near Chicago, and also supplied retail 
grocers and fruit dealers in the city. The lowest 
grade was bought by hucksters and the poorer class 
of grocers. Growers were strongly advised against 
shipping poor fruit to distant markets. One hun
dred and eighty-five fruit trains carried fruit to or 
from Chicago "each day during the fruit season. 
Think of toe enormous consumption.

* e • »

three of defective. The Snows carried better than 
any other variety, there being but thirty-seven 
defective apples—eleven decayed, and twenty-six 
with some spots—in two hundred and sixty-six 
apples. The Northern Spys were in the. worst 
condition, and decayed more rapidly after being' 
picked over. Owing to the consignment being so 
small, and Mr. Winter being too busjj. to devote 
much time to their sale, in order to make full 

had to mix the varieties and sell as quickly as 
possible. Five cases he sold at 17s. 6d. per case ; a 
sixth of equal value he retained or gave to friends. 
The results were as follows :—

6 eases, at 17a 6d 
3 cases, at Is......

THE HELPING HAND.
Adjustable Snow Gate.

What varieties of peaches shall we plant P is a 
question that always elicits answers nearly as va
ried in character as are the number of districts 
represented by those who respond. Several vari
eties of peaches seemed to be growing in favor. 
Elberta.—While the consensus of opinion seemed to 
be that it was beet to consider this variety as yet on 
trial, a few prominent growers were attesting their 
faith as to its ultimate value by planting ic quite 
heavily. One or two expressed doubt regarding “ 
productiveness. It is also said to be affected by 
curl leaf quite badly. On the market it outsells 
anything of the same season. Wager received 
good words ; it was recommended to be sold in one- 
fifth baskets instead of bushel baskets. It is sensi
tive to drought. Kalamazoo peach was highly 
spoken of by President Morrell, who said it was a 
medium sized yellow free stone peach of good 
quality, about ten days later than Crawford ; the 
trees are very hardy. Garfield was recommended 
as a moderate but regular bearer. Mr. J. H. Hale, 
of Connecticut, described Triumph as a moderate 
grower, bearing medium to large, early, yellow fruit; 
a cling, but ripening evenly to the pit. He has 
faith in it. Reeve's Favorite was praised by all on 
account of its fine quality and appearance, but was 
thought to belong, on account of softness of tex
ture, rather to the amateur class than toe profes
sional ; said to do best on clay loam.

' « • * *

Orchard Cover Crops brought out a lively discus
sion, a remarkable feature of which lying in the 
fact that a number of growers did not seem par
ticularly anxious about securing to peach orchards 
the nitrogen obtained by growing a clover crop. 
They seemed to be able to secure the necessary 
growth by good cultivation, supplemented by ferti
lizers containing potash and phosphoric acid. Oats, 
with crimson clover, one-half bushel of the former 
to eight or ten pounds of the latter per acre, is a 
combination producing a cover crop said to be 
giving satisfactory results in the southern and 
western part of the State. The seed is put in after 
cultivation ceases in that part, about August 20th. 
This mixture is also recommended by Prof. Taft, of 
the Agricultural College.

65 5s. Od.A 3 0

n £5 8s. 0d.
Expenditure.

Freight, at 4s. id. per ease. .£1 16s. 9d.
Wharfage............................. »
Cartage........
Picking over 
Commission..

■a

on
li

----------- £8 18s. Od.
.............. £8 10s. Od.

This netted the Canadian shipper $1.86 per case 
in Preston. The expenses were higher than they 
would have been in a commercial shipment. The 
cartage would have been Is. 63., instead of 8s. In 
such case the net yield to the shipper would have 
been $1.56 per bushel. Five dollars were offered for 
the Snows, unmixed with the other varieties, and 
probably eighteen shillings could have been got for 
the Baldwins. A consignment of Snowapplee 
arriving in as good condition aa did these would 
have netted the Canadian shipper $2.86 per bushel

its

.* -.— —

F. W. C., Middlesex Co., Ont.;—“A represents a 
gate that may be hung at different heights from 
toe ground. If it be raised slightly there will be a 
space between toe upright (G) of gate and the 
notched upright whicn is binged to the post. The 
gate is next pushed towards P, and the irons (I and 
I) are freed from notches. The gate may be raised 
to the required height to avoid the snow. The 
notched upright swings with the gate, and the 
irons (I and I> are only bolted to gate.”

Easy Way to Carry nilk Can.
Jambs Maqbb, Grenville Co.. Ont.;—“Take two

nieces of good wood 
feet long. 2 inches 

~ thick, and 24 inches 
wide ; bore a 8 inch 
hole through each in 
the center the wide 
way; get two fx54 
into bolts, get your 
blacksmith to pound 
the heads level with 
rest of bolt, then turn 
an inch of the head 
end a little more than 

square from shank of bolt, as seen at A. Put one 
in each piece of wood, and you have a pair of 
bandies for the two bolts and the labor of turning 
the hooks. The ends of the handles should be 
dressed down to fit th® hands. I have used a pair 
for three seasons, and find them very useful for 
canwing anything in a milk can. The advantage 
of these handles is that the persons carrying can 
use both hands at toe same time. The hooks must 
turn to side of handles. Two men can carry 
twenty-five gallons of milk or water with ease.”

The second was a larger consignment sent to Mr. 
Duffy, a successful commission-mai^. A statement 
of its financial result cannot be yet given, but it 
will be an unfavorable one. In the first place, it 
appears it should have been shipped a month earlier, 
but was delayed by toe strike on the O. P. R They 
were in such a condition when shipped that they 
had to be picked over on the wharf. Though pro
vision had been made for ventilating toe cases, this 
was neutralised by lining toe cases with paper and 
failure to put elate on toe cases. The apples were 
not a selected lot, some being very good and 
properly wrapped, and others being not so good, 
nor properly assorted. It is no marvel that they 
arrived in a very bad condition, and it is probable 
that not one-third will be really fairly good fruit. 

Duffy’s opinion is that if they had arrived iti 
ly good condition a month ago, he could have 

got from sixteen to twenty shillings per case. He 
sold California applee at eighteen, not nearly so 
well flavored as these are. He thinks he will get 
fairly good prices for the marketable fruit in this 
lot. Medium sized fruit is worth two shillings per 
case more than the largest. The retailer does not 
care to ask more than fifty cents per dosen, though 
he gets proportionately higher for a single apple, 
hence he requires a considerable number in a case 
to net him the profit hie business requires.

These statements warrant the conclusion that if 
properly picked, cased, and handled on rail and 
steamers, Canadian apples can be handled here in 
good condition. It is just as important to 
they reach Vancouver in good condition as it is to 
have them cared for on toe sea voyage. California 
applee arrive in so good state that m many 
it is not necessary to pick them over.

If the proper varieties are sent, at the present 
rates of freight, it would appear that Canadian 
applee arriving here about toe last of October, 
November, and December will bring better net 
prices than when sent to any other market. I have 
nothing to add to the recommendations made in 
my report on the shipment of last year. If fol
lowed, they will, I think, insure a profitable export 
trade of some dimensions.

Ill
Mr.
fairl

Speaking of the future of peach culture in the 
United States, Mr. Hale pointed out. that the area 
devoted to the culture of this fruit was being enor
mously enlarged each year. Georgia, Missouri, 
Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, Pennsylvania, New 
York, Colorado, and Texas were among the fore
most States in developing the industry. He was of 
toe opinion that it would only be a short time 
before there would be more peaches produced than 
could be consumed by the markets- that could be 
reached. It would undoubtedly be a struggle for 
the “ survival of the fittest.” He regarded the 
future as hopeful to the man who went into toe 
work imbued with a love for it and having plenty 
of ambition, perseverance, and brains.

* * * *

GARDEN AND ORCHARD.
Gleanings from the 26th Annual fleeting 

of the Michigan State Horticultural 
Society at Grand Rapids, Dec.

I, 2 and 3, 1896.
BY PROF. JOHN CRAIO, DOMINION HORTICULTURIST.

The peach industry is of paramount importance 
to Michigan fruit-growers. Fully half of the pro
gramme was either given to discussing some of its 
phases or eventually drifted that way by the 
trend of the questions asked. The manner in which 
the meeting was conducted is most commendable. 
Strict attention to the subject under discussion was 
enforced. This, with businesslike promptness and 
a large attendance of fruit-growers, characterized 
the meeting throughout. President Morrell and 
Secretary Reid (re-elected) are splendid executive 
officers, and, without doing an undue amount of 
talking themselves, manage to keep an unflagging 
interest in the topics under discussion, and secure 
in each case a profitable interchange of views.

The discussion upon apples brought out the in
teresting fret that Ontario apples were largely 
supplying the demands for this fruit in the Chicago 
market, to the partial exclusion of Michigan- 
grown fruit. This speaks well for toe quality of 
Canadian Spys, Kings, Greenings, Baldwins, and 
Snows, as compared with those grown across the 
line. Among highly commended varieties were 
Sutton’s Beauty, McIntosh Red, Salome, and Hurl- 
but. As exhibited, Sutton’s Beauty is of medium 
size, yellow with reddish flush on one side, tough 
skin; fizm but melting, yellow flesh ; quality good ; 
season early winter, perhaps later ; tree said to be

Small Fruit Growing for Farmers.
■Y B. SOTT, MIDDLESEX 00., OUT.

I believe it to be toe duty of every farmer who 
hae the control of a large or email plot of choice 
Canadian soil, in our conditions, to make good and 
liberal provision to supply himself and family with 
a plentiful supply of health-giving, beautiful fruits 
in their season. Under our conditions of climatevery haidy. ___ __________

Canadian Apple Shipments to Australia.
BY J. S. LARKS, CANADIAN REPRESENTATIVE.

I had been advised that a shipment of applee 
The package question gave rise to a great diver- might be forwarded from Ontario aa was done last 

sity of views. Many favored the bushel basket year. If a large quantity were sent, I deemed it 
peculiar to the district of Grand Haven and used advisable that they should be placed in cool storage, 
to some extent at Grand Rapids. The advocates dp and placed gradually on the market only as fast as 
this package had much to say in its favor, cheap- it could take them at good prices, and had arranged 
ness and ease of handling being the principal for securing the storage in case it were required, 
planks in the platform. Some of the best growers, None came to my order, but two parcels were sent 
particularly those who catered to the demands of a out by the last steamer. One of nine cases were 
fancy trade, said that a small package was indis- sent to Mr. F. Winter, who sold those forwarded me 
pensable. Aerate holding four, six or eight five- last year. They were sent by friends, as a gift rather 
pound packages had been used by some growers than as a business venture, but Mr. Winter treated 
with good success. This is undoubtedly the best them as a regular consignment. They were a varied 
view to take. “The finer the goods toe smaller the lot, consisting of Spys, Snowapples, Baldwins, 
package.” Russets, and a few “ Seek - no - Furthers.” Three

* * 1 * cases had been nicely assorted, but the other six had
Three interesting papers describing what be- been more hurriedly gotten together and packed, 

comes of the fruit after it reaches Chicago were They were wrapped half in Manilla wrapping 
read by representative commission men. One of paper ; the balance in pieces of newspapers. They 
these more than hinted at overproduction as a were shipped from Preston, Ont., on the 21st of 
cause of the low prices, another said “under con- October; left Vancouver on the 10th of November, 
sumption,” while both agreed that more attention and arrived here on the evening of December 4th. 
should be given to grading fruits, especially peaches. They were stowed below decks, as was the case last 
Only about five per cent, of the fruit shipped to year. The nine cases yielded six of good fruit and

and soil the expenditure in doing this to reduced to 
a minimum. It to, therefore, a crying shame to our 
country that so many of our farmers and their 
growing families of young children do not properly 
know toe taste of good fruit grown upon their 
farms. Every child should know and readily 
identify all toe various forms of our fruit products, 
their flavors and qualities.

The Fruit Plot.—The plot on the farm devoted 
to the culture of small fruits should be well selected, 
and nicely fenced if possible. It may be large or 
small as required, hut it must receive careful 
attention, ana be kept thoroughly neat and dean. 
(Small fruits are so called to distinguish them from 
the larger or tree fruits.) The soil should be well 
drained, of rich, mellow loam to give 
ing. It must be annually thoroughly and deeply 
worked, and well enriched with good composted 
vegetable matter. In this secure plot of choice soil 
may be successfully mown at least the four follow
ing standard fruits, viz.; Strawberries, raspberries, 
goosebei ries, and Currants, in all their varieties and 
perfection.

Strawlxrmex. -The successful growth of straw
berries is simple and easy, providing the essential 
conditions are complied with. The soil, as before, 
must be deep and moist and well tilled. The culture

in work-
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frequently it becomes worse, and eventually bursts I water until dissolved, then pour it Into half a gallon 
and discharges matter (pus), and a running sore is I of coal oil, and churn up the mixture briskly with a 
left. This often communicates with the interior of I syringe until the oil no longer comes to the top. 
the joint, and the synovia or joint oil escapes. I When cool this should form a jelly, and must be 
Gases of this kind usually die, and even mild cases I diluted with four or five times the quantity of water 
are difficult and uncertain to treat. The impor-1 before using. The colt should be trotted all over 
tance of preventing the disease is, therefore, easily I with this solution, and the sides of the stall should 
perceived, and the means of doing so are simple I be painted with coal oil. 
and within the reach of any one. Have at hand a | * care of the fret.
smaUquantity of pure carbolic acid, and as soon as During the winter the feet of the colt are not
the foal is born dip a feather in the acid and brush greeted to the same amount of wear as they are

far I have spoken only of colto. Calves suffer from them. The result of this condition, if allowed to 
this disease so seldom that it is unnecessary to take I is frequently the production of ringbone
this precaution. I or gome other deformity. The feet, then, should be

looked to, and the excessive growth removed when 
Unless the flow of blood is alarming,it is better not I necessary. Twice during the winter should be 

to tie cord without waiting a minute or two to see I sufficient. ____________
I Experience and Experiment, with HUk 

avoided if possible. When necessary, it should be I Fever In Cattle,
of stout cord—binding twine will do—and must not I (Compiled tram an address delivered at the annual diecuaelonal 
be applied too close to the body. Always leave a I meeting of the Retrewehire Agricultural Society by Mr. 
couple of inches, if possible, between the ligature I Alex. Pottle. M. R. C. V. S., Paisley)
and the body. Then if the cord is accidentally I Milk fever in cattle is attended by a protracted 
torn and the bleeding starts afresh you have still I sickness that lasts from twenty-four to forty-eight 
something left upon which to apply a ligature. I hours, and then passes off. It may attack the

fmmwiPi™» I cow two days before calving, or within three days
am- a- . . I after calving, but never at any other time. TheAfter attending to the navel, the young animal, di8e&8e jg more fatal when it attacks cattle when 

y * 7™*®* "W? ,no help ,*° f8* UP I feeding on grass than house meat. It seldom at-
flrst drink, andthisiis go^erally followed by the first I tacks a cow under five years old, but may attack a 
movement of the bowels. If this motion does not cow at any age afterwards. The first, attack ren- 
take place wittnn an hour or two after birth, con- dera them almost liable to take it a second or third 
stipation is present and mils for immediate treat- time, for one attack leads to another. Now. I will 
menk During toe life of toe colt or calf within the I add to these my own observations: That an animal 
womb, although no food miters its mouth or ^th a full rumen or first stomach seldom recovers, 
stomach, yet a certain amount of material accumu-1 or {, mGre likely to die than one with a compara-

18 called mecontuwt, and is I tively empty stomach ; that a cow in this disease 
chi®flf composed of bdious matter from the liver ha8 4lm0et no fever or excess of bodily heat, and 
«mdof dried mucus from the mucous lining of the that recovery does not depend on temperature ; and 

Nf"r? Provision for the speedy that in the ^reat majority if cases a row does not
birth bygivinga die from constipation of bowels. Now, these are, 

purgativequahty to the first milk secreted by the perhaps, the mbst of toe facts or truths from ob- • 
mother. If, from any cause, this failsi to empty the Nation that We can produce, and whatever we 
3°™?? Kthin a8^?rtJÏ?e afitor birth, the meromum find is the first cause must in some measure account

8ta®Piec? of W1™ b®™6 mto »looP- amined closely the state of the animal immediately 
[No-rit—Many find there is no other means so safe after it takes toe disease, its internal organs, and

1 fln,gfe(r’ oiIedr toe post-mortem appearance of a row that has died 
to remove toe meconium.—Ep.] After the first of tne disease. If you examine, say, ten carcasses
harf massesareremovedtoerewusuaUynofurther of cows that have died of this disease, having
trouble. I passed through all its stages, you will find five at

least where not a particle of disease can be found 
The opposite condition of too great looseness is a I in any organ of the body. If you examine a car- 

frequent ailment of young colts and calves. It may I case, say, of a cow twelve hours in it, and which 
anse from taking cold, or it may be produced by I passed as near the gates of death as possible, and 
some change in the milk which renders it unwhole- I which had then been killed, you are no better, 
some. If toe colt or calf is sucking its mother, the I Now, suppose I admit that in some cases we find 
odder should_ be examined for symptoms of infiam-1 congestion of the brain, blood on the brain, or fluid 
mation, and if these are present the young animal I on the brain or spine ; in another tuberculosis in 
should be fed artificially for a time. wfhen no I various parts of the body, or disease of the liver ; 
change can be detected in the milk or udder, the I or in another a needle near the heart,or toe placenta 
trouble may be a too rich quality of/milk, and the I in the stomach—are we nearer a first cause ? No ; 
t ÎL- x- e ™otber should be lowered for a time. I for if we admit that cases of milk fever have been 
In treating diarrhoea, do not make the mistake of I known where nothing was to be observed, we must 
trymg to stop it at once by giving laudanum and also, then, admit that all the other things observed 
astringent medicines. It is better to try first, by I are but accidental diseases or conditions, or are the 
dieting the mother and removing probable causes effects of the disease, which may render the case 
of the condition, to get the bowels into a healthier I more difficult to cure, but which can in no way be 
state. A moderate dose of raw linseed oil will I connected with the true cause of the disease, unless 
generally be useful in helping nature to expel I we view them as exciting causes. I admit, then, 

mattera m the bowels. Often it will be | that the disease, whatever it is, is not structural,but 
all that is necessary, but if the diarrhoea continues functional. When we see any alteration of struc- 
lt is time to give medicine to check it, such as I ture, as inflammation of an organ or any changed 
laudanum and tannin, in moderate and frequent I condition of the carcass, we say the disease is 
doses, until the desired effect is produced. | structural ; but if we see nothing — that is, if toe

disease has died with the animal — we say that it is 
Young colts should be taught to eat oats as soon I functional ; that is, it belongs entirely to those 

as possible, so that when they are weaned they will diseases where the organ has stopped acting. If a 
take readily to them and not suffer a serious check watch stops and the watchmaker can see nothing 
to their growth. The care that is bestowed on a broken, but only some dust that has prevented the 
colt at the time of weaning and during his first watch from moving, we would call that stoppage 
winter is most important to nis development. If he °‘ ,e wheels a functional stoppage. So, you see, 
is left to feed himself as best he can, and "rustle we lea™ much by seeing nothing, for we have 
for grub” around a strawstack, he will never I Proved that whatever the disease is it is a functional 
amount to anything. Every colt should have his I derangement—it is a stoppage or interference with 
oats and bran regularly every day from the time I tbe working of some organ of the cow’s body. You 
he is weaned until he is turned out to grass the I may have three cases of milk fever, and in every 
next summer. The insufficient food and the care ?ne the symptoms are different. Now, we can only 
bestowed upon many of the colts in this Province I "tnow disease or read it in many cases by its symp- 
is one reason, and probably the great reason, why I toms. First, then, you have what is called a mild 
most of the horses raised in Manitoba are under-1 ®a®e—partial paralysis _ of the hind legs. She is 
sized. Good feeding is essential to the growth and I down and cannot rise ; is not very sick ; carries her 
development of the colt. I head, and at times keeps it to her side ; grinds her

. teeth ; breathes naturally, but is inclined to swell ;
. . parasites. may get up, stagger, and lie down again. If not

During the winter months colts often get in- I tuberculosed she may get up in a day or two ; she 
tested with vermin. Lice multiply so fast and cause I has almost no milk, and is but slightly affected in 
such irritation that unless speedily destroyed they the head. This is what I call the partial paralytic 
will seriously injure a young animal by stunting his form. The second form is that of a cow Dm* seems 
growth. There are many remedies in use for at first dull ; eye dull ; staggers, and moans as if 
destroying them, but all have some drawback, and very sick ; tries to stand as long as possible ; prob- 
the ideal one is not yet discovered. Coal oil emulsion I ably falls, as the hind legs have become so cramped 
is probably the best of these, being cheap and I that she cannot bend them. She struggles a little, 
effectual in destroying not only the lice, but their but the drooping head, dull eye, ana incessant 
eggs or nits. The drawback is that it wets the skin, swing of the head all indicate that she is going fast 
and in cold weather this may be followed by a cold. I into a sleepy, comatose state, so that in four hours 
It should only be applied on a mild day and in a or so from the first visible attack she may not be 
warm stable : Boil two ounces of soap in a quart of I able to swallow. This is what I call the comatose

spring, as early as the ground will work well, ani l 
the plants must be one-year plants. Select good, 
thrifty, well-rooted, young plants of the variety 
desired, and after making small holes in the ground, 
spread the roots well out in toe new soil and make 
them quite firm, and growth will readily commence. 
The planting should be done in rows three feet 
apart, and toe plants one foot apart in the rows 
and allowed to mat up close the first year, or they 
may be made very satisfactory grown in hills. 
Pinch off runners till plants are well established, 
and also blossoms, not allowing fruit to set toe first 

On the approach of winter a thin, light 
covering of straw or leaves may be placed on toe 
whole, and in the spring this mulch should be raked 
In between the rows to remain there. The picking 
may be safely left to be attended to by the good 
wife and mother and the children, who, with much 
pleasure, will look after the fruit.

Varieties.—The small space at my disposal for
bids me to attempt more than simply indicate a 
few of the best for home or family use.

1st.—For early : Lovets (8.) ; early, a new, large, 
early, promising berry. Bvbaek No. S (P ) ; large 
to very large, fine berry. Havertand (P.) ; large, 
firm, and fine, good bearer. Clyde (S.) ; healthy, 
vigorous, large size, uniform, quality good, firm, 
dark, bright scarlet, very productive, stands drought 
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BLEEDING OR HEMORRHAGE FROM THE CORD.

' '

,

2nd.—Medium : Warfield (P.) ; medium firm, and 
jEQod prodluoM^ jRFitijiams (8. ) ; plant^strong, great

large and best.
3rd.—Late : Jersey Queen (P.) ; a standard sort, 

fruit large and fine. Aroma (8.); new, fruit large 
and late, firm And good. Woolverton (8.); fruit 
large, and of good quality. Gaudy (8 ) ; fruit large 
and good, a good grower. Connecticut Queen ; 
early, large, and good.

By consensus of opinion Buback, Warfield, 
Havertand, Clyde, and Woolverton are toe five 
best market sorts to-day. I have named five fete 

* sorts because of their great value, and because good
late berries are more valuable than early ones. 
With such a splendid list of this fine fruit, in its 
new and excellent sorts, I am sure that all farmers 
and others should have a splendid showing, and a 
fine, toothsome treat.

;!

j:

[TO be continued.]:
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VETERINARY.g*-.v

The Care of Young Horse Stock.
(From an address to Manitoba Farmers' Institutes, by F. Tor

rance, B. A., D. V. 8.
Of all our young domestic animals—colts, calves, 

lmxhri, and pigs—toe colts are those most liable to 
disease and accident. Many of these mishaps that 
cause disfigurement, blemishes, or even untimely 
death, may be prevented by special care on the 
owner’s part. The means at our command for pro- 

animals from these evils will form 
the subject of toe following remarks. The care of 
the colt should begin with the care of toe mother. 
By this is meant not the ill-judged kindness of high- 
feeding and idleness, but the proper combination of 
good food and water, sufficient exercise, and com
fortable quarters. Mares in foal are not any the 
better for having no work to do. On toe contrary, 
they are distinctly benefited by doing regular 
work, provided it is of a suitable kind, and their off
spring will be all toe more vigorous in consequence 
of it, Weak colts that cannot stand alone are 
generally toe offspring of mares that have been get
ting too little exercise during the latter months of 
gestation. The colt partakes of the nature of its 
mother, and if the dam is soft and flabby from 
want of work or exercise, the foal will be weak at 
its birth and a disappointment to the breeder.

Breeding mares, then, unless running at pasture, 
should have regular work or exercise every day. 
Their fopd should be abundant and contain all the 
elements required for the formation of bone 
and muscle. As the time approaches when toe 
birth may be expected, the food should be of a more 
laxative nature, and the ration should contain a 
certain amount of bran or of roots. At toe birth of 
the colt steps should be taken to guard against 
disease and accident. The most important of these 
are in connection with the treatment of the navel 
cord. If toe birth takes place in the pasture, it is 
likely that everything will be well ; but if it occurs 
in the stable or barnyard, toe young animal is ex
posed to certain dangers which you should guard 
against. The most serious of these dangers is the 
disease known as

- i

5
DIARRHŒA.
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feeding colts.

! BLOOD POISONING, “NAVEL ILL” OR SEPTIC 
ARTHRITIS.

This disease is caused by disease germs which 
have gained access to the system through the moist 
surface of the navel cord during the hours immedi
ately following birth. The disease germs are 
present in soiled bedding, filth of all kinds, and 
when the young animal is boin indoors he is more 
or less exposed to infection from these sources. 
Out of doors the danger of infection is much less, 
and at pasture is so slight that it may be entirely 
disregarded. Once infected, the colt will within a 
few days show some of the following symptoms : 
He seems indifferent to his feed and unwilling to 
get up. Then he is found to be lame, and a painful 
swelling is discovered about some joint or other. 
This may disappear under proper treatment, but
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^|E?1know it. If sLTbegins to reÜlw,th^racove^u to holc^UieTh^<to®lto«SSSo.*i?Sh»rfhile S°?lli|lg “Î® description of toe disease than your note con- I
rapid—something like a man that-. has been nlLii line withthebody, and rf she tains, I would not be able to give a decided diag-
drank; you might almost imagine youAearbersay h» th°kgh 7?u n°eia Aremanyof your cattle affected? Do they
as she raises her head, “ What has all this >Jn her nn° letherhe Art on her side, bat bolster cough ? When the lumps break do they decrease
about ?—let me have something to eat.” Her milk Rhn head comparative freedom, in size or do they continue to grow larger ? ”has returned, andahe is io^ktof Itonot^™ ^ti^tfahTh^tee^ W.TdwXL*. V. R]
this is the second or comatose form. The thud and sive verv sn«J i of ®E^f ’ . „    kpilkptic fits.tom is the apoplectic. The first symptoms are “id^oth to^h^head^d w AQbBnhork Kemnay, Man.:—» I have a bull

CS,,saa&rtaa,a^Sa: a
SbreSsSiHSESte «ïÆa&sjaSS&guasms tesafeia: SC^RSSjWS&SAasinks down into a comatose state fora short «me* thcac ntnm^rffn h LPP! J-f-°TVOafi ?nergy to. *S“P commences to eat as well as ever. Fed on

wp..4rfaa<s3 sUSStat ttA'XSZtJriSP--*-
are three distinct forms of the same disease, and,*£0 nH*bod whereby some of thoeefatoi ach: Raw Unseed oU, eight ounces ; vurpenune,
my mind, the man that treats all thïïeto^tiito ^2iUe?- Sft?dMfi^B^nS m g»88™^-1?6 tin drams ; oil of male ton, one dram. Repeat this 
is committing the greatest blunder that anyone k ”* 8^eBt- JtLFai£*? doee in «*»« week, and then give, for tendays,could; for if what I bj^e said is true, if you give MedTc?nI“gatm ouiDT^rfcZifUUPof “ornjnfi “d evening, in sloppy food : bicarbonate
a stimulant to the worst or apoplectic forin you are nerhims.H c^t .“.gf >??„?“ "**2?’ of ®°d* “d powdered areca, of each one dram,
just increasing the disease, wViTe with the slLpy “ft?* J^i! W. A. Dunbar, V. R]S.ÏSSU rtiE MM,.
pwtiti pmUyd. often » very little attention bring. For fîn’yeere’î’lreTO ^wrored'loMMbliLt^ wnnroram
them round. I cannot dwell on the nature of the numn^i ^î?mnlkh _ W. a Watson, St, Lawrence On., N. Y.
symptoms nor the condition of the bowel” and P“.™P ^ PufPoee« “d.bT next Oan you give me the name of the cow of anv breed
stomach while the animal waëln this ftret stLmof iPhàvf aL® £1““mid»*®* f®«® Thi<*made themottbtitiertn one year? 2. Givethe fever, but I may mention t.hat I found, bvnass- ih^ti,»#miP™«lLi?aev5 «tb?TTtho ™^*nd 1 through the Advocatk some drawings of 
ing a long (wobe into the stomach, and* keeping8?! ^a^^tom^h^t^^^si^Pft89^ hanm whiflleteee." ^

fttr^sawsasasass
prevent It moving round, thus conclusively proving 
that the stomach at the earliest stages was in a very 
passive, if not entirely inactive, state.

The question then arises. Would this condition 
of the stomach of a cow, if allowed to continue for
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[Pauline Paul (Holetein-Frierian); 1,158 lbs. 15} 
1. (private record).
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MISCELLANEOUS. Hum-Home Whiffletree.

My one or two days, produce that b™in Section I F"f Yerk Item Show.

^^7 *» sss.rM£ sssrsszi rm
the apoplectic cases of milk fever, and in many I ™a *|,**thsbs fob maids and matkons. SfLS?J??.iw. rL?!.6 n. ?**??"” Ï "SSti?
cases are identical. If we examine the cow’s stomach i? women 8g^ * ffg” ^ jewote.» mom *"*■
in a case of stomach-staggers, we see inflammation I &jg» «yh............................... skjoo I the ctotire «aong the three be rasa
of the first stomach, showing that staggers is an I ™ SSÜSS ...............................,881 «ndaïn tnü! ?T*f! ■waa*;on*,r|buted by Thos. May-
inflammatory—that.is, a structural—disease of the I wronen spent at least Sioo each mow I iggo, issue. We hivito
stomach, while milk fever is functional dnnanma. I *»«» women spent at least $50 each............................. ioe.0001 ,™ V” reed^” who consider thsW

action, the disease of the stomach was reflected to I — *“0—<d».... ................................................... 0 12^00 I H. H.. OxfordOo., Ont.:—» My cows are not• the brain. Dyspepsia, or derangement of the 15roS2wmt2leM$Sm25h ............ m nan I ?° well as I thhik they ought, and I fancy
stomach, can take place at any time, and as we 1 1.000 wen spent at least >50 each.. msmnf should beOtn yoo

v know that the cow belongs to a class of animai. I ï.000 men spent at least $25 each..................................  WOW Ime 1°® °Pbiionof the ration? What neoneettaswhich require to perform a function pacniiaw »" S.000spentatlenst$iesach...^.. ..................................  5$ooo are deficient i What should I ad^ to make itper-
themselves in order that their stomachs may be in Total L-m u ? . J2n exP1^n course of the effect of a

^8W tlLeir «=« readily votais to which all contribctw,. ™ wÏÏIKdiSSîSitaîwhJ^SrTSÏta^wfoSSÏk^
understand that when such a change in the system I Paid for admission and tor boms at the show............... -ymilk^
at calving takes place, and when every blood vessel I Hotel bills and railroad fares of out-of-town visitors__ 100)000 I ri „ ^ba., oat chop, 6 lba; straw ad
of the cow’s body is gorged with blood, if toe Mm.......... ..................... sÿooo H,6Xe~*to «« “[‘bere. Strippers get no chop.
cudding operation is interfered with when the s^e^dtnnen, and luncheons ........................ mooo 2. Our heavy^ht cattle get ensffitge, 4(Flbe. ; turnips

=£™ •— ,:z
s=w*AHsr«s wntt ^=== e-«stime causes an irregular flow of blood to the brain I =  ------ -swm I what “«where?

„,OUESTTONS AND ANSWERS. | v&JSSlfôtS
If this theory is correct, the beet prevention is to dapartment ss osofal as pesetoja animals to be fed, to produoe mUk. have the
keep the first stomach and the second very empty 5* j^ïEÏ?Sp^toïïî^îîSB?îg 2Î2L<ïï*ci^,ee dsiry SPT^ .K“°wing ««at the

a^.sy.fssiSSh’as; esâS ss ss «p2c",X ^S‘-^siïdfar ».ifcfeïïSKS S?SC^S2S!#&JSZSX~-~-

ment, for many a cow have We had to take from VeteHnnrv * ^,ng,fed tox

£2t JZrjzfsdïBËxsfgigs:first and second stomach œm^ativelyempty t* U n?& a^' I had them I for a time unaltered even when the fodder does not
îEâ rK£r^ ^-ssss
ItXyïïth.°ÂjnîSf2u£”^d£,Sk.'ÏÏ3î' l”“ «■u.h’m.y be the remit of chroole ^UK^reitwotî. tbo retjon bob,g°j£dtoo^

it wo3d te unwtoe^if mêto Mk im^to inh™them tested with tnbercalin.bat that test, unless it is of pea chon,aa peas are much richer in protein
Oi^ moo^tv But toera S, properly conducted, is very far from being reliable, «•“ oats. If oU cake or cotton cake can Be con-
^do.^^Üiere vou ne^d Mt d^n snch^jJZ Md. even when it ie carefully and correctiy applied, I®nje™“y procured, a good mixture would «
When you hear™ K£ Ter"tSÎ S not b7 “7 means infallible. Without Living of », ?*»•"* °2? “d 3 ,ta*.of *itber of the cake

BE€'HF^EtSSB« nS
TOrh^to^to^ot cudding Do notdt^.S h»Vf?^ distance of two veterinary surgeons, why not have “«mal body consist largely of (1) alba * 
totTeî^^blva hLd^wetotioffJid one or both of them examineyour cattle? >7 protein) ; (2) fat ; (3) carbohydrates
her fire* tmd ^Itom^h^ou^tos^her I W A Dunbar, V. 8., Winnipeg] I may be eaid of the competition -
for four or five days. If the milk is much less than probably actinomytohih. I lifë «dro^tiitoTel^^t^fshe ought to give, be doubly on your giuwd.; it she Subscriber, Brandon, Man.:-» Ple«e let me TSe^iTtoe^^^h «d^of
becomes giddy, keep an assistant steadying her know in next issue of the Advocatk what is the these constituents are wearing ..7hnrninrê „n Do not attempt to bottie at this stage, especially if cause of a hard swelling coming on the jaw of “toaT^hout a ^tin^^pl? of^hS? ti£ 
she is much excited. If you do, the medicine will cattle? It is movable, and comes on near the wind- body can not remain normal nm «h.Hi

fcS?0”side- “d **“” iss■r.v^.°., q™*™: *1
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as to the cause of______ ______________________ __ _____ ____
distance of two veterinary surgeons, why not have | bod7 consist largely of (1J albuminoid»(main-

composition of milk, which 
we know is a perfect food, as it alone can sustain
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a.
for doing what she is intended, 

ration for fat cattle, we refer J. D. S. to
on that subject in this issue. 3. The_______
Experiment Station issued an excellent bulieti 
(No. 38), on “One Hundred Rations for Dair 
Oowa," in 1804. If not exhausted, a copy may to 
procured from Prof. Henry, Agricultural Exper
----- it Station, Madison. Wis., U.S.A. The Mas»
chusetts Agricultural College, Amherst, Mass., ale 

Bulletin No. 30, on “ Economic Feeding c 
Milch Cows.”] •

COTTON-8 KKD KKAL FOR POULTRY AND CATTLBU

Chatty Stock Letter from ddo^o.
(BY OUR 8PB01AX. OOBBBSPONDBNT.)

Following ere the current and comparative prims for the 
various grades of live stock:—

S“C;
§
rp.
s-

,----------Top prime—
Two weeks

ago. 1896. 1895.
> $585 $500 $580
i 5 35 4 75 5 35
I 5 60 4 65 5 30
I 4 65 4 50 5 15
i 4 65 4 50 4 60

% Sft Present
Prime.Cattle.

SSt*::::::::::::::::
Ion I Sm V.v.v.;: .;:*.
900 m1050.................................
StUlers ....................................
dtk&andF.............................
fat cows and heifers------
Canning cows........................
Btils..........................................
Oalves......................................
Texas
Texas C. & H 

Horn.

iB B $. • if
:

4 20
380 4 003 75: 4 10 4 00 4 50M.M.M., Middlesex Co., Ont.:—“1. Is cotton s 

meal good for fowls ; if so, what quantity wo 
yon give 40 hens a day, and how often a week? 
it good for turkeys and ducks, and what quant 
ought these to have at a meal ? 2. Ie it good 
cattle, and how much should cows get at a feed 
and how much for calves?"

[We have never known cotton-seed meal to b< 
fed to hens, docks, or turkeys, so cannot speak wit! 
authority upon the subject. We would not con 
rider It a very suitable food, however, as it tends tc 
constipate stock to which it is fed. 2. Cotton-seed

i >35 8 40 8 85
3 80 4 50
6 75 5 00
4 85 4 40
8 90 3 75

4 40
5 75

f' 4 30
3 65

3 87 4 60 
3 90 4 75 
3 90 4 40 
3 88 4 15

Mixed
Heavy
tight.
Pigs

Hheep.
3 75 4 00
3 75 3 30
5 00 4 50

higher lately than for some time 
oallty, which is very poor, 
t of hogs at Kansas City last year, 887 lbs., 
1895. Average at Sioux City last year, 874 

bd-the heaviest on record, and 50 lbs. heavier than in 1895.
The big corn crops of the past two years showed lees in the 

nereased weights than might have been expected, partly be- 
i of sick ossa, which drove farmers to

Natives.
Western
Lambs..

The cattle market was

Averagesuch as roots or ensilage. From 2 to 3____
rioog with other chop, is sufficient for one cow 
Would not feed it to calves ; Unseed meal is better.

of the prevalBLACK KNOT.
H. S. T., Mount Pleasant, Ont.:—“ 

knot hé removed from the stems and lai 
ofapple trees ? 2. Are there any Mai 
plum trees?”

[L Black knot

younj^ hogs for fear^of kxdn^tJhem^aluo, toe
re light bacon hogs instead of bo many 300 and 400 Hk fat 
fcs is growing londnr and promisee to toot long 
The latest word from Iowa, which is the great hog grow- 
State, is to too effect that toe hog crop is very short on 

aunt of toe ravages of disease. In that State an effort isand toe
porarr concessions in the way of per
sil. One-third of the entire corn crop 

It cannot he shipped, and unless fed at 
lie a total lose. But as nearly one-half of 

t in toe

i gery. With a sharp knife cut round the knot, 
remove the center with a chisel. If the worn 
then treated with coal oil or turpentine, and 
wed with a mineral paint, it is altogether lil 
that the excrescence will not reappear. Plum t 
two and three inches in diameter could be e 
grafted, hut the result might not be successful, _ 
It would be advisable to first try the other surgii 

2. There are so-called black-knot-prc

past few
_ some the

More stock must be shipped in. Local railroad men, in 
ew of theee circumstances, are urging the managers of their 
ads to grant oooceestoniyiuch as feeding in transit and lower 
mporary rates, that the farmers may be enabled to disp 
their surplus com.
Dealers say most of toe cattle coming are being “ picked 

fore they are ripe,” regardless of the toot that corn never 
as so plenty and cheap. However, feeders who last year 
w these same little cattle outsell their ripe, fat, heavy 
eves became tired of the game and thought they would 
oner market their cattle when light than to take chances on 
Iling heavy exporters at stock cattle prices, as they have so 
ten done in toe past.
A breeder of black Dolled cattle says prices for black cattle 

e about one-third higher than a year ago. and toe demand 
ceeds the supply at that. There are now comparatively few 
rge herds of choice breeding cattle, where a tow years ago 
ere were so many in toe West, and as the demand is growing 
Nkdiiy stronger the effect of toe small supplies is to stiffen

-

exist, except in a relative degree.
With reference to what might be called “ 

tram specifics " to prevent Mack knot, I may 
in these times quacks and patent medicines 

numerous. A knowledge of plant physiol 
such a remedy appear ridiculous. Some t 

was anxious to sell me the right to 
in the form of an injection, to prêt

very n 
makes
ago a ■ 
calomel,
pear blight. This is said to be a prevent!
“worms” in children ; but pear blight is 
analogous malady. It does not seem likely u 
could kill one vegetable organism feeding 
another without injuring the host 
parasite. John Craig, Horticulturist.

Note.—The Advocate was recently tendered, 
but refused, an advertisement of a “black-knot 
specific.” It purported to be a secret powder, to be 
inserted in a gimlet-hole in the tree, that would 
make the tree “ proof.” We have rejected thou
sands of dollars’ worth of such advertising which we 
believed would have been detrimental to the inter
ests of our readers.—Editor.]

SAUNDERS PLUMS — INDUSTRY GOOSEBERRY.
J. E. W., Clifton, N. B., naku for information 

regarding the Saunders plum?
[With regard to the quality and value of the 

Saunders plum, I may say, first, that I am only able 
to speak nom indirect experience with this vari
ety. It was planted at the Experimental Farm six 
years ago, but died the second year. This variety 
orginated near Belleville, and was brought into 
notice by the late P. C. Dempsey, of Trenton, Ont. 
It was thought very highly of by that experienced 
fruit-grower. It has had hardly time to prove its 
value in many portions of Ontario. Its principal 
valuable characteristic, so far as I know, is its 
earliness, and for this reason it is likely to be 
widely planted. The plum, however, is thin in the 
skin, and therefore will not bear transportation 
well. Oar superintendent at the branch farm at 
Agassis, B. C., reports that it is 'frery productive, 
but that it does not hold its flavor long after 
maturity, soon deteriorating. The fruit itself 
medium sise and yellowish-red in color, of good 
quality. Last year in British Columbia it was 
of the most productive varieties in the collection.

With regard to the Industry gooseberry, it is 
not a variety that one can commend with confi
dence for general planting. It is a variety 
nearly every one should try if they have a 
piece of clay soil and a sheltered location ancT are 
prepared to spray for the prevention of mildew. 
Where it succeeds it is certainly a joy to the 

I say,tie always worthy of 
ful trial. On sandy ground and exposed locations 
I would not recommend the Industry.

ve

The 33 head of two-year-old 1405-lb. Herefords which sold 
$5.45 lately were fed and shipped by Chao. Anderson, of 
irgeon, Mo.
Shorthorns continue to hold their own very well aa a breed 
cattle that everybody knows is all right when properly 
idled. Choice high-grade Shorthorns are in evidence at •

well as

are
less of a novelty. The Herefords, which made toe 
ing at market, are now invariably sent in before 
iree years old. They make the best beef at two to 
half, but practical butchers here say they begin to

Among the receipts of lambs at Chicago lately was a con- 
Ignment of fancy thoroughbreds from the Iowa Agricultural 
lollege at Ames, which, in point of quality and finish, could 
ardly be excelled the world over. This Station makes a 
pecialty of feeding high-bred lambs, and the experiment tJila 
ear was very satisfactory to Professors Wilson and Curtiss, 
nder whose personal direction it was conducted. The ship-
kAn4 nran oo fnllnnro «

10 Southdowns, 95 lbs., at..................
10 Shropshire ewe lambs. 90 lbs.
9 Shropshire wether lambs, 115 lbs
9 Dorsets, 119 lbs....................................
9 Oxfords. 126 Ihs...................................
9 Cotswolds, 126 lbs

—- 9 Leicester», 125 lbs..............................
9 Lincolns, 133 lbs................................
9 Suffolk», 123 lbs
8 Merinos, 103 lbs...................................

These youngsters were all bought in Ontario by Prof. 
' 11 “ * ■* ' *— * * a bul

ls 75
5.65
5 60
5 50
5 40
5 25
5 25
5 25
5 00
5 00

Comparative hide prices now and a year ago are as 
ows :—
Packer Hides. 1897.

<« 91 
@ 9i 
@ 81 
@ 81 
@ 71 
(<r 83 
m 81 
@ 8 
@ 71

1896
id
id

7i id 71 
71** 71
61 id 61

id 71 
61 «* 6} 

id 6 
@ 61 
@ 71 

71 @ 71

I, heavy__
lightis of 60 lbs. and up’,

one
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grower, and, as a care-
J. C.l flat

id 7MARKETS. 5 <8 51 
@ 51 
<8 9 
@ 71 

64 @ 61 
71 @ 8

Toronto Markets.
^ ^The first market of thlsyear augured well for the ensuing
Prices firmer for all qualities. The trade'for Christmas cattle 

Has been considerably better than could reasonably have been 
expected in view of toe unfavorable mild weather and plenti
ful supply of poultry. It ie quite noticeable that the cattle 
offered were not nearly no big and fat as they were a few years 
ago. There was a good attendance of buyers from Montreal 
and outside districts; in toot it is set down that as many 
strange faces were seen as were present during the first week

i, 15 to 25 lbs 
'. 15 to 25 lbs

@40
@20
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as follows :—
1894. 1895. 1896
93,431

119.710
139,868

99.333
186.738
151,384

104,887 
95,875

: sltSHi:
morewonld have sold had they been on the market. One or 
turn lota of. really good shippers would sell. A few sales at the

lbe" •vor*5e-?°- ,?• «“• oMlond mixedontUe 1.300 lbe average, 3}o-
Por lb.; one carload cattle 1.350 lbs. average $3.70 per owt. 
—price ranged from Sie toMe per lb.; one carload ofoattie 
1,140 lbe. average, sold for $39 each. There were several dealers 
togiiigtodjy, having to fill space contracted for at St. John

ruled Cram 8e* to 3a. MMb?,D^tuiC"in sise not 

going over1,000 ibe. in weight ; buying for Montreal was 
stow, and too yards were not cleared up ; firmer footing pre

sheep
Hogs.

lb. Prices

s^3Srsa*bSK,SÎSlfKfïvSSSÏS5S
Stoctera and Feeders —Light Stockers not in demand ; a

alDniteddemandlforfo^U 
era weighing LU» Ibe to fill vacancies in t^distill^ byreT^
__. Sheçp ond Lawhs^—ïbmer ; tight offerings made the
R**” hold shipping sheep, ewes and wethers, yo. to 3c. per 
sî^^îmiSSntixU "*• Lambe 8elUnK nt 31c. to 4c. per lb.

Sales were poor for'any thing hut choice oow^thwshU and

Choice veals wanted

hogs wanted, exoept rough and stone. Market steady and 
priera ürmer-. 8Uga^$l:75 ; sows. $8.75 ; boars. $1 to $1.50.

Dressed Hoga.—^Deliveries of dreâsed hogs were free and 
eee^ket steady ; prices advanced as high as $5.25. and for 
selectio^ia Packers are paying from $4.40 to $4 60; for

MJ^raw-'~khont five loads of straw, at $8 to $9.50 for bun
éroan -On too street market only one load of wheat sold, 

at 88c. per Imshel : two of goose, at 68c. Receipts today were 
somewhat larger, but prices fell le. per bn=hel.

IPAeaf.—This market had quite a flutter. Prices were 
stronger to day. Holders asked 84c. for red wheat and 85c- for 
;hlto Quite a few lots of export wheat have been taken 
nom this market.

Onta firmer ; 1000 bushels selling at 25c.
Norte* firm ; 300 bushels selling at 25c.
flidea.-—The demand quiet and market firmer in sympathy.

7io-,orcured:
Sheepskins.—The market Is steady, with a fair demand. 

Best quoted at toe. each. Country skins are quoted steady, at 
adVM°ed 0,6 Price now paying

„ Çoef—ïlraoe. oombings, 21c. to 22c.; tub-washed fleece, 
80c. to 21c.; rejections, 17c.; pulled supers, 20c. to 21c.; extras, 
2ZO. to 23x

Buffer —All lines of butter are accumulating and prices 
are easier. Dealers are willing to shade prices rather than 

Creameries are selling well at good prices : large 
rails at 18c. to 13c..per lb.; small dairy rolls, 14c. to 15c- per 
lb.; creamery oonnd. 19c to 20c.

Cheese. — Quiet locally, although there is considerable 
enquiry for export. Dealers here sell summer make at 10c. to 
104c. and September make at 11c.; stocks short in warehouse.

Poultry.—Mr. Wm. Hinds the well-known cattle dealer 
shipped $30.000 worth of turkeys to the Old Country before 
Christmas by the steamer “ Mongolian." The price paid to

that they •"**-
Jan. 8,1897.

Montreal Markets.
Cattle The markets have settled back into much of the 

old groove since toe holidays. The spurt put on to send in good 
cattle was not of long duration aud the same old scrub lots are 
now coming in large numbers. During the week just closed a 
number of the best cattle offered were taken up for export 
account, for shipment via Ht. John and Portland. For these 
as high as 31c. per lb. was paid for the tops, and others, 3c. to 
3i°" f°r, the same purpose. The numbers offering for this 
purpose have been limited as to quantity.

Hutchers’ Cattle.—The trade has been very fair and the 
demand good, but drovers have not been able to make much 
m«mey on their deals, as butchers have become so accustomed 
to low prices of late that it iadifflonlt to set a raise on anything 
that is really good. For best butchers* 31c. his been paid ; fair 
to good. Me. to 3c.; medium, 21c. to 21c. per lb. Culls as low as 
lc. per lb.

Sheep and Lambs.—This L one branch of the trade that 
has been fully maintained, and whether it is that good sh-ep 
an“ lamns are becoming scarce throughout the country, 
certain it is thata good many more would find ready markets 
at fair prices. Choice lambs are now making well up to 44c. 
and for anything fancy a shade more per lb- From that to 41c. 
and in. per lb is being asked and paid for mixed lots of sheen 
and lambs. For choice sheep, suitable for shipping, a» much 
as 34c. per lb-are realized, but not a great many are offering.

Calves.—Offerings very light : some 30 or 40 on each mar
ket, running in value from $3 to $10 each, according to quality.

Live Hogs.—With the advent of cold weather receipts
offering make

Hides and Skins —Since our last writing no change has 
token place in this market, in price and the movement has 
been somewhat restricted, tanners either being well stocked 
up or confident that lower prices will prevail in the near future 
Some grounds were given them for this expectation in the 
sudden jump from 8c- to 7c. a short time ago. but wc do not see 
anything in the present situation to warrant putting any faith 
in a further decline. However, dealers are firm holders. 
Hides are accumulating and the chances are that it will be the 
tanners who will have to come round in the end. Nos. 1 2. 
and 3 make 7c., 6c., and 5c. per lb.

DRESSED MEATS.
, Hogs have been in good active demand, the supply of good 

light bacons being still on the light side, very few finding their 
way as far east under toe 200 lb. mark; neither does there seem 
to beany overabundance in the market, as all offering* here are 
quickly picked up by different parties as soon as put on the 
market. The lighter weight bacon hog is bringing in car lots 
from $5 to $5.15 and $5.25 per cwt.; small lot* and single car- 
oasees from 25c. to 35c per cwt advance on these figure*.

Beef.—The market is a trifle dull owing to the low prices 
obtaining in t.he live stock markets. Fronts, 3c. to 31c. per lb. : 
hinds. 4$c. to 5}c. per lb.

Lamb is good value and continues in «ctive demand, 
high as 7c. being paid for good round lots ; that, is, less t han car 
lots ; for the latter the highest we have so far heard of being 
between 6*c. and 6|c. per lb., dressing from 38 to 40 lbs. each.
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“Oh, Mias Christie, young Mr. Reade called while you was 
out. and asked to see you! He said he had a message for you. 
So he wrote a note for you; and please it, wasn’t my fault, but 
Sarah got hold of it, and she took it to Mr. Rayner. I toid 
her it was directed to you ; but she wouldn’t take no notice.”

I went up-etaira very much annoyed by this freeh Indignity 
offered me by that hateful Sarah, and hurt and sorry besides, 
tor I was longing to know what the note said. As soon as 1 
got into the dining-room, however, Mr. Rayner came up to me 
smiling, and put it into my hands.

"Here is a billet doux which has been left for you. Mise 
Christie. Now whom do you expect one from!”

“From nobody, Mr. Rayner, said I, blushing very much.
This was nota story, because I knew the letter oould not be 

at all the sort of communication he implied, hot would 
probably, some formal message from Mrs. Maitland.

I opened it at once to show that 1 did not think it of any 
ooneea ueiioe. It only wid :—

"Osar Miss Christie,—My sisters find there is so much 
to be done for the church that they are afraid they wont he 
able to do it all. Would you be so very kind es to undertake 
parti If you would not mind, I will nde over with the work 
to-morrow after luncheon, about a quarter-past two.

•‘Yours sincerely. Laurence Reads."
I think I was a little disappointed in the note; but it was all 

the better, as I could repeat in quite a careless way what it 
said; and then, just as i was wondering whether I should tear 
it up to show that I did not oare, I saw that there waa 
thing written, on the inside leaf, and I put It bank into the 
envelope as if I did not notice what I was doing, and slipped 
it into my pocket.Dinner was long that day; when it was over, I went into 
the school room and drew out my letter again. The words on 
the inside leaf were ; ^ .__"Why were you so unkind on Sunday!

I had noway of sending back an answer; I could only watt 
till next day at a quarter-past two.

I had not thought it necessary to mention to Mr. Rayner 
the time at which Mr. Reade had said he should bring the, 
work; at a quarter-past two we were always in the drawing
room together. But the next day, Mrs. Rayner asked me,

write them in the drawing-room, but Mrs. Rayner said—
“You would like to be undisturbed, I know. Shall I 

your ooffee to your room or to the school-room!"
I said, “To my room, it you please," and went up-staire 

trying to swallow the lump in my throat.
Thad got through one stupid letter-they were nc* at all 

important—when there was a knock at the door, and Jane 
came In, giggling and excited.

mtHLFve brought you a parcel, and I have made 
Sarah so wild !”—and she laughed delightedly. “I answered 
the bell, and there was Mr. Reade on his horse with this ; and 
he said. Take it to the schoolroom, please; Ulster MUe Chris
tie; "and then he got off and I showed him into the drawing
room. And I saw you wasn’t In there, nor yet in the sohool- 

8o when I got into the hall, thinks Vl'll be beforehand 
with old Sally this time! ’ when she Mines out and says, Hive 
that to meT l’ll give it to Miss Christie.’ ’Never mind,’sms 
I, half - way up the stairs—"don’t you trouble.’ And she « 

grab at me, but I was too quick for her, and up I run ; 
and here it is, misa"

And she slapped the parcel down upon the table triumph-
"Thank you. Jane,’’ I said quietly. “It is only some work 

for the church from Mise Reade."
Jane’s face fell a little; and then, as if struck by a fresh 

thought, sho giggled again- I out the string and opened the 
parcel to prove the truth of my words, and showed her the 
red flannel and the wheat-ears, which were to be sown 
letters to form a text. But In the middle was another 
and a box wrapped up in paper, both directed to “Mile 
Christie;’’ and at sight of these little Jane’s delight grew Ir-
reP^?8kneweu!^nahe began, but stopped herself and said, "I 
beg your pardon, mise.” and left the room very demurely.

But I heard another burst of merriment as she ran down-

When I awoke, however, in the freeh morning, all unpleas
ant impressions of the night before hod faded away ; and. 
When Mr. Rayner brought into tne drawing-room after dinner 
a portfolio full of his sketches and panels, I felt that it was 
not for me to judge his actions, and tant there must be some 
good motive that! did not know for his sleeping tar out of the 
damp, as for everything else that he did. He proposed to paint 
me, and I gave him a sitting that very afternoon to the dining
room. and he said that he must finish it next day in his studio, 
and. when I objected to neglect my lessons again, he said the 
whole family should emigrate thither for the morning, and 
then perhaps I should be satisfied.

So the next day at eleven o’clock he came into the school
room with Mrs. Rayner, who wore her usual air of being drawn 
into this against what will she had, and we all four crossed the 
garden to the stables, and went up through the harness-room 
to the big room over the coach-house, which looked even 
comfortable than I had expected.

For the floor was polished, and there were two beautiful 
rugs. At one and of the room was a partition, and behind 
this partition I guessed that Mr. Rayner slept. There was a 
bright Are burning in the tiled flreplace, ana there were soft 
easy-chairs, rather worn by constant use. but very comfort
able, and there were pictures on the walls, and there was a 
dark carved-oak cabinet full of curious and beautiful things, 
and a writing-table ; and lastly there were the easel and a 
great profusion of portfolios and half-flnished sketches and 
studies. Altogether the room contrasted very favorably with 
the moldy - looking drawing-room. Perhaps Mrs. Ri 
thought so as she sat down, with one eager l 
the room, as it she had never seen it before ; and then with
out any remark she took out her knitting and worked silently, 
while 1 posed again as I had done on the previous day, with 
my head on one side, and my hands, as Mr. Rayner had placed 
them, clasped under my chin, while he painted and talked.

After two hours’ work, Mr. Rayner called us to look at his 
sketch, which represented "a very lovely girl with dark eyes 
a little larger than mine, a red-lipped mouth a little smaller, 
teeth a little whiter, and a complexion a little creamier in the 
white parte and a little rosier in the red; and the brown hair 
coiled on the top was just a little glossier and smoother than 
mine ever web* It -wes just e littlo Hkfl me eII tiio 8ER10» End I 
was rather hurt when Mrs. Rayner summoned spirit enough to 
say that he had flattered me, although I knew it quite welL But 
Mr. Rayner said gravely that it was impossible for a portrait to 
flatter a handsome woman, and Mrs. Rayner raised her thin 
shoulders in a slight shrug and turned to leave the room. 
Haidee rose to follow her, hut paused on the threshold to look 
around for me.

“You are an excellent model you sit so stilt What shall I 
give you as a reward for remaining so long without blinking or 
yawning as all professional models do!"

“Nothing, Mr. Rayner; I like having it done. It flatters 
one’s vanity to be painted; and flattery in always reward 
enough for a woman, they say," said I, laughing and following 
Haidee to the door.

“I shall And something more substantial than that," said 
Mr. Rayner. in a low voice, as if half to himself, looking up 
with a very kind smile as 1 left the room.

That afternoon Haidee had just run out of the schoolroom 
at the conclusion of her lessons, when Mr. Rayner came in. 
He held in his hand an old and shabby little case.

“Now see what you have earned by sitting atilL"
He drew me to the window and opened the case, keeping 

his eyes fixed upon my face as he did so. There was a large 
pendant in the form of a heart, which was a blase of what 
seemed to me the most magnificent diamonds I had ever seen. 
The sight of them inspired me not with pleasure, but terror. 
I drew a long breath of surprise and admiration.

“It is the most beautiful thing I have ever seen," said I at
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contain.THE HOUSE ON THE flARSH.
A Romance.

BY FLORENCE WARDEN.

(Continued from page 17J

to have tried my skill, but that I was quite ready to stumble 
through any music he liked whenever he pleased, if it were 
not too difficult.

Ho after tea Mr. Rayner got out his violin, and I sat down 
to the piano ; and we played some of the old operas that 
have delighted Europe for years.

Dr. Maitland came in while we were playing.
He was our nearest neighbor, and he often came in the 

evening to play ehess with Mr. Rayner, who always beat him. 
He listened to the music with great astonishment and 
pleasure for a long time, until he learnt that I was reading at 
sight, and that I had accompanied Mr. Rayner only once be
fore. Then he almost gasped.

“Good gracious! I should never 
seem to have the same soul!” he cried, awe-etruok.

Mr. Rayner gave me a strange smile as the doctor uttered 
his quaint speech, and I laughed back, much amused at the 
effect of our efforts on a musically ignorant listener. When 
Mr. Rayner was putting his violin into its case, he suddenly 
discovered that a corner of the latter was damp.

“This will never do, "he exclaimed. “I might as well keep 
it in the garden as in this den. Here, Sarah," he added, turn
ing toward the table where she had just placed the candles. 
“Take this to my room—mind, very carefully.”

So his room could not be damp, I thought, or he would not allow his precious violin to be taken there. I had said good
night, and was In the hall, just in time to see Sarah, carrying 

violin, disappear down the passage, on the right-hand side 
iff the staircase, which led to the study. Now the wing where 

rs-Rayner’s room was was on the left-hand side of the stair- 
se. When I got to the foot of my turret staircase, which 

was only a few steps from the head of the back staircase that 
the servants used, I heard Sarah’S quick tread in the passage 
below, and, putting down my candle on the ground, I went 
softly to the top of the stairs and looked down. I saw Sarah, 
muon to my amusement, give a vicious shake to the violin- 
case, as if it were a thing she hated ; and then I saw her take 
a key from her pocket and unlock a door near the foot of the 
stairs. Sarah took out the key, went through, and looked it 
behind her; I saw that it led, not into a room at all, but into 

garden.
So far, then, Mr. Reade’e guess was right. But there still 

remained the question—Where did Mr. Rayner sleep!
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:CHAPTER X.

^ffJXSSâS&SUTSaStSÿSSiof her small sister trotting along composedly without a hat in 
the fast-failing rain. I jumped up and called to her ; but she 
took no notice ; so I ran to fetch my umbrella and set off in 
pursuit. After a little search, I saw her steadily toddling 
side-path among the trees which led to the stables ; and I fol
lowed softly without calling her » gain,as, if irritated by pursjiit, 
she might, I knew, plunge among the trees and surrender only 
when we were both wet through.

The stables were built much higher up than the house, dose 
to the road, but surrounded by trees. I had never been near 
them before; but now I followed Mona dose underneath the 
walls, where she began dandng about by herself, making 
hideous grimaces at two windows on the upper story, and 
throwing up at them little stones and bits of stick that she 
picked up. all wet and muddy, from the moist earth. I seised 
and caught her up in my arms so suddenly that for the first

ID
;last.“You like diamonds!" said he, in a low voice.

I looked up and laughed with rather an effort.
"’ll Oh, no! I shouldn’t care for diamonds for myself, I 

should look abeurb in them. Diamonds are for great ladies.
n0t%væ^i-fl a great lady, a govern 
an ornament she has fairly earned, may she not!"

•’Yes.’’ said I, trying to keep upa tight tone of talk, though 
my heart was beating fast.

“And so you can accept this pretty little thing as the re
ward of your services to a grateful painter and a souvenir of 
our pleasant morning all together in the studio."

“Oh, no—oh, no-3 can’t indeed! Don’t be angry 
Mr. Rayner; but the very thought of possessing anything so 
valuable would be a burden to me night and day.

Mr. Rayner burst into a long laugh.
“Oh, you simple tittle erdature! This pendant, the Mor

mons value of which frightens you so much, is worth about 
fifteen shillings. It has a value in my eyes, but tor a different 
reason. look here."

He turned it over, and I saw on the back a monogram, and 
the date 1792.

“What are the letters of the monogram!"
I read—“R. G. D.”“ *G. D. R.,’"corrected he—“GervasD. Rayner—my own in

itials and thoeeof my father and grandfather before me. In full 
family conclave at tea, you shall near me announce the presen
tation, and then you will be satisfied, wont you. you modest 
little girl!”

“But I can never wear such a thing as this, if it is only 
what you call paste," I objected.

“Wear it under your drees, and then the blaze of it will 
dazzle nobody," said Mr. Rayner, bending over me and laugh
ing kindly at my reluctance.

tiol took it with most ungracious feelings, which I tried to 
hide, and thanked him as well as I oould. True to hie promise, 
Mr. Rayner said to his wife at tea-time :

“I have with the greatest difficulty prevailed upon this 
proud Miss Christie of ours to accept as a reward for her ser
vices as model a twopenny-halfpenny trinket, which she almost 
told me was not fit to wear.”

“Oh, Mr. Rayner!"
He was patting such a different color upon my reluctance, 

as if I had not thought it good enough. And there is a great 
deal of difference between fifteen shillings and twopence- 
halfpenny. I saw Sarah, who was in the room, look at me 

iharply, as if she thought governesses had no business to 
trinkets at all ; and Mrs. Rayner did not looked pleased.

When I got up-stairs, I sat down in the arm-chair which 
had its back to the door, took the case out of my pocket, and 
looked at the ornament. It certainly was very splendid, and 
I thought, as I looked at it, that it was great waste of money 
to buy real diamonds, which cost so much more and looked no 
better. And, as I was holding it up to the light and feeling at 
lastathrillof pleasure in its possession, I heard a voice behind 
me say—

“Ho that’s the twopenny-halfpenny trinket, tail?"
Of course it was Sarah. She had come up to bring me 

some water, and I had plenty in the jug. I shut up the case, 
and said coldly— H

“Of course Mr. Rayner would not give any one a thing 
which really cost only twopence-halfpenny, Sarah.”

“No, miss, not for such services as yours."
And she said it in such a nasty tone that, when she had 

left the room, I threw the ease down upon the table and burst 
into tears.

UD& may wear
stairs. Then I opened the note; it only said—

^“Deab Miss Chmiotm.—1 toke the Ubwrty ofacndJng yon
ciaanoUpaU them.* l'hope they won’t smeîTof Sgnre; I could 
not find a better box. I will call to fetch the text, if you will 
let me know when loan see you.

••Jours sincerely.

-

with me, “Laurence Ruade.”
The roses were In a cigar-box, and as long ae they lasted 

they never smelt of anything but tobacco; but I began to think 
that perfume nicer than their own.

I was so happy that evening that I was glad when Mr. 
Rayner asked me to accompany his violin, and he waa eopleeeed 
with my help that he begged me to go on with “ Just one 
more," and “Just one more?’ until long after Mrs. Rayner had

few moments she was too much surprised to howl; but I had 
scarcely turned to take her back to the house when she re
covered her powers completely, and made the plantation ring 
with a most elfish yell. I spoke to her and tried to reason with- 
her, when one of the upper windows was thrown open, and Mr.

gone to nor room.
The clock had struck the half-hour after ten, which was 

quite late for the household at the Alders.
801 shook hands as hastily as I oould, took my candle, and 

ran up-stairs.

:ïi
Rayner appeared at it.

“Hallo, what is the matter! Kidnapping, Miss Christie!"
“Oh, Mr. Rayner, she will sit in tne mud and open her 

mouth to catch the rain without a hat, and it can’t be good 
for her !" I said, piteously.

“Never mind. It doesn’t seem to hurt her. I believe she 
is half a frog,” said her father, with lees tenderness than he 
might have shown, I thought.

“But you will get your own feet wet, my dear child," said 
he, in quite a different tone. “Come up here and sit by the fire, 
while 1 fetch your goloshes. You have never seen my studio. 
I pass half my time painting and smoking here when it is wet 
and I can’t get out.” He had a palette on his thumb and a pipe 
in his mouth while he spoke. “You don’t mind the smell of 
turpentine or tobacco, do you!"

“Oh, no, Mr. Rayner! But I won’t come in, thank you. I 
am at lessons with Haidee,” said I.

“Happy Haidee! I wish I were young enough to take les
sons; and yet if I were, I shouldn’t be old enough to make the 
best use of my time,” said he, in a low voice, with mock-modesty 
that made me laugh.

He was leaning a long way out of the window in the rain, 
and I had work to do indoors; so, without saying anything 
more, I returned to the house with my prize.

It was to his studio then that Sarah had taken his violin. 
Could this be where Mr. Rayner slept! No; for in that case he 
would hardly have asked me to come up and look at his paint
ing. Yet I should have liked, in the face of Mr. Reade’s tire
some suspicions, to be sure.

On the following night there was a high wind, which made 
the door which stood always fastened back at the top of the 
kitchen-stairs rattle and creak on its hinges. At last I could 
bear" this last sound no longer. I had been sitting up late over 
a book, and I knew that the household must be asleep, so I slip
ped down-stairs as softly as I oould. I had got to the top of the 
back-staircase, when I sawafaint glimmer of light coming along 
the passage below. I drew back quickly, so quickly that my 
candle went out ; and then I waited, with my heart beating 
fast, not so much to see who it was, as because I did not dare 
to move. The faint light came along swiftly, and when close 
to the foot of the stairs below me, I could see that it 
shaded lantern, and could just distinguish the form of aman 
carrying it. Was he coming up-stairs ! For the next few 
moments I scarcely dared to breathe, and I could almost have 
given a cry of joy when, by some movement of the head, I 
recognized Mr. Rayner. He did not see me; he put the key in 
the lock, turned it, took the key out, went through and 
locked it after him so quickly and so entirely without noise 
that a moment afterward I could almost have thought that I 
had imagined the dim scene. It had been so utterly without 
sound that, if my eyes had been closed, I should have known 
nothing about it. I went back to my room again, not only- 
prof oundly sorry that Mr. Reade’s surmise was correct—for I 
could, no longer doubt that Mr. Rayner did sleep over the 
stabld»r-but impressed with an eerie dread of the man who 
could move about in the night as noiselessly and swiftly as a 
spirit.

CHAPTER XU. |1_________my pace when I got-to the top of the flret flight
of stairs, and walked softly through the corridor were the nur
sery waa, for fear of waking Mona, and opened the dowel my I

It waa quite a oaten night and I walked In veyaiowly.^rot»
guet oMrtotl ; and I fancied I heard a slight sound ae oZ a 
human breath blowing it. I stood for a few momenta, fright
ened, in the middle of the room, and then cautiously made my 
way in the direction at the mantelpiece, where I kept my 
match-box. Imade a slight noise aa 1 passed my Ungers over 
the different articles there, and, jnet at the moment that I 
knocked over a china ornament which fell into the fireplace, 
above the noise it made as It broke to pieces in the grate I 
heard a sound behind the screen which stood between tne/bed 
and the door, and, turning quickly, I was in time to see a 
figure come swiftly round it and disappear through the still 
open door. I could distinguish nothing ; nevertheless, sup
pressing my inclination to scream, I rushed to the door and 
caught in the air at the figure I could no longer see; but I felt 
nothing.

Then I crept back into my room, shaking from head to 
foot, and hardly daring to move for fear of encountering an
other dim ligure. I closed the door behind me, sick with fear 
lest I should be shutting myself in with more unwelcome 
visitors, and again searened the mantelpiece for the match
box. My hands trembled so that it was a long time before I 
could be sure that it was not there; and then I turned and felt 
my way to the table; and, after moving most of the things on
it, I at last satisfied myself that it was not there either. Thi_
I groped my way to one of the windows—I had not thought of 
that before—drew the curtains and pulled up the blind. The 
moon gave only a fitful light, being obscured every other 
minute by thin driving clouds, and it only served to make 
shadows In the room, which were more fearful to me, in my 
nervous state, than darkness itself.

It was out of the question to undress by such weird moon
light. so I determined to conquer my foam and go down-atalrs. 
There were sure to be some matches in the kitchen, mid I 
reflected that enough moonlight would come in through the 
shutteis to let me see my way without making a noise.

Hoi groped my way down the hack-staircase, got safely 
to the bottom, turned to my left, and felt for a door. The flret 
opened into a big cupboard, where I felt brooms, which I shut 
again quickly; the second was locked, but the key was in the 
door, and 1 softly turned it. This was indeed the kitchen: I 
heard on the floor a sound which I knew too well to be the 
rush of myriads of blackbeetles ; and, as I would rather have 
faced a dozen dim human figures than have felt under my foot 
the “scrunch " of one blackbeetle. i had to shut that door too 
as quickly as I had to shut the other.

[TO BE CONTINUED!.
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CHAPTER XI.
The school-treat which had been put off this year, first on 

account of sickness in the village and then because of the wet 
weather, was now fixed to take place on Saturday ; and the 
following day was to be the harvest festival. The Misses 
Reade had undertaken most of the decoration of the church, 
as the Vicar’s wjfe had enough to do in preparing for the 
school-feast and accompanying sale.

Thé next day Haidee and I took a longer walk than usual ; 
and. when we returned, Jane met me with a mysterious air in 
the hall.
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Isl Domestic Science.

ORIGIN AND COMPOSITION OF FOODS.
BY MARY B. MILLER.

“ Yule is come and yule Is gone.
And we have feasted well ;

So Jack must to his flail again,
And Jennr to her wheel.

“The ministry of diet in the work of character- 
building is one of the most important studies a 
woman can undertake.”

In order that one may rightly understand what 
comprises a proper diet, we must acquire (1st) a 
knowledge of the origin and composition of foods, 
and their functions in the body when consumed ; 
and (2nd) a knowledge of the effects produced upon 
these by different combinations, anq by the appli
cation of heat.

Chemists tell us that, subject to the surrounding 
forces, matter is constantly undergoing physical, 
chemical, and other changes into which the action 
of life enters, called biological. We do not create 
anything, we simply mix, combine, and rearrange 
substances, and subject them to the action of heat 
and other forces. Vegetable growth is a result of 
these changes brought about by the action of the 
sun’s rays on the seed and the surrounding soil and 
atmosphere. When placed in a favorable position, 
the seed, or plant, draws from the soil and air the 
elements necessary for the development and growth 
of the life germ within it, and so prepares these 
crude constituents in suitable form for us, and we 
call them our vegetable foods — fruits, grains, roots, 
and herbs.

Certain parts of this vegetable growth is, how
ever, even yet be
yond the reach of 
man for food. Yet 
these “waste” 
portions are not 
“wasted,” for by 
the economy of 
nature another 
process is pro
vided. After be
ing consumed and 
assimilated by 
the lower ani
mals, they are 
presented to us in 
the form of well- 
known animal 
foods-meat, milk, 
butter,cheese,and 
eggs. These are 
generally found 
to be more easily 
digested than the 
vegetable foods, 
as we may readily 
suppose, but are 
sometimes more 
expensive. Here
in lies the value 
of a knowledge of 
proper methods 
of cooking, that 
the cheaper food 
mater ials may 
yield to us as 
much nourish- 
ment in digestible 
form as the more 
expensive kinds. 
Food may be de
fined as that which 
when taken into 
the bod y strength- 
e n s the system 
and provides heat 
and energy, o r 
work power, "u&i 

A machine is 
manufactured or built by human hands, part after 
part being made and added until the whole is soon 
complete and ready for action. A living body 
grows up gradually, little by little—in a manner 
builds itself as the proper material is supplied to it. 
Then, again, a machine wears out and must be re
paired from without ; but the living machine is 
constantly repairing its own waste of tissue conse- 
quent, upon the daily wear of active life. For this 
“building” and “repairing” certain kinds of food are 
required which have been called “ flesh-formers,” 
or proteids—familiarly known among agriculturists 
as albuminoids or nitrogenous foods.

The housewife is familiar with proteid in the 
form of the lean of meat, in cheese and eggs, or in 
vegetable foods in the gluten of wheat, and vege
table casein of peas and beans. Analyses of these 
foods show of this important constituent on an 
average in lean^ of meat about. 15 to 21 per cent.; in 
eKKs> about 12.;> to 11 percent.; in milk, about 3.4 
per cent. ; in cheese, about 25 to 30 per cent. ; in 
in* in about 30 per cent.; wheat flour, about
10 to 12 per cent. ; in peas and heane. about 22 to 25 
per cent..; in oatmeal, about 11 73 to 16.1 per cent.

Carbonaceous foods include the hydrocarbons or 
fats and oils, and the carbohydrates or starches 
and sugars, and serve to provide warmth to the 
body and work power—just as carbon, in form of 
coal, is ted to an engine to produce heat and power. 
We cannot say distinctly that fats are “heat 

carbohydrates “ work foods,” and proteids 
ne8h foods,” because the different food principles 

are, when necessity demands, capable to a certain 
extent ot being used interchangeably for a time in 
the body ; but the best results follow when used in

MINNIE MAY’S DEPARTMENT.Pembroke Castle.
Pembroke Oastle, as seen by Turner. Do ordi

nary mortals ever see these old English 
oriels in such a glory of light and shade as
artist did ? By a rare chance it is possible. The The Christmas festivities are over, a New Year 
peculiar exaltation—some would say exaggeration has dawned, and winter holds full sway.
—of a scene which the artist seizes upon for the Mother Earth looks beautiful clad' in her soft 
creation of his picture is really more common than white robe — emblems of purity and peace — while 
ordinary observers would suppose. It is rare, in- the shining crystals which adorn the trees atone, 
deed, for any season to pass over any point of view in a great measure, for the absence of the beautiful 
which possesses picturesque elements without raiment of which Autumn has bereft many of them, 
eradiating it with numerous striking effects. The The Frost King, too, has been abroad and 
artist, also, not infrequently transfers to one scene, breathed on the laughing
or point of view, an effect which he has witnessed the majestic rivers ; but who will be found to com- 
elaewhere, and all that we can require of him is plain when the sound of the ringing steel is heard 
that his effect shall not violate any possibilities or on the ice and the merry laugh comes floating 
probabilities of nature. In one of the grandest softly to us, while the rosy cheeks and bright eyes 
series of views ever produced by one artist—Eng- testify to the healthfulnees of skating, 
land and Wales, by J. M. W. Turner—the effects As I write, my fancy conjures up the faces of my 
throughout are of that class which, though true mady readers, and I cannot help thinking of them 
to nature, have to be watched and waited for, and as the Spring, Summer, Autumn, and Winter of life, 
the spectator will be happy indeed who may see How glad I should be to speak to each in turn : 
any noted scene with that special effect with which the merry children, heedless of everything save pres- 
some great artist has immortalized it. It is rare ent enjoyment (children are so dear to my heart 
indeed for nature to repeat herself. From its in- that I hope Cousin Dorothy will excuse me for en- 
cessant variety arises the ever fresh and exhaust- croaching on her domain); the bright maidens, 

spring of inspiration for every artistic spirit “ standing with reluctant feet where the brook and 
born into the world whose mission is to train river meet;” the busy matrons, with their many 
humanity to a comprehension of the glory of its responsibilities ; and the dear ones on whose heads 
dwelling place ; the beauty of infinite variety and the snows of many winters have left a lingering 
of most opposite aspect that in every path awaits trace, but whose eyes are calmly fixed on a bright 
man’s coming, with a blessing for every eye and futurity.
heart that are open to it. What joys and sorrows lie buried with the year

Pembroke Castle is an old ’ historical stand- just gone 1 
ground. Britons
who fought with _________________________ _____
Romans raised de
fences here on a 
rocky ridge run
ning into Mitford 
Haven, one of the 
deep indentions 
of South Wales.
Ships can sail 
here, and all the 
varied effects of a 

• sea coast scene 
play about the old 
walls ; deep below | 
is a strange natu
re 1 cavern, 
through which 
com m unications 
could be kept up 
between the cas
tle and the town 
at some little dis
tance off. The 
earliest date con
nected with it 
that history gives 
us is some eight 
hundred years 
ago, when we 
read of a son of 
an Earl of 
S h r e w s b u ry 
building here.
From timeto time 
great additions 
were made, and 
the vast remains 
give it still an ap
pearance of un
common gran
deur, unsurpassed 
by any other of 
the many pictur
esque and strik- ------—
ing views that 
Wales can offer 
the tourist. The
chief historical_events connected with it are the What memories, sweet and bitter, joyous and 
birth here in 1456 of Henry VII., a son -of the Earl sorrowful, crowd upon us; the good resolutions 
of Richmond, a certain Edmund Tudor, of royal formed, kept or broken ; the duties neglected or 
blood. In this grim old castle we have a passing fulfilled; the lessons of life it taught us, all rise up be- 
picture of a young girl, but wife and mother, with fore us. But a New Year is with us, and let us. with 
cares upon her heart and hands long before her Tennyson, say, “Ring out the False, ring in the True1" 

if % Mafg»ret Beaufort, a descendant of Let us search the innermost recesses of our hearts
old John of Gaunt, who in her girlhood had been and discover all its follies and foibles, banish all 
married for State reasons to this Edmund Tudor, that is hollow and artificial, to make way for the 
We can but hope he was kind in the short time he virtues which render us happy with a consciousness 
had the opportunity, for he died the same year his Qf right living. Ring out the False, ring in the 
son was born—a son who, after a dangerous and True—for the two can have no coexistence.

wast? bring to a peaceful close Time is too precious to be frittered away in 
the long and bloody era of the Red and White Rose senseless frivolities. Each day we are adding a 
C° n “lîf J.arly twP hundred years later Grom- page to the Book of Life ; let. us pause and see what 
well, the destroyer of royalty, besieged the castle we are writing therein.
for six weeks. Up to that time, though often To each of us have been given talents of 
attempted in different ages, it had never been kind. These we should endeavor to find and culti- 
taken. It fell before the Ironsides, like many vate, bearing in mind that though the universe is 
another stout old stronghold, witnessing in that full of good, no kernel of nourishing corn can come 
age the last of the many conflicts waged round to us but through our own toil bestowed on that 
their hoary walls, and henceforth, as time healed plot of ground which is given us to till 
the deep wounds of civil war, to become treasured To shrink from doingwhat we can, becausewe can 
and venerated memorials of a past that now, in its do so little, is to hinder our own development and 
varied influences, lives still in the English race the progress of the world. Only by exercise 
throughout the world. our faculties strengthened, and only by each

_ „ ----------- --—-------- putting his shoulder to the wheel the world moves
.Pineapple Gream.—Soak one-quarter ounce of and humanity advances, 

gelatine in the liquor strained from a can of pine- The Past is irrevocably gone, the Future a dim 
apple, and stint over the fire until dissolved, adding uncertainty, but the Present is all our own With 
sugar if the juice is not sufficiently sweet. Beat renewed vigor let us set to work, not letting golden 
tbe whites of three eggs to a stiff froth, add two opportunities drift by.
tablespoons of white sugar, and the gelatine, which May the bright beams of Hope remain with 
should be nearly cold. Keep whisking all the time, throughout the year, flashing across the dark places 
mix in the pineapple,and pile it high on a glass dish, to show us the sunshine beyond. Minnie May.
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the appointed hour the guests began to come. 
The little princess and her brother were the center 
of attraction. Suddenly a large black cloud filled 
the sky, and the party had to adjourn to the 
palace (the fete had been held in the open air), 
where all the amusements where carried on as be
fore. Soon the day passed by and the guests re
turned to their own homes. And as the weeks and 
months passed on, the King and Queen expected 
every moment to see something strange come over 
their daughter.

[to be continued.]

Puzzles.
All matter for this department should be sent direct to Ada 

Armand, Pakenham. Ontario.
1—Hidden Cities.

1. Send Hector on to-morrow.
2. Look at Elms scowling there.
3. Is ale made from hope !
4. They seemed mad riding at such a speed.
5. In the spring field» are green.
6. Ethel, I may see you again.
7. You better take a nap lest you be sleepy.

Ethel McCrea.
Z—Transposition.

Yerrap si hte sltmlspe orfm to heceps.
Hatt tfnain slip nac ryt 

Yerrap hte stueblsmi sstnrai htat rhcea 
Teh Myatjse no hhgl.

3—Puzzle Diamond.
Ethel McCrea.

The First you'll find is In “amend.*'
Third, you’ll see. is no man's friend.

The Second’s an Eastern captain or chief.
The Seventh you're sure to find In “relief,''
The Fourth's a S. American bird.
The Sixth's “ sooner than." but a small word.
While Fifth Is gracious of mien, I’ve heard.

Clara Robinson.

The

4—Charade 
I read the Advocate to-night. 

Of ninety-six the last;
I truly thought It did excel 

All numbers of the past.
And Unde Tom’s department, too. 

The brightest page, and beet.
In holiday complete adorned. 

With greater care was dressed.
Mr heart rejoiced that Lily Day 

Felt “joyful." but alas.
I couldn’t make her rebus out. 

And so must let it pass.
And Clara spoke of going north. 

For “venison," I guessed;
Oh! take me with you, oousin, for 

▲ “sawhorse" I detest.
That rascal, J. S. C., infers 

That Annie’s soared away.
And thro proceeds to tally give 

To Clara and Miss Day.
Well, I “won’t" have It said that I 

Have “won” the gills' offense;
I’ll travel to “Morocco" first 

Uncle Tom’s expense.
But lest I last my paper friends.

I’ll end my rhyming here.
Hoping to see our circle full.

Throughout the whole glad year.
Charlie 8. Edwards.

5—Wheel Puzzle. 
Spokes contain four letters.

From seven to one you will use 
your ear ;

From seven to two Is for the 
cannon peer.

From seven to three, a bird you 
, will find ; 

i From seven to tour Is what light 
------is to the blind.

3 2

«( - 7

From seven to five of a tree is 
the rind;

From seven to six of coin Is a 
kind.

65

J. 8. Crerar.
Diagram.

6—Anagram. 
They were searching 

But he’d made a cli 
And while they were 

He was en route to

for the thief, 
ean escape ; 
gathering clues, 
the Cape.

The detectives blamed the porter 
For his giving them the dip;

For they said “he shouldn't oughter 
Have been taking a quiet tip.

And so one blamed the other 
Till a smart young gent stepped In ;

“ We have GOT AS A CLUE, my brother.
That the thief Is safe in Lynne."

A Puzzleisth' Cousin.

Answers to December 15th Puzzles.
1—Joyful. 2-Good words are worth much and cost little. 

3—Venison. 4—Won’t—won. 5—Welcome. 6 Sawhorse. 
7—Morocco.

Solvers to December IStii Puzzles.
Charlie S. Edwards. Ada M. Jackson, John 8. Crerar, 

Clara Robinson : also, J. S. Crerar, Ada M. Jackson, Hattie 
MacDonald, for December 1st.

The winners of prizes for solutions during October. No
vember and December are : 1st. Clara Robinson, Markham. 
Ont.; 2nd, Ada M. Jackson, Abingdon. Ont.; 3rd, John S. 
Crerar, Brussels, Ont.

I must request solvers to send in their work for each Issue 
separately and in time ; answers to puzzles in first issue should 
be in not later than the 15th of same month, and to those 
in second issue not later than 5th of next month. U.T.

L. M. Sheppard, Wentworth Co., Ont: —Dear 
Sirs, — *’ I received the beautiful book of pressed 
flowers from the Holy Land, also the beautiful ring. 
It was very kind of you to send me the pressed 
flowers and I shall do my best to obtain another 
new subscriber for it. I am very much pleased with 
the ring. It is a perfect fit. 1 shall endeavor to 
obtain more new subscribers. Thanking you again 
for your prompt attention. The subscribers are 
much pleased with the Advocate.”
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their proper proportions. According to the latest 
and highest authorities, a well-balanced diet is 
about three - fourths water, the remaining one- 
fourth being made up of one part proteid, one part 
fat, and two to four parts carbohydrates, with a 
fraction of mineral matter ; thus representing the 
five food principles in due proportion.

The fate and oils we obtain largely from the ani
mal kingdom, yet vegetable oils are sometimes used 
for household purposes, and in our cereal foods and 
nuts we consume a certain proportion of fat, corn- 
meal and oatmeal containing five to eight per cent, 
and nuts twenty-eight to fifty-four per cent, of it. 
The starches and sugars have less than half the 
heat-giving properties of the fats, hence are more 
largely used than these in warm climates, while the 
inhabitants of cold regions consume immense quan
tities of oiL Starch forms a large proportion of 
vegetables and grains ; potatoes, rice, and corn 
being representative starchy foods. Sugars are 
found in different forms ; lactose, or milk sugar, in 
milk ; dextrose, or grape sugar, in ripe fruits and 
honey ; and sucrose in maple sap, sugar cane and 
sugar beets.

The small fraction of mineral matter which is 
found in nearly all our common foods—principally 
in vegetables and fruits—contributes to the growth 
of bones, teeth, hair, etc., and, though small in 
quantity, is a necessary constituent of a complete

day to day, all the more sweet to their taste that 
the water leaps in their sight at the Father’s bid
ding from a barren rock, and the bread is rained 
from heaven around their tents. The young lion 
may suffer hunger, but they who wait upon the 
Lord shall not lack anything that is good. In the 
keeping of his commandments there is great re
ward, not only after. The path is peace although 
storms rage all around it, if there be peace in the 
heart of the traveler. The peace of God, keeping 
the heart within, will beam out on the untrodden 
way and gild its ragged edges with gladness. The 
path of the just is shining with joy ; from the first 
struggling twilight it grows in beauty until it cul
minates in perfect day. The path is peace ; eye 
hath not seen, nor ear heard, what the home will
be.

O heart of mine, we shouldn’t 
Worry so.

What we've missed of calm we couldn’t 
Have, you know !

What we’ve met of stormy pain
And of sorrow’s driving rain.
We can better meet again 

If it blow.
We have erred in that dark hour.

We have known
When our tears fell with the shower. 

AU alone—
Were not shine and shower blent
As the gracious Master meant ?
Let us temper our content 

With His own.
For, we know, not every morrow 

Can be sad ;
80, forgetting all the sorrow 

We have had.
Let us fold away our fears,
And nut by our foolish tears.
And through aU the coming years 

Just be glad.

When oranges and lemons are cheap, make a 
supply of marmalade for home consumption.

Marmalade: Six oranges, 3 lemons, 4 gallon 
water, 5 lbs. sugar. Wash the fruit in hot water, 
dry, and slice very thin. Put some of the water on 
the seeds—which should be kept separate—and the 
remainder on the fruit ; soak 24 hours ; strain the 
water from the seeds and add it to the fruit ; boil 
rapidly 2 hours ; then add 4 quart more boiling 
water with the sugar ; boil till it jells about 4 hour. 
The secret of good marmalade is rapid boiling.

Belfast Cake : .Cream 4 cup butter, add gradual
ly 14 cups sugar, 1 cup raisins (stoned and cut up), 1 
egg, 1 cup sour milk, 2 cups graham flour, 4 cup 
white flour (to which has been added 1 teaspoonful 
soda), 4 teaspoonful cinnamon, 1 saltspoonful nut
meg, and 4 teaspoonful salt ; beat thoroughly ; put 
into a buttered baking pan—a square one is nicest— 
sprinkled with shredded blancheda!monds,and care
fully bake. Cut in squares to serve.

Blanched Almonds: Shell the nuts and pour 
boiling water over them ; let stand until the skins 
will slip off easily ; drain, pour on cold water, and 
blanch with the fingers. Wipe dry between two 
towels.

THE CHILDREN’S CORNER.
Princess Fairise of the White Heart.

BY A. G. B.
Once upon a time, many hundred years ago, 

there lived a King and Queen named Loyal Hearts ; 
this was not their real name, but it was given to 
them by their subjects because they were so good 
and always ready to help those in need. They had 
two children, Prince Alonzo and Princess Fairise, 
who were twins. Though they dearly loved their 
children, they had, however, one great sorrow. I 
will tell you all about it, but we will have to go 
back.

A

THE QUIET HOUR.
The King and Queen had arranged to appoint 

the fairy godmothers to each of their children at 
the christening. The King had named who was to 
stand godmother for the little prince and just in the 
act of mentioning the name of the fairy who was 
to stand for his little daugther, when all at once he 
was startled by an aged fairy whispering in his ear. 
The King then arose and said : “ I appoint the fairy 
Offell to stand godmother for my first and dearly 
beloved daughter, Princess Fairise. Then an old 
hap stood up and said these words in a hard, harsh 
voice : “ Yes, it is all very fine that you stand up 
and ask me to be godmother for your child, for you 
are afraid I will have my revenge, but I am sorry 
to say I have not got my present here, but when I 
gpve it, you will be truly thankful for my beautiful 
present.” She closed her sentence with a loud, 
taunting laugh which echoed through the palace, 
then she disappeared, leaving everybody in confu
sion. The news spread quickly through the town 
and everybody flocked round to see the little prin
cess.

The Narrow Way.
My Master, they have wronged Thee and Thy love ! 
They only told me I should find the path 
A Via Dolorosa all the way !
Even thy sweetest singers only sang 
Of pressing onward through the same sharp thorns. 
With bleeding footsteps, through the chill dark mist, 
Following and struggling till they reach the light, 
The rest, the sunshine of the far beyond.

. . . And so the steps
That halted where the two ways met and crossed, 
The broad and narrow, turned aside In fear.
Thinking the radiance of their youth must pass 
In somber shadows if they followed Thee ;
Hearing afar such echoes of one strain.
The cro-8, the tribulation, and the toil,
The conflict, and the clinging in the dark,
What wonder that the dancing feet are stayed 
From entering the only path of peace !
Master, forgive them. Tune their harps anew 
And put a new song in their mouths for Thee.
For Thou, Divinest Wisdom, Thou hast said 
“ Thy ways are ways of pleasantness, and all 
Thy paths are peace ; and that the path of him 
Who wears Thy perfect robe of righteousness 
Is as the light that shineth more and more 
Unto the perfect day." And Thou hast given 
An olden promise, rarely quoted now 
Because it is too bright for our weak faith :
“ H they obey and serve Him they shall spend 
Days in prosperity, and they shall spend 
Their years in pleasures."
Master, I set my seal that Thou art true.
Of Thy good promise not one thing hath failed !
And I wound send a ringing challenge forth 
To all who know Thy name to tell it out,
Thy faithfulness to every written word,
Thy loving kindness crowning all the days.
From strength to strength Thy pilgrims pass and sing 
The praise of Him who leads them on and on.
From glory unto glory, even here !

Weeks and months passed by, but yet nothing 
seemed wrong with her. One day the Queen was out 
riding, when she saw a messenger coming swiftly 
towards her. and when they had met he told her 
she was wanted home. Her Majesty immediately 
turned her horse and, followed by the messenger, 
went home. When she arrived at the palace she 
was met by one of the ladies-in-waiting, who told 
her that she was wanted in her apartment by an 
old woman. The Queen, when she entered, saw 
nothing but the furniture and some of her own 
clothes ; she looked all arouiM carefully, but could 
not see anything, then she turned round to sum
mon one of her attendants, when the sound of hard, 
harsh voice made her turn, and she speedily no
ticed that one of her chairs was taking the form of 
the old fairy Offell. The Queen turned pale as she 
remembered her words at the christening banquet. 
“ I suppose,” said Offell, “ you think I have forgot
ten my godchild, but I have remembered her every 
hour since the time of the banquet. I have called 
to tell you that when Fairise is two years old she 
shall receive my gift, which is a valuable one.” 
With these words she suddenly disappeared, leaving 
the Queen in a state of bewilderment. She (the 
Queen) stood there rooted to the ground, wondering 
and thinking over all the words Offell had said. 
King Loyal Heart had been out hunting when 
Offell had come, but on his return he was met by 
the Queen, who told him of her visit. The King 
then summoned all the fairies except Offell, and 
told of her visit and what she had said ; but even 
the wisest and oldest fairy could not make it out. 
The princess was over a year old now and her birth
day was close at hand. The King and Queen decid
ed to giv3 a large fete and try to forget Offell’s 
words. The day dawned fine and bright, and at

-X Jt. H.

A Pleasant Path.
We are accustomed to the idea that the end of 

a good man’s course is happy. We are aware that 
when the pilgrim gets home he will have no more 

But does not the journey to the Promised 
Land lie through a wilderness ? It does. It tra
verses the desert all its length, and yet the path is 
pleasant notwithstanding. To the honor of the 
Lord be it spoken, and for the comfort of His 
people, not the home only, but also the way 
thither is pleasantness and peace. Those only who 
have not trod it count it dreary. Those who see 
what it wants e and have not tasted what it is, 
naturally think that however safe the home to 
which it leads the traveler at last, it must make him 
in the meantime “of all men most miserable.” 
Those who abide in Egypt, by its flesh-pots and its 
river, may pity the host of Israel marching through 
a land not sown ; but Israel, in the desert though 
they be, get their bread and their water sure from

sorrow.
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PREMIUMS I CMARGES
PREPAID

. TO ANY OF OUR SUBSCRIBERS 
FURNISHING THE REQUIRED 
NUMBER OF NAMES WE WILL 
SEND PER MAIL OR EXPRESS, 
AS MOST CONVENIENT, THE 
FOLLOWING.....................................

PREMIUMS 11
PREMIUMS!!!

>
Î

ON
■ ALL . .

A EXCEPT
ANIMALS.

■
' HOW TO 

GET APressed Flowers1 r- FIRST-CLASS COLLIE.THE SILO AND ENSILAGE
:
ik .

NEW BOOK

^EEyi^HMSB
PREMIUM.¥

FROM
THE Holy Land.:i How to build, fill, and feed from a Silo. Meet com

plete work yet issued.*

îggp
HOW TO SECURE A COPY.

■ Any subscriber sending us one new subscription and 
$1.00 will receive a copy, paper bound ; or, for two 
new subscriptions and $2.00, a copy well bound in 
cloth. Price : paper, 50 cents ; doth, $1.00.

AN EXQUISITE PREMIUM.i «

' HIGHLY INTERESTING TO SUNDAY-SCHOOL
■=

' SHEEP - BREEDSWORKERS AND LOVERS OF FLOWERS.
Of lO newTo any subscriber sending us the 

yearly paid-up subscribers we offer n young Collie, 
six weeks old or over, eligible to registration, and 
bred by Mr. R McEweu. Byron, Ont.

a Contains a collection of beautiful flowers, 

gathered and pressed in Palestine, by Rev. 

Harvey B. Greene, together with description of 

each and Scripture references. Mr. Greene has 

frequently visited Palestine, and gathered and 

assorted with his own hands these specimens, 

which he offers to the Christian world.

MANAGEflENT.AND

1
i Î

By John Wrightson, M. R. A. C-, F. C. S. Most com
plete and up-to-date work on Sheep-rearing. Twenty- 
three full-page illustrations. DUCHESSDUKE:

■
• (ENGRAVED)(PLAINFOR THREE NEW SUBSCRIBERS.

“ CANADA’S GLORY ”■
I OUR NEW

PREMIUM PICTURE !

wvi
The flowers are beautifully preserved with 

all their natural tints, and are attached to 

extra finished heavy chromo paper, specially 

made for the purpose, with description on the 
page opposite to each specimen.

It is neatly bound in antique finish cover ; 
title, “ Pressed Flowers from the Holy Land,” 
embossed in gold on front page.

A beautiful engraving representing eleven of the 
grandest light horses in Canada. Should adorn the 
drawingroom of every lover of the horse. Is a 
life-like and popular work of art, unequalled in 
live stock portraiture.

?
:

Ns «I
o

HOW “CANADA'S GLORY »
à

MAY BE OBTAINED.

Any subscriber sending us one new subscription to 
the Farmer's Advocate, accompanied by $1, will 
receive a copy. Price, 50c. Copies of.

I
A thoroughly reliable 18 size watch with a Genuine 

American lever movement- Runs over 20 hours. 
Total weight, only 11 ounces. They are perfect time
keepers.

These watches have taken well and given good satis
faction for years.

This watch, with chain add charm, will be given to 
any subscriber sending us the names of three new 
yearly paid-up subscribers.

HOW TO
GET THE

“ CANADA’S PRIDE ”W

HOW TO GET IT.
; “ CANADA’SBy special arrangement we have secured a 

supply of these volumes, and are able to offer 
a copy to any subscriber sending ns the 
name of ONE new yearly paid-up sub
scriber.

OR

COLUMBIAN VICTORS”
“FARMER’S ADVOCATE” FREE.

To any one sending us the names of three new sub
scribers and $$ we will send the Farmer's Advocate 
free to January, 1S98L

may still be obtained by sending ns the name of 
one new yearly subscriber for each. Price, 25 cents 
each.

Handsome Gifts Sent Post 
Prepaid A Grand Premium !

For obtaining New Subscribers to the Farmer’s Advocate. See terms 
and description below each ring. Subscriptions must be new and 

for one year at $1.00 each, and cash accompany orders. Bagster’s Rew Comprehensive 
Teacher’s BiblerpO find the size of ring required, take a narrow strip of paper that will 

L draw tightly around the finger, forward same to us, and we will
assure you a perfect fit. .1>.N.TA.INING THK OLD AXD XKVV TESTAMENTS, ACCORDING TO THE ACTHOK- 

IZED VERSION, TOGETHER WITH NEW AND REVISED HELPS TO BIBLE STUDY— 
A NEW CONCORDANCE AND AN INDEXED BIBLE 
PAGE ILLUSTRATIONS. PRINTED IN

CHILDREN’S OR MISSES’REAL STONE SETTING., ATLAS, WITH SIXTEEN PTIJ-
GOLD AND COLOR.

Binding—
Strong, durable, flexible American Seal (best material) improved 
circuit cover, round corners, red-under-gold edge.

Paper, Type, etc.—
Of superior quality, clear and distinct, easy to read

Maps (with index)—
Revised and brought down to January, 18616.

fT’l

m
No. I—Price. *1.26.
1 Pearl, 2 Garnet*.
2 New Subscribers.

No. 3-Price, SI.60. 
3 Pearls.

3 New Subscribers.

No. 4—Price, S2.00.
I Pearl. 2 Garnets or Coral. 

3 New Subscribers.

No. 2—Price, *1.25. 
I Garnet.

2 New Subscribers.

LADIES’ REAL STONE SETTING.
Helps—jowl

( overing nearly 2,000 subjects contain all features so popular in 
tde past, and an endless amount of fresh matter, including concord
ance on new and improved plan, dictionary of proper names and 
places, with pronunciation and meaning. Size, Six5i inches (closed).

How to Obtaiq this Handsome and Valuable Bible <" hich ordinarily would retail at
na m es ' of* TH pÏÎk^ *V K ■ /hv Bible to a”y on Ending us the
Sl"\eh m.KK NEW si BM I.lBERs to the Farmers Advocate” at

J»
*<*•

No. 6—Price, S3.60. 
2 Pearls, 3 Garnets. 
6 New Subscribers.

No. 7—Price. S3.50. 
1 Garnet. 2 Pearls. 
6 New Subscribers.

No. 6—Price. S3.60. 
2 Garnets. 6 Pearls. 
6 New Subscribers.

No. 8—Price. S2.00. 
3 New Subscribers.

Agents Wanted in Every Locality. Liberal Cash 
A copv’iof the Christmas Number goes to each new subscriber.

Commission Allowed it Preferred. 
Payable in advance.

The WM. WKhl) CO
Send lor Free Sample Copies.

Lontlon, Out.Ltd.,

Janüai

$%
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GOSSIP.. NIMMO & HARRISON,
COLLEGE

or in teriting to advertisers, please mention 
the Farmer's Advocate.BUSINESS and

SHORTHAND
2 CoLMiiS Street, Toronto.

Bookkeeping. Penmanship. Shorthand. Kng 
lish. Arithii die, and all other subjects per
taining to a practical education. Individual 
instruction. Open entire year. Enter now. 
Circulars and atl information free.

.V The Portuguese Government has aulhori; ed 
the importation of about 138,000 tons of foreign 
wheat to supplement a dt tick ncy in the 
national supply.

Cases of “swine plague " have made iheir 
appearance in West Middlesex, Ont.: first on 
the farm of Mr. Wm. Tail, where 15 head died 
and 21 were slaughtered, and second in the 
herd of Mr. Jos. Lethbridge, adjoining farm, 
where 15 were affected and in all 24 slaughtei - 
ed. Places (near Glencoe) quarantined.

At the last annual meeting of the American 
Cotawold Association the following officers 
were elected : President, J. C. Snell. Snelgrove, 
Ont.; Vice-President, J. Hal. Woodford, Paris. 
Ky.; Sec -Treas., Geo. Harding & Son, VX au- 
kesha, Wis. Directors—K. C. Watt. Xenia; J. 
C. Snell, J. Hal. Woodford. Geo. Harding, and 
F. W. Harding.

The eleventh annual meeting of the stock
holders of the Standard Poland-China Record 
Association will be held in Mary ville,Missouri, 
on Wednesday. February 3,1897, commencing 
at 10 a m. There will be an institute session of 
Swine Breeders held on Tuesday, February 2, 
when valuable papers will be read on swine 
husbandry. Geo. F. Woodworth, Secretary.

We are pleased to publish the substance of a 
note enclosed with Mr. Henry Herron’s (Avon, 
Out.) change of advertisement for this issue. 
He has had good success selling both Chester 
Whites and Poland-Chinas, having sold during 
the last few months over 30 head of swine. We 
know the “Avon herd" to be worthy of the 
success attending it, and are pleased to learn 
that its stock is being appreciated.

U. J. & A. Laurie, Walkerton, Ont.: — “ We 
are well pleased with the results of advertis
ing in the Farmer's Advocate. We have dis
posed of all our boars and surplus poultry, but 
have a number of choice Tam worth sows left. 
Among our recent sales in swine are an fol- 

One boar to J. C. Nichol. Hubrey ; one 
... farrow to F. Cornell, Eastwood : one 

sow to 8. G. Meates, Brantford ; and a pair to 
Jas. Llllico. Ayr. We are booking orders for 
spring pigs sired by our prise-winning boar, 
Springbook Hero, and orders for eggs from 
prise-winning poultry."

K I tool, H Arlington, writes : — “ My 
shires have done well this season. He 
best lot of sows to breed I ever have wintered, 
all looking healthy and thrifty. Am breeding 
fifteen to three of the best boars I have ever 
used. Champion, which heads my herd, 
weighs over 800 lbs. when in show condition. 
Robin H. is another excelled! stock-getter. 
The other, Frontenac Lad, sued by Champion, 
now eight months old. if in show condition 
would weigh 400 lbs Will sell a few sows la 
pig at moderate prices"

Mr. H. D. Smith, “ Ingleside Farm " Comp
ton, P. Q.. on the eve of sailing for England, 
writes : “ I am glad to be able to report my 
Herefords as wintering very well and the 

lot of calves extra good. 
Sales of young bulls have been most encourag
ing for the past year. During that time 1 
made sales In live different provinces, vis. 
Nova Scotia, New Brunswick, Quebec, On
tario, and Manitoba. I get numerous enquiries 
from the Eastern States and would no doubt 
make good sales there but for the q 
Compliments of the season to you.*'

The British Board of Agriculture has re
ceived from the Foreign Office copies of the 
regulations Issued by the Egyptian Minister of 
Public Instruction for the institution of a new 
school of agriculture, which is to take the 
place of the old Agricultural College. The 
instruction is Intended to be both practical and 
theoretical, including agriculture, chemistry, 
land surveying, natural history, mathematics, 
hydraulics, veterinary science, bookkeeping, 
and the English and Arabic languages. The 
complete course of instruction will extend 
over four years and a diploma will he granted 
on passing an examination at the end of the 
course.

i"
1

.A .
2-y-om

flpt
mmm SPRUILL HERD OF SHORTRORMS.

We still have 3 
extra good young 
bulls for sale, ana 
a beautiful lot of 
13 heifers, all last 
season’s crop. We 
will be glad to 
answer any in- jcg
quiries regarding N-------------------------
them, or to show them to any one who wishes 
to purchase anything of their kind, and can 
guarantee them good enough to suit- 11-y-om 

H. CARGILL Ac MON.
Cargill Stn. & P O.

■’__/x_____
1jL-vi-

tom
SMS
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Station on the farm.

SHORTHORN BULLS
I have six young bulls, got by Aberdeen 
(imp ); good ones. One is a full brother 
to the champion heifer at Toronto and 
Ottawa fairs this fall ; also some fine 
young heifers. Write for prices, or, better, 
come and see them.

JOHN MILLER, Markham, Ontario.
Stations—Ixrcust Hill, C. P. R.

Markham. G. T. It.

Ufa»L

' -VfcT;"i\m?:

This picture shows Page Woven Wire Fence on the farm of Mrs. A; Ronald, Minesing,
Simcoe oimty^ wtRK FENCE CO., at Walkerville, Ontario, are glad to send anyone 
prices and some good reading matter free of charge. Their advertising matter contains a 
lot of injeresti ng pictures. ___

4om

IF. BORNYCASTLE 
j & SONS,SANDY BAY STOCK FARH V' .Ülows: 

iow ill
"AMPBKLLFORD, O.NT., 

Breeders of 
Shorthorn Cattie,Cols-

__ wold Sheep and Berk-
Pi shire pigs. Heifer-*. 
>> heifer calves and bull 
■ calves for sale at 

HM prices to suit the 
timrs. 12-2-y-o

HACKNEYS and SHIRES.
■1TTK have on hxnd a few first-classHackneys VV for sale. Included in this number are 

the well-known stallions. Fireworks 
and Rosseau Performer, winners at. Chicago 
and New York. Also first-class Allies of all 
ages, suitable for breeding purposes, both in 
Shires and Hackneys. We only ask reasonable 
prices for all our stock, and give you in every 
case a first-class article for your money, write 
for particulars and terms to our winter ad
dress—

i
York 

ave the 1

FOUR SHORTHORN BOILS from 4 to 16 months, 

and COWS AND HEIFERS of various ages.

-

é H. N. CROSSLEY, >Large English Berkshire 1‘igs ready to ship. 
A grand lot of Black Minorca Cockerels 

at $1 each.
Correspondence solicited ; inspection Invited.

MAC. CAMPBELL, Northwood, Ont 
Lewisville Station, G T. R.

91 Wood lawn Ave.,
TORONTO, ONTARIO. m538!2 d-om

- .ii

FOR SALE !GOSSIP. 24-2-y-o an extraCLYDESDALE STALLIONS 
and MARES

The Prorincc (B.C.):-“The Christmas num
ber of the Farmer’s Advocate will meet with

ere, and is properly illustrated.”
W. H. Ryan, Treasurer Tp. Normanby 

Gentlemen,— I send P. O. order for one dollar, 
subscription to the Farmers Advocate for 
1897. I am not now. or for some years, farm
ing, but don’t like to give up the paper I get 
so much information from.

25 . 4THE GRAND VALLEY STOCK FARM
G.& W. GIER,Props., -J-w.
Grand Valley, Out., «HR.
Breeders of Short- <3I^M 
horns and Imp. York- 
shires. We offer for ■ 

young bulls, cows 
and heifers of choice '*>3 
breeding and good II
quality at very low /jUttiM 
prices ; also choice 
young Yorkshires of both sex.

s
Nearly all 

prize-winners 
at Toronto, 
Montreal, Ot
tawa, and Chi
cago World’s 
Fair. Most of 
iur young 
tockaresired 

F by theColum-
f bian cham-
& pion. Prince
r-.:. Patrick, and
|B§ggjgGrandeur 

(sweepstakes 
four times at 
Toronto). Two 

of our fillies are daughters of Lillie Macgregor, 
the champion World’s Fair mare. Also a num
ber of Ha jkneys. Also Ayrshire bull and heifer 
calves, and Shropshire sheep.
D. & O. SORBY,

uarantine.
sale

• The Christmas num
ber of the Farmer’s Advocate, of London, 
Ont., has just been received by us, and it is a 
beauty. The cover is splendidly illustrated in 
colors, and it abounds in very interesting and 
valuable information. We congratulate the 
publishers on their splendid achievement.

It is hardly nece-sary to say to sheep-men 
that sheep’s hooves require trimming towards 
spring, especially if they have not had a good 
outdoor run during the winter months Par
ing off the hoof is often necessary when sheep 
become lame from foot rot and other causes. 
An excellent knife for doing this work con
veniently and well is Botly’s celebrated sheep- 
foot knife, made by James Mackhn & bon 7 
Catherine etreet, Salisbury, England. The 
blade is strong, of the correct form, and made 
of excellent steel.

Our readers will note the change of adver
tisement of D. & O. Sorby, Guelph, Ont., in 
this issue. They have on hand 2o Clydesdale 
stallions and mares for sale, nearly all of them 
Driee-winners at Toronto, Montreal, uttawa, 
and World’s Fair. Chicago. Most of our young
___ _ are sired by the Columbian champion,
Prince Patrick, and Grandeur, that has won 
sweepstakes four times at Toronto. Two or 
their Allies are daughters of Lillie Macgregor, 
the champion World’s Fair mare. They have 
in stock also a number of Hackneys, Ayrshire 
bull and heifer calves, and Shropshire sheep.

s 13-y-o -if!
-i

Foe Sale->88gr?S8?tKE
color red, sired by British Statesman (imp.). 
Also three choice Berkshire hoars. 10 weeks 
old. eligible for registration, sired by J. U. 
Snell’s Enterprise boar. Hard • times prices. 
Correspondence solicited. 22-2-y-o

F. A. GARDNER. Britannia, Ont.

sis B
QUEEN.

A. J. WATSON’S SHORTHORNS.
We again had the pleasure recently of calling

__Mr. Watson, whose fine farm, comprising
some 110 acres of good soli, is situated a couple 
of miles east of Castlcderg, Out. A general air 

ratness pervades everything 
farm. The farm building! comprise 
able and substantial brick house, well-con
structed barns and comfortable stables. A 
Brantford wind power mill, manufactured by 
the Goold, Shapley & Muir Co., had been 
erected since our last visit, and was giving the 
best of satisfaction as a power for grinding, 
cutting ensilage, pulping roots, etc., as well as 
pumping water. The stock of Short horns now 
comprises over twenty individuals. The herd 
was founded some ten or twelve years ago by 
tlie purchase of Village Rose 7th, who, with 
her family of daughters and granddaughters, 
form a large per cenL of the present herd. 
Among her daughters are noticed the fine red 
now, l'rairie Flower, by Reporter 2nd =2436=-. 
Ivy Leaf, another ihree-year-old. Is another 
fine, large, well-built daughter of the old cow, 
possessing considerable quality. This cow was 
first at Ixmdon and third at Toronto. A One 
bull calf was seen from this cow. I^dy Aber
deen =2628»=. a grand thrce-year old heifer 
by Coventry Victor 13195-, and the two- 
year old heifer. Matchless of Ashton Front- 
view =2(887 = , are creditable productions of 
the old cow. Village Rose 7th. Adelina Patti 
=26288 , from Prairie Flower 22381 . is 
also a thick, smooth heifer of the right 
sort. Princess Josephine, a very fine helfi r 
calf, was also pointed out to us as a second 
winner at London. Lady Jane is also a 
calf to attract attention. Both sired by States
man. Fashion Fair, a beautiful yearling 
heifer, rich red in color, had been added to the 
herd since our last visit. She was purchased 
from Arthur Johnston.of Greenwood, and was 
sired by the famous Indian Chief. A sister tf 
hers, we were (old, was a winner of eleven 
firsts in V. S. in one year, and another was 
selected for llic O. K. F. A couple of good 
bulls, rising a year, were noticed ; one being 
out of the first prize cow at London. This 
year’s calves consist of t wo bulls and two hetf- 
era of promining character. The t-tock boll. 
Statesman, is still at the hesd of the herd : a 
right good one. bred by J. Sc W. Russell. 
Richmond Hill; by Prinre Royal; dam Nonpa
reil Victoria, by imp. Vice-Consul.

10 SHORTHORN BULLS6-9-y-om
GUELPH. ONT.

For 
Salk!

and a few heifers, nearly all from imported 
cows and got by an imported bull. 22-2-f-om

kon

O,jo: about the 
a oomfort-Markham, OntKinellar Lodge,

THOS. ALLIN & BROS.
Lake View Farm, Oshawa. Ont.,

Breeders of Clydes-33 
dales. Shorthorns. ■ 
and SHROPSHIRE».^ 
Have 1 yearling bull 
and 1 two - year - old 
bull (sired by Duke of 
lavender). Will go 
cheap.

-4-2-y-om
LARGE ENGLISH BERKSHIRES. o

The home of some famous prize-winners. 
Sows in pig by imported sires. Now is the 
time to order spring pigs. A six-months-old 
boar for sale. Barred I *. I lock eggs from prize 
winning imp. stock. Write or come and see us.

of DEEP MILKING SHORTHORNS.
DORSAL E-Four young Bulls, three rods 
C and one roan ; also Heifers, all got by
ï“

Ixmdeeboro, Ont.KgBennett A Son,H.
—om

13-y-omSr. Williams, Ont.
4 Scotch Shorthorn Bulls for SaleWoodroffe Stock Farm, 

1 Ottawa, Ontario,J.G. CLARK Ten to thirteen months old, from Duchess of 
Gloster, Lovely, and Nonpareil dams, and sired 
by imported King James. Also a few Part ridge 
Cochin Cockerels for Sale, $1.50.

H. I. ELLIOTT. Danville. P. Q.

------ HAS FOR SALE--------
Mr. ir. H. Heard. London, Ont.:

Three Clydesdale Mares -15-1-y-oDear Sir.—This is to certify that at the 
contest of Spraying Apparatus, held at Grims
by on April 2nd and 3rd, 181M», under the aus
pices of the Hoard of Control of the Fruit Ex
perimental Stations of Ontario, in which there 
were eleven contestants, the Spramotor, made 
by the Spramotor Co., London, Ont., 
awarded first place.

1
H. K. Falrbalrn, Thedg>„t;

Breeder of pure-bred Shorthorns. I now have 
for sale two good young bulls, 11 and 13 months 
old, of choice breeding. Will sell cheap, con
sidering quality. 22-2-y-o

Weighing from 1,650 to 1,800 pounds, 
and their colts from 1 to 3 years old. 
Choice young Yorkshires of both sexes.

Choice Young Ayra^ires of both sexes
For Sale Clieap.

m

was
1864. HILLHURST FARM. 1894.

Tar a mnVBlY HOBSES, 
Shorthorn and Aberdeen-Angus cattle, Shrop
shire and Dorset-Horn sheep.

M. H. COCHRANE,
HILLHURST STATION, P. Q.

CASTLEDERG,
ONT..A. J. WATSON,

M. Pettit, i 
H. L. Hi tt, J J udges. (Ashton Front view Farm), breeder of choice 

Scotch Shorthorns. Young stock of either 
sex, and choicest breeding, for sale at reason
able prices. Correspondence solicited__ 

Bolton Station, C. P. K.

2-c-o

ADVERTISE IN THE ADVOCATE 22-2-y-o k
16-2-y-om B
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1 GOSSIP. Arthur Johnston, Ww-Wafatayrshires CHANCE
huanlK(uihlipi|kMi^ I , km..A a*«rl mo obtain a young JERSEY BULL 

A from the famous Belvedere herd. 
As my whole herd now goes to 
Prince Edward Island, I have 
reserved for my customers

,«r a»i a * *tri •L2L
rs

4 iSP
Six Splendid Young BullsI

It VIZ 

5M-

%
Four months to eighteen months 
old. Sure prise-winners. Reason
able prices to immediate buyers. 
These are the best I have ever 
entered.

MRS. K. M. JONES, 
la* «*, BROCKVILLE, Ont, CAN.

MS. IcCORWCK ft SON,
naun at WOOKTOM. OUT. My-ov am m am mus v » Cottlngbam,

Fa». Ormstown, Que.,
Breeder of Ayr
shire cattle. Heidis 
headed by the prim- 
winning bull. White 
Prince of St. Anne’s 
-SM8-. Choicely 
bred stock for sale 
at all times, includ- 
ingsome very choice 
____________ i-l-y-o

lifted
*><1 Heifers,

it
CoI

I»—nUj. «
: UatT-ft.

__ CJMftw
c “X*

alyee
RIVER BOW STOCK FARM. Éti®,THE 6LEM STOCK FARMft. m« «r

I Direr CRydesdalos, Ayr
-------- ,---- es. High-class
a specialty. We are making 
■*“’—of ten very promising

----- iberof very choice
of the heaviest and 

strains, any of which

;î2- of Swine, and JERSEYS r?aRHSetfeLS üTapÆBS
Calves and Boll Calves, richly bred, best test
ing strains, and good color. Also first-class 
Berkshire Boars and Sows, bred straight 
from imported stock. Come and see or write 
for prices.
J. C. SNELL, - Snelgrove P.O., Ont. 
R- R. Station, Brampton, G. T. R., and C. P.R. 
_________________ 8-y-om__________

aof roa
a

br thef of

We have Rtough-coaled Scotch

w iwwrewof'
aYea of

A at ex
dee Ayrsftdros: ;! Shorthorn Bulls

Two Yearlings,
Six Calves.

FOR SALE....t* We Largest 
ft herd ia

Si Ten Cows in calf, - $400. 
Four Bulls,

Oahria We haveft ;to aiI 5100.of
bym

w of urn All solid color, and all except two are St. 
Lambert strain. Address—

JONATHAN CARPENTER,
WINONA, ONT.

sweep-
ftnt Oftstakes■ OOfer. Aba cbeice Shropshires, and a fine lo 

PÏP-Î0 aUe‘ „Vkiu>re met at 
a J-riULLft. SOWS, Cirutos Placu, Ont. | 18 2 y~om

AYRSHIRES - AND - YORKSHIRES.
1» The largest herd 
£ m the Province 
■È, of Quebec; select- 
B*»ed from deep- 
r, milking strains.
Also choice Yorkshires.
Orders booked for 
young pigs.
V.F. ft LISTENER.

Trent River, Qua

ta
F of

A' efi : Prior.' SPECIAL OFFER FOB DECEMBER.

Lee Farm Registered Jerseys. *s? l*•aft
JOHN DRYDEN,f g'W:-- "a, Okt. 1 young Cows and Bull, - - «300 

4 2-year-old Heifers and Bull, 250 
4 1-year-old Heifers and Bull, 200 
4 Heifer Calves and Bull, 150 

Well-bred, good colors. Short of feed. Must 
reduce stock. Address—

As m
1*.Ii SHORTHORNS FOR SALEWi

18 T< tad 6: abeW rodat
•ai B. PHELPS BAT.T., 

Lee Farm, Rook Island, P. Q.
Ai■My, IT-y-oata aft

Maple Cliff S*™ Ayrshires | GLEN Rouge Jerseys.of ft va;ib
a aft ;is a An I WILUAM ROLPH. Markham, Ont-, offers 

is. A few exceptionally choice young I twelve Jersey Bulls and Heifers (pure St. Lam- 
ef bath sex now for kale Prices in I berts), out of tested cows. Grand individuals 
with the times. For particulars I Prices right 22-y-om

iabribeOeeHeSwTSr AaefAa is the T<a
after.

Hua, Okt.
f ■ft of jr-ef

w. g.
ïsb I Æœsars: w * I srs æmtjsbtæ

12-2-y-o

ef JOHN PULFER, gg£,PT0N-
hen

*etttS ofa
ef

Bulk
saisi

the*.; ait hoi *he

UNO. A McOONALD, JR.. Williamstown, Ont
__________________4-2-t-o_______________

Maple Cliff Dairy# StockFarm
Ayrshire Cattle, B^hire and Tamworth I JER till O Q 1 \T G S

OF THE RIGHT SORT

D'or S a le.

them.efof a aafta .efef

Ingleside Herefords.
UP-TO-DATE HERD 
OF CANADA !

of ia to r. By-eaher*
akb.

AYRSHIRES FOR SALE.at the the
the

a Ear) ofef the
r. the

Myaai
he

tti: sJi&rSystteins sstsïs*
KOBths old, from 1st prize

R. REID At CO.. Hintonburg, Ont.
_______________One mile from Ottawa.

of the Sir
Bari efshins th

iato rota ■afthe I ftfty-a

Oak Point Stock Farm __
^IAupaLSnaa FOR ID.H.KETCHESON^Ayrshires sale.I jy»

j J- G- C. JEESEYS
i <St- Lambert and St, Helier
I 5» strains I and I kmkry, ont., breeders of

wSga! SsSbsSSKwK reSSSSïirtîSrfi
The total I rr-TO ----- --------------------- ---------» I SaropstrAe hem of 1894.ar 3391 __________Hirigaftnaa, Oseag. [ $twt from imp, bulls and imp, anr I Stock for sale. Prices right. 10-2-y-om

‘Wa,of3^r|Thos. Drysdale, ^
BrtrdrrM M«h I of,^plcadi$ individuality always for

1 W* “E-*W 8tock that have won

* *eaetifu! Jersey Bull Calf For Sale j|2KSKS8ftiSr’*““—
tWiL®**** *** 1- mlKri; bred by Mrs

F. BIRDS A 1.1, & SON, Bird sail Ont.

efatajH Address—are a
of MS aft. ef FRED NORTONSM-mthe

Ayres of
The (HERDSMAN),

Compton, 9ue.ef 17-y-om
in

be from the

A. HOOVER & SON,greatly of I have
at Ayres test tat atatI the

to Heath Iters of ftaeto
»; total.i;

liraive
tool via.:

tfricfttts Agierar. p J-ef

14ft ia the previ HOIySTE^INS ! ia
re ia the
ire every n 
fallow the 1to

resalts will
‘to that Extra choiceby

as for sale 
Farm If miles 
hemBVysea'sSft. 
6-T.R. ftftysp

able toahtaia a redertiee ia the very ii»
by the1 A.*q. RICE,

Brook bank Stock Farms, CURRIE’8 CRG88- 
INQ, Oxford Co., Ont 18-y-om

:
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